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Introduction

Introduction
In the beginning of the last century, the advent of quantum mechanics set the theoretical
background in understanding the physical processes in atomic structure, chemical bonds,
solid–state physics, particle physics and cosmology. It also noticeably opened the way to the
investigation of a new state of the matter, the plasma, which is supposed to constitute a very
large part of the universe. An accurate description of plasmas is, for instance, necessary to
apprehend the mechanisms of the energy production inside the stars. Another qualitative
revolution of this field occurred during the fifties. The development of the space technology
made available extraterrestrial observatories, providing an enormous quantity of data and also
the ground for new theoretical researches. In parallel, the digital computers gave for the first
time a powerful tool to elaborate intricate theoretical models, opening new paths in the
interpretation of the advanced astrophysical observations [1]. During the last three decades,
the development of the laser technology has restated again the research in astrophysics. The
power lasers gave the ability to reproduce in the laboratory the conditions found in the interior
of the stars, providing a great progress in the evolution of plasma physics [2–4].
From the first steps in the parallel development of quantum mechanics and astrophysics,
the understanding of the nuclear fusion as the energy production mechanism in the stellar
interior has set the question of the ability to apply this physical process to produce energy in a
terrestrial scale. Following the nature of the stars, it was made clear that the basic problem in
such an adventure is the confinement of the high energetic plasmas providing the fusion
reactions, and around this problem a new research field of the plasma physics was generated.
Historically, the first scheme that appeared as an answer to the confinement problem was the
Magnetic Confinement Fusion. The other scheme which appeared in parallel with the
development of the power lasers is the Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) [5]. In ICF no
external means of confinement is involved. Here, the confinement exclusively relies on the
inertia of the mass. Briefly, in this scheme, power laser beams of very short pulse duration
interact with the fusion target, heating it and producing a very fast expanding ablated plasma
layer. Due to the conservation of the inertia the rest of the target is strongly compressed, and
this implosion produces a very hot plasma with proper conditions to ignite a fusion reaction.
In the general context of the laser produced plasmas, a research field of particular
importance is plasma spectroscopy, which is related to the study of the plasma atomic
physics, and in particular to the interpretation of the plasma emission and absorption spectra.
Plasma spectroscopy includes both the theoretical research to model the complicated physics
involved in the determination of the emission and absorption properties of the plasma, as well
as the experimental techniques used to check these sophisticated models. Its very importance
consists in describing plasmas under conditions where the decisive phenomenon is the
transfer of radiation through the plasma. Situations like this are encountered in both
astrophysics in modeling the stellar atmospheres, and in ICF especially in the so–called
indirect drive scheme. On the other hand the spectrum analysis provides very accurate
informations about the state of the plasma (ionization state, density and temperature), and
thus, spectroscopy is in general a very powerful diagnostic tool of plasma physics. During the
last years, the use of plasmas to produce XUV sources [6] opened a new field of technological
interest for plasma spectroscopy, as the extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL), which
concerns the development of new generation microelectronics.
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Model of stellar atmospheres
The laboratory–scale astrophysical plasmas produced by power lasers provide improved
possibilities for developing our understanding of the stellar physics. Thus, in past years, an
important effort has been done to study theoretically and experimentally the plasmas
emissivity and opacity under conditions similar with those found in the stellar atmospheres
[2–4].
In this context, the opacities of medium–Z elements have a particular importance, even if
their abundance is low versus hydrogen and helium, because they rule the radiation energy
transfer in stellar interiors [1]. This stems from the spectral characteristics of the radiation in
the interior of the stars, in conjunction with the properties of the plasmas of medium–Z
elements. In particular, assuming a Planckian radiation, and for the typical temperatures
achieved in the stellar interior, it follows that the radiation maximum appears in the spectral
range between 50 and 1000 eV (XUV range), where the medium–Z elements show a very rich
absorption spectrum [7].
In the inner layers of stellar atmospheres the statistic of local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE) can describe accurately the different interactions occurring between the plasma and the
radiation [1], and the models of LTE plasmas opacities are very important. However,
extended regions of the atmospheres are ruled by non local thermodynamic equilibrium
statistics (NLTE), and the development of accurate atomic physics models for describing the
dynamic behavior of such plasmas is also crucial in understanding the behavior of the stars.

Indirect scheme of Inertial Confinement Fusion
Mainly two different schemes are used to generate the energy flux and the pressure required
to drive an Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) with lasers, as shown in Figure I.1 [5]. In the
direct drive approach, a number of laser beams heats directly the fusion capsule (Fig. I.1(a)).
The beam energy is absorbed by electrons in the outer low density corona. Then the electrons
transport the energy to the inner material to drive the ablation and the resulting implosion.
The problem with this scheme stems from the limitations in irradiating symmetrically and
uniformly the capsule : hydrodynamic instabilities as the Rayleigh–Taylor instability (RTI)
develop and impair the regular implosion and ignition of the target.
To overcome these difficulties the indirect ICF method was introduced, which is based on
the hohlraum target shown in Fig. I.1(b). The hohlraum is an empty cavity composed of a
high–Z material as gold, with a cylindrical symmetry along the horizontal axis, in the interior
of which is placed the fusion capsule. In the indirect scheme, the laser beams heat the inner
wall of the cavity, and the produced plasma converts the laser energy into an intense x–ray
radiation field. The x–ray radiation then drives the heating of the fusion capsule. The
conversion of the laser light takes place in an optically thin high temperature layer formed on
the surface of the inner wall. The temperature of the hohlraum is determined by the radiation
heat wave propagating through the optically thick plasma layer in its interior, and which is
builded by the diffusion of the x–rays. The thermal properties of this optically thick layer rule
also the confinement of the radiation field in the cavity empty space, which after multiple
absorption and re–emission processes tends to become uniform.
The main advantage of the hohlraum targets is the symmetrical irradiation of the capsule
by the x–ray field, which improves the implosion drive with respect to the electrons drive of
the direct scheme, especially as concerns RTI [8,9]. However, the price one has to pay
consists in the loss of energy (coupling efficiency), as a large fraction of the incident laser
energy is used to thermalize the hohlraum. The crucial parameter for both the advanced
coupling efficiency and irradiation symmetry is the opacity of the material composing the
vi
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hohlraum, which determines the conversion of the laser beam energy and the radiation
confinement.

(a)
(b)
Figure I.1 Different schemes of the D–T capsule drive (a) Direct drive scheme, (b) Indirect
drive scheme with the hohlraum configuration.

The study of the opacities has been introduced also in the context of the indirect ICF with
the sophisticated fusion capsules that have been proposed. The x–ray radiative drive depends
strongly on the spectral opacity of the ablator material, and optimized ablator mixtures of
plastics with higher–Z materials as copper (Cu) prove to give improved implosion efficiencies
[5].

Purposes of the present work
The theoretical research for the description of the absorption and emission spectrum of
medium and high–Z elements plasmas has led to the development of atomic physics codes
simulating different plasma statistics. Their common characteristic is the description of the
atomic structures with the superconfiguration formalism, which provides the ability to
calculate in a reasonable computation time the very complicated emission and absorption
spectra of these plasmas. Two such codes employed in our experiments are the NLTE code
TRANSPEC/AVERROES developed by O. Peyrusse [10,11], and the LTE code SCO
developed by T. Blenski et al. [12–14].
The first part of our work is aimed at the study of the emissive properties of low–density
plasmas of rare gases, which can be used to benchmark the TRANSPEC/AVERROES code.
The code gives the ability to simulate the emission spectrum of multicharged ions of medium
and high–Z elements plasmas. In our experimental work we measured the x–ray emission
spectra of laser irradiated xenon and krypton gas, characterizing independently the heating
conditions (density, temperature) of the produced NLTE plasmas with the Thomson scattering
technique. The present experiment was focused in analyzing with TRANSPEC/AVERROES
the time–resolved emission spectrum of the plasmas in the XUV range. Previous time–
resolved measurements of the xenon plasma performed by our research group showed that in
the keV range the emission spectrum does not change with time [15]. In the XUV spectral
range, however, we expect the emission spectrum to be more sensitive to the variations of the
plasma density and temperature, and thus, to measure time variable emission spectra. A main
motivation of our work is exactly to follow these variations with TRANSPEC/AVERROES,
vii
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providing to the code well characterized experimental data in a spectral range of particular
theoretical interest.
The second part of the present work concerns the characterization of the opacities in the
XUV spectral range of medium–Z elements plasmas mixtures. We performed an experiment
with thin solid foils of zinc sulfide irradiated by the intense x–ray field confined in the interior
of a spherical gold cavity. The experimental data were analyzed with the code SCO, which
statistical nature is appropriate to describe medium–Z elements mixtures, that may exhibit
very complex structures difficult to unravel with fully detailed atomic codes. The zinc sulfide
was chosen due to the homogeneous plasma mixture provided by a chemical compound, and
because its components show discrete non–overlapping absorption features in the
experimental spectral range. The plasma heating conditions were characterized independently
by measuring the XUV absorption of x–ray irradiated aluminium foils, which can be
accurately analyzed with the detailed atomic code HULLAC [16].

Structure of the thesis
The first two chapters give an outline of the theory involved in the study of the emission and
absorption plasma spectroscopy. Chapter 1 describes the different atomic processes occurring
in a plasma. The LTE and the NLTE statistics ruling the equilibrium of the atomic processes
are presented. Then, we give a brief description of the different codes of plasma atomic
physics used in the analysis of our experimental data, namely HULLAC, SCO and
TRANSPEC/AVERROES. In Chapter 2 the macroscopic theory of the radiation transport
through a plasma is given. We describe also the self–similar model of Basko and the view
factor approach, which permit us to calculate the heating conditions of the absorption foils
achieved in the interior of the spherical gold cavity.
Chapter 3 gives a description of the instruments used for realizing the two experiments, as
well as the technical characteristics of the LULI2000 laser facility used to perform the
experiments. Chapter 4 presents the experiment realized to characterize the emission spectra
of the xenon and krypton plasmas in NLTE, as well the analysis of the experimental data with
TRANSPEC/AVERROES. Finally, the experiment for measuring the absorption spectrum of
the ZnS plasma mixture and the analysis of the experimental data with the code SCO are
given in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 1 Elements of plasma atomic physics
1.1 Introduction
This chapter presents some basic elements of the atomic physics involved in the study of laser
produced laboratory plasmas. First, the description of the different atomic processes taking
place in a hot–dense plasma is given. Then, we discuss the different thermodynamic regimes
ruling the plasmas state. Two situations may be involved in our experiments: the local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and the non–local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE),
where one uses collisional radiative equations to describe the populations kinetics.
Sophisticated theoretical models are implemented as post–processors of plasma atomic
physics codes, in order to obtain the plasmas emission and absorption spectra. The unresolved
transition arrays and the super–transition–arrays formalisms may be used extensively in the
codes calculating the synthetic spectra of medium and high–Z elements plasmas, and an
outline of these powerful approaches is given. After an enumeration of the elementary
radiative and collisional processes involved in the plasma, we describe briefly the different
atomic codes used in the analysis of the experimental data, as well as the post–processors
accounting for the statistical and radiative properties of such plasmas.

1.2 Plasma atomic processes
The plasma components, namely the ions, electrons, and photons, interact through
electromagnetic fields, transferring energy from one particle to the other, and thereby
changing their states. To determine the macroscopic behavior of the plasma, a classification of
the different interactions is necessary. In plasma spectroscopy the processes of the greatest
interest are those in which an ion interact with an electron and/or a photon, and which result
in changing the excitation or ionization state of the ion. The ion–ion interactions (collisions,
formation of molecular states), usually less probable than electron–ion and photon–ion
interactions, are not considered here. We may classify these processes according to the
variation (bound–free) or not (bound–bound) of the ionization state of the ion, as shown in
Table 1–I.
The atomic processes can be also classified with respect to the participation (radiative) or
not (collisional) of a photon in the interaction, and the emission and absorption spectra
originate directly from such radiative processes. The spectra are composed of a discrete and a
continuous part. The former results from the bound–bound radiative processes. In the
formation of the latter contribute the bound–free and the free–free transitions of the electrons
(not given in the table). Though the free–free transitions are not important for the plasmas
conditions relevant to our work, they are described briefly at the end of this section.
bound–bound
direct process
inverse process
photoabsorption
e-impact excitation
-

spontaneous decay
(+ stimulated emission)
e-impact de–excitation
-

direct process
photoionization
e-impact ionization
autoionization

bound–free
inverse process
radiative recombination
(spontaneous + stimulated)
three body recombination
dielectronic recombination

Table 1 – I Classification of the different atomic processes changing the state of the plasma ions.
The quantity that describes the contribution of a given process to the variation of the
plasma state is its transition rate giving the number of reactions per unit time. When a target
1
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and a projectile is involved, this rate can be computed from the cross section of the
elementary process and the statistical distribution of the projectiles (electrons or photons). The
radiative rates and the collisional cross–sections are calculated from the basic equations of
quantum mechanics.

1.2.1 Detailed balance principle
As seen in Table 1–I, every atomic process occurring within a plasma has its inverse, and a
remarkable property is that the rate expressions of the two processes are correlated in a very
simple way via the detailed balance principle [1–3]. In its elementary form, the detailed
balance principle requires that the rate of any process at a given electron (and/or photon)
energy is equal to the rate of the inverse process for the corresponding velocity class (when an
electron is involved) and/or frequency interval (for a photon). In its integrated form, the
detailed balance principle states that the rates of the processes
Ai

+ζ

+ p1 + ... ⇔ A j

+ζ '

+ p 2 + ...

(1.1)

are such that

Rij N i N 1 ... = R ' ji N j N 2 ...

(1.2)

where Rij (resp R' ji ) is the rate coefficient for the direct (resp. inverse) process, and N i is,
for instance, the density of ions in the state i assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium.
Examples of application of the detailed balance can be found in [1–3]. The detailed balance
principle greatly simplifies the calculations of the transition rate coefficients, since once the
rate coefficient of an atomic process is known, the inverse coefficient can be found directly
from Eq. (1.2) if the electrons (or the photons) are at thermal equilibrium, without any
hypothesis on the LTE or NLTE status of the ionic level populations.

1.2.2 Bound–bound processes
Spontaneous decay and resonant photoabsorption

In the spontaneous decay one observes the transition from a discrete excited ionic state j to a
lower ionic state i, with simultaneous emission of a photon. In the presence of an external
electromagnetic field, stimulated emission also contributes to the j → i transition. The
inverse process is the resonant photoabsorption. The emission and absorption of photons
between bound states of an ion of charge ζ reads
Ai

+ζ

+ hω ⇔ A j

+ζ

(1.3)

The coefficients for spontaneous emission Aji, photoabsorption Bij, and stimulated emission
Bji, obey the well-known Einstein relations [3]. It is interesting to note that stimulated
emission was discovered by Einstein in 1916 precisely by applying the detailed balance
principle to a two-level atom in thermal equilibrium with radiation.

2
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Electron impact excitation and de–excitation
In the process of electron impact excitation a collision between an electron and an ion of
charge ζ takes place, inducing the excitation of a bound electron from a low energy state i to a
high energy j, while the free electron loses the energy ΔEji = Ej – Ei. The impact de–excitation
is the inverse process. Both processes affect only the excitation state of the ion, and not its
ionization degree. This collisional process can be schematized as
Ai

+ζ

+ e ⇔ Aj

+ζ

+e

(1. 4)

To illustrate the detailed balance in a simple case, if we denote their rate coefficients by
E(ζ, i → ζ,j) and D(ζ, j → ζ,i), respectively, this principle in its integrated form gives

D(ζ , j → ζ , i) g ζ , j
ΔE
exp(−
)
=
E (ζ , i → ζ , j ) g ζ ,i
k B Te

(1. 5)

where gζ,i, gζ,j are the statistical weights of the two bound states, Te is the temperature of the
free electrons, assuming their velocity distribution is Maxwellian, and kB is the Boltzmann
constant .

1.2.3 Bound–free processes
Photoionization and radiative recombination

The process of photoionization is the result of the interaction between a photon and an ion.
Here, the photon is absorbed by the ion and a bound electron is transferred into the
continuum. The inverse process where a free electron is captured in a bound state of the ion
with the simultaneous emission of a photon is called radiative recombination. Stimulated
radiative recombination must also be considered in the presence of an external field. These
processes are described as
Ai

+ζ

+ hω ⇔ A j

+ ζ +1

+e

(1.6)

and, using detailed balance, their cross–sections are connected by the Einstein–Milne relations
[3]

σ ph (ζ , i → ζ + 1, j; hω ) 2mc 2 E e g j
=
σ rr (ζ + 1, j → ζ , i; E e )
(hω ) 2 g i

(1.7)

where σph and σrr are, respectively, the cross sections of photoionization and radiative
recombination, with (ζ, i) we denote the less-charged ion state and with (ζ + 1,j) the ionized
state, and Ee = ħω – Eji is the free electron energy. Photoionization is an important process
mainly in optically thick plasmas, where the mean free path of the photons is shorter than the
plasmas dimensions, so that the intensity of the local field induces a sufficiently large rate of
photoionization with respect to electron impact ionization rate. In optically thin plasmas
photoionization is less important than photoabsorption.

3
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Electron impact ionization and three–body recombination
Electron impact ionization is one of the most important processes in hot plasmas. Here the
collision of a free electron with an ion transfers a bound electron in the continuum and the ion
charge state increases. The inverse process is the three–body recombination, where two free
electrons collide simultaneously with an ion, one of them being captured, while the other
takes away the released energy. The three–body recombination requires the presence of two
free electrons, and thus this process, proportional to Ne2, becomes important only at high
electron densities . These processes can be written
Ai

+ζ

+ e ⇔ Aj

+ ζ +1

+e+e

(1.8)

Here, we denote the rate coefficients of impact ionization and three–body recombination by
I(ζ, i→ζ+1, j;Te) and R(3)(ζ+1, j→ζ, i;Te), respectively. Assuming the free electrons obey a
Maxwell distribution, the detailed balance gives
⎛ mc 2 k B Te
I (ζ , i → ζ + 1, j; Te )
⎜
2
=
⎜ 2π (hc) 2
R ( 3) (ζ + 1, j → ζ , i; Te )
⎝

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

3/ 2

Eζ +1, j − Eζ ,i
g (ζ + 1, j )
exp(−
)
g (ζ , i )
k B Te

(1.9)

Autoionization and dielectronic recombination
In the processes of autoionization and dielectronic recombination doubly excited ion states are
involved. A doubly excited ion denoted by A+ζn΄l΄,n΄΄l΄΄ (n΄, n΄΄ are the principal and l΄, l΄΄ the
orbital quantum numbers) is characterized by two excited electrons, one in a low energy state
n΄l΄ and the other in a high energy state n΄΄l΄΄. The doubly excited species can lose an electron
through autoionization when an internal electronic interaction process takes place, if the initial
ion energy is above the ionization potential. The inverse process is called dielectronic
recombination.
The detailed balance principle applied to the reaction
A0

+ ( ζ +1)

+ e ⇔ An+′lζ′,n′′l ′′

(1.10)

is written, in its integrated form, as

R *( d ) ( ζ + 1 → ζ ; n΄l΄ , n΄΄l΄΄ ; Te ) 1 g ζ ;n′l ′,n′′l ′′
=
Au( ζ ; n΄l΄ , n΄΄l΄΄ → ζ + 1)
2 g ζ +1

⎛ 2π ( hc ) 2 ⎞
⎜⎜ 2
⎟⎟
⎝ mc k B Te ⎠

3/ 2

exp( − E n΄l΄ ,n΄΄l΄΄ /( k B Te ))

(1.11)

where R*(d)( ζ+1→ ζ; n΄l΄,n΄΄l΄΄; Te) and Au(ζ; n΄l΄,n΄΄l΄΄→ ζ+1) are the dielectronic
recombination and autoionization rate coefficients respectively The dielectronic
recombination depends strongly on the plasma density. In fact, at high plasma densities the
continuum lowering cuts out the highly excited ionic levels, leaving less phase space for the
dielectronic recombination. Therefore, this process is mainly significant in relatively low
densities plasmas.
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1.2.4 Free–free processes (Bremsstrahlung radiation)
The bremsstrahlung radiation emission takes place when an electron moving close to an ion is
accelerated by the Coulomb field, emitting a photon. In the inverse bremsstrahlung the
simultaneous interaction of a free electron with the Coulomb field of an ion and the radiation
field induces the absorption of a photon by the free electron. Both these processes are
characterized as free–free transitions to recall the initial and the final states of the radiating
electrons.
The bremsstrahlung radiation and its inverse process become significant for low–Z
plasmas (hydrogen, helium) which are fully ionized and where the free electrons transitions
are the main radiation mechanism. In medium and high–Z plasmas at relatively low
temperatures (partially charged ions) bremsstrahlung produces a low continuous background,
the main radiation mechanisms being the bound–bound and bound–free transitions.

1.3 Plasma statistical physics
1.3.1 Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium
In thermodynamic equilibrium the state of the plasma is specified uniquely by two
thermodynamic variables (like the absolute temperature and the density) via the well known
equations of statistical mechanics. However, this situation is not valid in astrophysics and
laboratory plasmas when electron–ion collisions or photon–ion interactions have a small
probability. The problem lies in the deviations from the thermal distribution of the plasma
photons. This mainly results from the ability of the photons to escape from the plasma without
being reabsorbed; this occurs, for example, in the corona stellar regions (and also in many
laboratory plasmas), where the photon mean free path is larger than the plasma dimensions.
As a result, in a plasma some particles may obey thermal distributions (possibly ions and
much more probably electrons), something that is ensured by their relatively high collisional
rates [2].
In this situation the plasma statistics can be described with the model of local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). In LTE model we assume that locally the plasma particles
are in thermodynamic equilibrium, even though the photons deviate from it, and thus they can
be characterized by a temperature and density determining their distributions. LTE is a strictly
local theory and does not permit to correlate the conditions of separate plasma regions, let say
by radiation exchange, and thus, we should understand that the plasma parameters of
temperature and density have a purely local scope [3].
For LTE to be valid, two conditions should be fulfilled [4] : (1) The collisions mean free
paths of the particles, and mainly of the electrons, should be smaller than the dimensions of
the gradients exhibiting the thermodynamic parameters, and (2) the photons mean free path
should not exceed strongly the gradients dimensions. The former ensures that within the
volume of the locally characterized plasma a large number of particles collisions take place
which tends to thermalize its behavior. The latter means that the photons interacting locally
with the particles come from a region with not very different thermodynamic properties. The
non local radiation tends to drive the particles distributions away from their equilibrium state,
competing the particles collisions. Concerning the global characteristics of the plasma these
conditions are equivalently fulfilled when it has a high density, and it is optically thick.
At thermodynamic equilibrium, the populations of the plasma particles are ruled
respectively by the Maxwell, Boltzmann, and Saha distributions for the free electrons, the
ionic levels and the ionization stages.
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Maxwell velocity distribution
The probability at thermodynamic equilibrium that a free electron of mass m and temperature
Te has a velocity in the range of (u, u + du) is given by the Maxwell velocity distribution
3

m
) 2 exp(− mu 2 / 2k B Te )4πu 2 du
f (u )du = (
2πk B Te

(1.12)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The above relation assumes that quantum statistics
(Fermi-Dirac for electrons) is not required, i.e., that the electron gas is not degenerated. This
is true if the electron temperature is much greater than the Fermi energy scaling as ne2/3, where
ne is the electron density, e.g., kBT >> 0.1 eV if ne = 1020 cm−3. This hypothesis is always
acceptable for the experimental conditions considered in this work. The Maxwell distribution
is characterized by the most probable speed,
1

u 0 = (2k B Te / m) 2
and the root mean square speed, u 2

1
2

(1.13)

1

= (3k B Te / m) 2 .

Boltzmann excitation equation

At thermodynamic equilibrium with temperature Te, the population distribution of the
different bound ionic states is determined by the Boltzmann law,
N ζ ,i
N ζ ,0

=

g ζ ,i
g ζ ,0

exp(−

Eζ ,i − Eζ , 0
k B Te

)

(1.14)

where Nζ,i represents the density of ζ–charged ions in a excited level i (Nζ,0 is the density of
the ζ–charged ion in its ground state); gζ,i, gζ,0 are, respectively, the statistical weights of the
excited and the ground level, accounting for the degenerate sublevels (the 2J + 1 m–states in
the absence of a magnetic field), and ΔΕi0 = Eζ,i – Eζ,0 is the energy of the excited level above
the ion ground state.
Saha ionization equation

The Saha law specifies the populations in the different ionization states. It is derived from a
minimization of the free energy of the ions and electrons, assuming that the electrons form an
ideal gas of non-degenerated particles. Assuming the ion densities of two successive
ionization states ζ, and (ζ + 1) are Nζ, Nζ+1 their ratio is given by
N ζ +1
Nζ

3

⎛ E Iζ
2 ⎛ 2πmk B Te ⎞ 2 zζ +1 (Te )
= ⎜
exp⎜⎜ −
⎟
2
ne ⎝ h
⎠ zζ (Te )
⎝ k B Te

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(1.15)

where EIζ is the ionization potential of the ζ–charged ion, Te is the electron temperature, and
zζ(T) the partition function
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zζ (T ) = ∑ g ζ ,i exp(−
i

Eζ , i
k BT

)

(1.16)

the sum being carried upon the bound levels of the ζ–charged ion.

1.3.2 Non–Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium–Collisional Radiative Model
Non–local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) characterizes a plasma when at least one of
the particles distribution functions deviates from the corresponding thermal distribution;
explicitly, when the occupation number of the bound atomic levels do not follow the
Boltzmann distribution, or an ionization state density deviates from the Saha value, or a
velocity distribution is non–Maxwellian [2]. Even if the ions in the plasma obey LTE
conditions as described above, the photons do not usually follow Planck’s law.
The main cause of the existence of NLTE regimes is the ability of the photons to escape
from the plasma (optically thin) and the fact that collision rates are not much higher than
radiative rates. Due to this loss of energy the plasma particles participating in the photons
emission (ions in bound–bound and bound–free, or electrons in free–free radiative transitions)
deviate from their thermal distribution, and, when the plasma density is relatively low, the
collisional processes can not compensate this deviation. Other reasons can be the rapid
temporal variation in a plasma not being in a steady state, or transport processes due to the
steep gradients of the plasma parameters. It is important to notice that because the NLTE
situations are mainly due to the non–Planckian behavior of the radiation field, the frontier
between LTE and NTLE states is never very clear.
The distributions functions of the plasma particles under NLTE conditions cannot be
found in an analytical form from basic principles, as with in LTE. Here, we have to write
down explicitly the kinetic equations ruling the statistics of the plasma particles. The state
density of a specific particle (ion, electron, or photon) can be obtained by solving rate
equations, taking into account all the processes that increase or decrease its population.
In the standard NLTE modeling approach we account in detail for the different atomic
states, while the free electrons are still assumed to have a Maxwellian distribution due to their
high collision rates in hot plasmas [5]. So, the ionization distribution and the bound level
populations are determined by solving a system of rate equations taking into account all the
collisional and radiative processes. The general form of the rate equation is

−

dN i
= N i ∑ Ri→ j − ∑ N j R j→i
dt
j
j

(1.17)

where Ri→j is the total transition rate from the level i to j( Rj→i stands for the inverse
processes), and Ni is the i–level population density (Nj for j–level).

1.4 Calculation of complex plasma spectrum–Superconfigurations
approach
In order to calculate the plasma emission or absorption spectra one has to determine the
atomic structures of the different plasma species, accounting for their atomic states, as well as
the transitions rates of all the atomic processes which connect these states. In plasma
conditions it is often possible to ignore the interactions between configurations. Then, the
atomic states are described using the fine structure levels, where each state of a configuration
7
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C is characterized by the two quantum numbers JM. This approach, which is known as the
detailed level accounting (DLA), becomes unrealistic for the calculation of the spectrum of
medium and high–Z elements plasmas due to the huge number of configurations and detailed
levels involved in the accounting of the collisional and radiative rates.
In this case a statistical description of both the states and the corresponding transitions is
necessary. Such a statistical description to arrays of detailed transitions between two
configurations has been proposed in the so called UTA and SOSA approaches by J. Bauche,
C. Bauche-Arnoult and M. Klapisch [7-9]
These approaches have been motivated by unresolved structures due to the bound-bound
transitions observed in plasmas experiments. In plasmas the unresolved spectral structures
appear naturally from the emission of a large number of spectral lines in a narrow band due to
their finite spectral width (Doppler broadening, Stark effect). This situation corresponds to the
high number of transitions from close energy states of two configurations. In this case the
statistical treatment of the transitions is justified. The notion of the UTA (intermediate
coupling Unresolved Transition Array) or the SOSA (relativistic Spin–Orbit–Split–Arrays) is
used when one represents them by their continuous envelope as a function of the photon
energy. In this model the first three moments of the transitions are necessary; the zero–
moment determining the transitions amplitude, the first moment the energy and the second–
moment the width. These moments are written formally,

μ0( C ) = M 0( C )

(1.18.a)

μ1( C ) = M 1( C ) / M 0( C )

(1.18.b)

μ2( C ) = M 2( C ) /( M 0( C ) − ( μ1( C ) ) 2 )

(1.18.c)

The terms Mi are the transitions strengths,
M i( C ) =

4π 2 a fine
3

PC

∑ (E

n E ∈C ,mE ∈C '

mE

− E nE ) i n E Dˆ m E

2

(1.19)

where afine is the fine structure constant, PC is the configuration probability, EmE and EnE are
the states energies, and nE Dˆ mE

is the transition dipole matrix element. Let us note that in

Eq. (1.19) the use of a common PC probability before the summation upon the levels is an
approximation essential to simplify the formalism: in principle such probability depends on
EnE and should be kept under the sum expression. The approximation of a common PC
(Boltzmann factor) is justified when the level energy spread is much smaller than the plasma
temperature. Using such an approximation, closed forms have been derived by Bauche et al
[7-9] for the sum appearing in expression (1.19).
However even with a statistical approach to detailed levels within the configurations we
still face the problem that the number of configurations can be extremely large. An answer to
this problem is the superconfiguration (SC) treatment of the bound states together with the
super–transition–arrays (STA) method proposed first by A. Bar–Shalom [6]. A SC Ξ is
defined as a collection of configurations the energies of which are close, in particular their
difference should be less than kTe. The transitions between two SCs, Ξ and Ξ΄, are obtained as
in the UTA or SOSA approach in a statistical approach performing an average over all the
possible one–electron transitions, α→β, between the configurations belonging to Ξ and Ξ΄,
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forming in this manner a super–transition–array (STA). In this way the STA is a natural
extension of the unresolved transition arrays method (UTA). The extension of the UTAs
formalism to the STA model is however not straightforward since now the averaging should
take into account also the dependence of the probability factor PC on the configuration
average energy EC. In fact, to obtain the transitions α→β, additionally to the states of the
configurations in Eq. (1.19), we have now to account for all the configurations belonging to
the superconfigurations Ξ and Ξ΄,
M

(Ξ)
i

=

4π 2 a fine
3

∑

C∈Ξ ,C '∈Ξ ';

PC

∑ (E

n E ∈C , mE ∈C '

mE

− E nE ) i n E Dˆ m E

2

(1.20)

The STAs are characterized by their three first moments defined similarly to Eq. (1.18). The
important point in the superconfiguration method is a simplified treatment of the PC
probability allowing one to calculate the moments of Eq. (1.20) using a recursive method and
avoiding direct summations over all configurations C and C’.

1.5 Atomic codes of plasma physics
1.5.1 The code HULLAC
The code HULLAC calculates the atomic structure as well as the cross sections of the
collisional and radiative atomic processes within the detailed level formalism. In its standard
version of ref. [10], these data are post–processed by a collisional radiative model in order to
compute the emission and absorption spectra of NLTE plasmas. The theoretical framework of
the code is the first order perturbation theory with a central field, applied on the relativistic
description of the Dirac equations.
The atomic relativistic states are obtained from the many-electron Dirac Hamiltonian,

H = H '+ H Breit + H QED

(1.21)

The multi–electron Dirac Hamiltonian operator H΄ written in atomic units (ħ = e = m = 1) is
H ' = ∑ (hiD −
i

Z
1
)+∑
ri
i < j rij

(1.22)

where hiD is the kinetic part of a single–electron Dirac Hamiltonian, and the terms HBreit and
HQED are included to account for the Breit interactions and QED corrections, respectively. The
central field principle consists in splitting the hamiltonian in a spherically symmetric part H0
and in a perturbation H1
H 0 = ∑ ( hiD + U ( ri ))

(1.23)

i

H1 = ∑
i< j

Z
1
+ ∑ ( − U ( ri ))
rij
ri
i

(1.24)
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where the parametric potential U(ri) is inserted in the zero order hamiltonian in order to obtain
a first order perturbation as small as possible.
The relativistic orbitals (four component spinors) obtained from the solution of the Dirac
equation,
( hiD + U ( ri ))φnljm = ε nlj φnljm

(1.25)

are characterized by the set of quantum numbers nljm, and the N–electron zero order solutions
are constructed from the antisymmetrical products of the orbitals. The parametric potential
involved in Eq. (1.25) is [11],
1⎛ N
⎞
U ( a , r ) = ⎜ ∑ qs f ( l s , a s , r ) + I ⎟
r ⎝ s =1
⎠

(1.26)

where,
f (l s , a s , r ) = e

− as r

⎛
k ⎞ (a s r ) k
⎜
∑
⎜1 − 2l + 2 ⎟⎟ k!
k =0 ⎝
s
⎠

2 l s +1

(1.27)

In Eqs. (1.26), (1.27) the index s runs over the different shells, where qs is the occupation
number and ls the orbital quantum number of the shell; I is the degree of ionization plus one,
and the parameter as is proportional to the inverse of the shell radius. The solutions of H΄ are
calculated by adjusting the parameter as of U(r) in order to obtain minimum first order
configuration energies. The Breit and QED terms of the Hamiltonian are considered as second
order perturbations. The first order mixed configuration energies and wavefunctions obtained
are then used for the calculation of the radiative transitions rates and the cross sections of the
collisional excitation, ionization and photoionization. The inverse process rates are obtained
by detailed balance.
In the present work, the code HULLAC is employed in the analysis of the XUV
absorption spectrum of radiatively heated Al or ZnS plasmas in LTE. The code calculates for
the different ion species their energy levels and the oscillator strengths of the transitions. In
order to calculate the plasma opacity, these data are used here assuming a Saha–Boltzmann
population distribution for the ionic level populations. The necessary plasma parameters
(matter density, temperature) determining the LTE statistics are calculated theoretically with
the radiation hydrodynamic code MULTI [12]. The results of MULTI with the LTE statistics
permit to simplify the calculation of the synthetic absorption spectrum, providing an
estimation of the different ion species abundances, as well as of the different transitions
participating in the spectral range of interest. For instance, in our experimental conditions for
aluminium, and in the spectral range of 20 – 200 Å where the absorption is measured, its
spectrum is mainly formed by the 2p–3s and 2p–3d transitions of the ionic sequence
Al4+–Al8+.
Figure 1.1 shows the opacity spectrum of an Al plasma calculated by HULLAC for typical
density and temperature values achieved in our experiment. In the spectral range of
50 – 150 Å, we can see the very rich absorption spectrum of Al composed of the bound–
bound transitions of different ions, and which are superimposed on the photoionization
continuum (bound–free transitions).
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Figure 1.1 Al plasma opacity calculated by HULLAC [10] for ρ = 2 mg/cm3 and Te = 20 eV
(calculated with natural line widths).

1.5.2 The code SCO
The code SCO (Superconfiguration Code for Opacity) [13–15] is based on the formalism of
superconfigurations (SC) [6] to calculate the absorption spectra of plasmas in LTE conditions.
The self–consistent–field (SCF) calculation of the potential and wavefunctions in each
superconfiguration is performed using a version of the Density–Functional Theory or the
statistical Hartree–Fock (HF) equations proposed by T. Blenski et al. [13] in the framework of
the SC formalism. The SCF ion–cell model [16] is completed by accounting for the static
screening of the free electrons, the contribution of which is described by the Thomas–Fermi
model. In this way, the average energies of the bound electrons are obtained, and the
configuration free energy can be calculated.
The basic quantity calculated by the code is the photoabsorption cross–section, and this is
accomplished by the SC treatment of the bound–bound and bound–free transitions of all the
ions. For the determination of the super–transition–arrays [6] the code does not calculate
detailed lines for each SC but uses instead a statistical approach resulting in unresolved
transition structures [7–9] (UTA or SOSA). The free–free transitions (inverse bremsstrahlung)
can be calculated with the classical approach of the Kramer cross–section, or in a quantum
mechanical approach with the free wavefunctions of the Average Atom (AA) model.
The information needed to construct the SCs used in the absorption spectrum calculations
is generated within the frame of the AA model. In particular, this model provides the
approximate values of the one–electron states which are used to group shells close in energy
(energy dispersion less than kBT) in supershells. The AA populations and their variance give
an estimation of the SCs that have to be included in the calculation, and this choice is
accomplished automatically by the code. Then, the electronic structure of the selected SCs is
obtained self–consistently. The choice of the SCs number, and thus the division of the ion
states in supershells, is refined and iteratively repeated until the convergence of the spectrum:
when the calculated spectrum does not vary the SCs number is sufficient and the procedure
ends. The relativistic effects are included with the Pauli approximation [16], and the orbital
relaxation corrections are taken into account for all relevant transitions [14].
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The code SCO is used in our work to analyze the XUV absorption spectrum of a zinc
sulfide (ZnS) plasma mixture in LTE. Here, the ion–cell model is used for all the elements of
the mixture so that all the ions are screened by a plasma having the same electron density
[15]. The free electrons density is calculated with the Thomas–Fermi model of mixtures [17],
and thus the corresponding effective masses of the different elements are obtained. The ions
of the mixture are represented by hundreds of SCs, the structures of which are calculated self–
consistently in a neutral atomic sphere corresponding to the effective mass of the element.
The code SCO calculates the absorption spectrum of each element separately as well as
the total absorption of the mixture. However, the charge distribution of each element is ruled
by the Saha–Boltzmann law, which involves the total electron density (i.e. electrons coming
from both Zn and S); in this way the opacity associated to each component depends on the
presence of the other one. Figure 1.2 shows the opacities of the zinc (dashed line) and sulfur
(full line) calculated by SCO [13–15], using for both plasmas : ρ = 2 mg/cm3 and Te = 20 eV.
For these typical plasma parameters of our experiment, in the range of 20 – 150 Å, the
spectrum is formed mainly by the 2p–3s and 2p–3d transitions of S5+, S6+ ions, as well as by
the 3d–4f transitions of the zinc ions in the sequence of Zn5+–Zn8+. The code predicts that the
sulfur and zinc ions transitions appear in distinct spectral ranges, ensuring the ability to study
simultaneously the absorption properties of the mixture components.

Figure 1.2 Opacities calculated by SCO [13–15] for ρ = 2 mg/cm3 and Te = 20 eV; full line :
sulfur plasma, dashed line : zinc plasma.

1.5.3 The code TRANSPEC/AVERROES
The code TRANSPEC/AVERROES developed by O. Peyrusse [5] implements a NLTE
collisional radiative model (CRM) supported by the superconfiguration (SC) formalism [6]
for the description of the ions states. This model permits to simulate the complex emission
and absorption spectra of medium and high–Z elements plasmas under NLTE. The code is
divided in two parts. The first part, the code AVERROES, calculates the collisional and
radiative rates of the different atomic processes, as well as the mean energies and variances of
the super–transition arrays. Then, these quantities are used by a standard time–dependent
CRM such as TRANSPEC [18–19] that calculates the plasma kinetic populations to obtain the
synthetic emission spectrum.
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Concerning the calculations of the atomic orbitals, AVERROES uses the following
approximations :
(1) The calculations are performed within the “isolated atom” model. In particular, no
static screening by the free electrons is introduced in the atomic potential.
Furthermore, the orbitals are not confined into a finite ion–cell.
(2) The orbitals are non relativistic, and the corrections to the radial Schrodinger equation
are introduced with the Pauli approximation described in [20].
(3) Exchange contribution to the atomic potential is calculated with the local density
approximation.
To calculate the synthetic emission spectrum, the code can be used either in a single–cell
mode, assuming an homogeneous plasma, or as a post–processor of a hydrodynamic code as
MULTI [12]. In the second case the hydro–code gives in a tabulated format the spatial and
temporal profiles of the plasma parameters, and thus provides the evolution of the plasma
cells used by TRANSPEC.
The TRANSPEC/AVERROES package is used in the analysis of the XUV emission of the
xenon and krypton NLTE plasmas (Chapter 4). The time–resolved emission spectrum of each
element is measured in the range of 20–200 Å, and the code is used to simulate the transitions
structures n = 5–4 and 4–4 of the xenon, as well as the structures n = 4–3 and 3–3 of the
krypton. In our work the kinetic code TRANSPEC is used in single–cell mode, and the
plasma parameters are measured with the Thomson scattering technique providing their
average values. Simultaneously, the x–ray spectrum of the elements is measured in the keV
range. In particular, the xenon spectrum is studied in the range of 12 – 15 Å where the 3d–4f
transitions appear, and that of krypton in the range 6 – 8 Å corresponding to the 2–3 and 2–4
transitions. In this range, and under the given experimental conditions, the rich emission
spectra of the elements are of particular interest by themselves, and the synthetic spectra
calculated by the code permit to analyze them, identifying the transitions of the different ions.
Moreover, this identification of the ionic species can provide an independent means of
inferring the heating conditions of the laser irradiated plasmas.
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Chapter 2 Radiation transfer through a plasma–Cavities
thermal radiation and solid foil heating
2.1 Introduction
To compare the experimental absorption of radiatively heated zinc sulfide (ZnS) plasmas in
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) to opacity calculations, the hydrodynamic and
radiative properties of the plasma have to be calculated. The ion populations and energy
distribution involved in the opacity computation of an LTE plasma depend on its temperature
and density which can be derived from the hydrodynamic behavior. To simulate the
hydrodynamics of an absorption foil heated by a gold cavity, we have to determine the
radiation confined in the interior of the cavity which heats the absorption foil. In a following
stage, we have to simulate the hydrodynamic behavior of the radiatively heated absorption
foil. In §2.2, we give some basic elements on radiation transfer through a plasma. Then, we
describe the hydrodynamic code MULTI [1] used to simulate the interaction of a plasma with
a radiation field. In paragraph 2.3, we present the Basko self–similar model [2], which, in
conjunction with a geometric approach [3], describes the flux distribution inside the cavity,
and thus determine the heating conditions of the absorption foil.

2.2 Radiation transfer problem
When a high temperature field interacts with a plasma, the energy transport by thermal
radiation through the heated plasma becomes significant. The plasma emissivity and opacity
depend explicitly on its parameters (temperature, matter density). The plasma parameters are
strongly affected by the radiation field through the transport of energy and momentum. In
such a case, we are talking about the non linear coupling between the hydrodynamics and the
radiation transfer, which in general constitutes a difficult problem if solved analytically. In
paragraph 2.2.1 we present the basic theory describing the coupling of a transported radiation
field with an expanded plasma. Then, based on this model, we describe the approach used by
the hydro code MULTI [1].

2.2.1 Hydrodynamics–radiation equations coupling
Elements of fluid mechanics
The basic equations ruling the dynamics of a fluid follow from the conservation laws of mass,
momentum and energy [4]. When the motion of a fluid is represented in fixed coordinates –
Euler representation – these equations are, if the macroscopic description holds,

∂
ρ + ∇ ⋅ ( ρu ) = 0
∂t

(2.1.a)

1
⎛∂
⎞
⎜ + u ∇ ⎟u = − ∇ p
ρ
⎝ ∂t
⎠

(2.1.b)
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⎛∂
⎞
⎜ + u ∇ ⎟e +
⎝ ∂t
⎠

1
1
⎛∂
⎞1
p⎜ + u ∇ ⎟ = − ∇ q + S
ρ
ρ
⎝ ∂t
⎠ρ
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(2.1.c)

where ρ is the density, p the pressure, and u the velocity of a moving fluid cell measured in
the fixed frame. In Eq. (2.1.c) e is the specific energy, the vector q is the heat conduction
current, and the function S represents all the external energy sources interacting with the fluid.
To obtain a system in a closed form, Eqs. (2.1) have to be completed by the equations of state
for the pressure and the specific energy, usually given as a function of the density and the
temperature : p = p( ρ, T ) , e = e( ρ, T ) .
The Lagrange representation is the equivalent form that take the fluid equations when we
define a spatial frame of reference moving with the fluid, and thus we describe the behavior of
individual fluid elements rather than fixed space points. In a one dimensional planar
geometry, the Lagrangian coordinate of a fluid element is given usually in terms of the fluid
mass that separates this element from a spatial point of reference [5]. If the Eulerian
coordinate of this reference point coincides with the beginning of the fixed frame (xref = 0),
the transformation defining the Lagrangian coordinates is
x

m( x ) = ∫ ρ( x ' )dx '

(2.2)

0

Re–expressing the spatial derivates in term of m, and using the fact that the partial time
derivative (∂ / ∂t )Lagrange in the Lagrange system is by definition equal to the total time

derivative (∂ / ∂t + u∂ / ∂x )Euler in the Euler system, Eqs. (2.1) are written
∂ρ
∂u
= − ρ2
∂t
∂m

(2.3.a)

∂u
∂p
=−
∂t
∂t

(2.3.b)

∂e
∂u
∂q 1
+p
=−
+ S
∂t
∂m
∂m ρ

(2.3.c)

The Lagrange equations, which take a simple form in the planar geometry, are used
extensively when we have strong fluid compressions, or when we want to trace the variations
of different fluid species. Additionally, this form provides particular advantages as concerns
the application of numerical integration methods, and therefore many hydrodynamic codes
use this representation.
Plasma opacity and emissivity

The interaction of a radiation field with a plasma is ruled by the energy transfer into, or from
the field due to the emission and absorption of radiation by the plasma. Its description in an
atomic scale would require to account for the different radiative processes described in
Chapter 1. Macroscopically, we define two coefficients which characterize the absorption and
emission properties of the plasma : the opacity and the emissivity [6]. These coefficients are
determined by the different atomic processes taking place during the plasma–field interaction,
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and generally they appear as very complicated functions of the frequency (when spectral lines
are present). Their determination from first principles, in an atomic scale, concerns the
development of sophisticated models of plasma atomic physics, which constitute the
theoretical background of the present work. Here, we restrict to give their definitions, and for
this we refer to Figure 2.1 showing a differential element of a plasma interacting with a
radiation field.
The plasma opacity, χ ( r , nˆ , ν, t ) , is defined such that a plasma element of area dA and
length dl, removes, within a frequency range dν in a time interval dt, from a radiation field
with specific intensity I ( r , nˆ , ν, t ) propagating into a solid angle dω in the direction n̂ normal
to dA, an amount of energy,

dΕ = χ ( r , nˆ , ν, t ) I ( r , nˆ , ν, t )dAdldωdνdt

(2.4)

The dimensions of the opacity are cm-1; (1/χ) is the definition of the mean free path, which
provides a measure of the distance over which a photon propagates before it is removed from
the field.
In the general definition of Eq. (2.4), opacity includes both the absorption and the
scattering processes occurring in the interaction of the radiation with the plasma. Those
processes can be considered as independent and this is represented by the following sum
χ ( r , nˆ , ν, t ) = κ ( r , nˆ , ν, t ) + σ ( r , nˆ , ν, t )

(2.5)

where κ and σ are, respectively, the absorption and scattering coefficients. When the
scattering processes are negligible, opacity is identified with the absorption coefficient, and in
the following the term opacity is used to characterize κ; that is, opacity characterizes
explicitly the radiation removal due to its absorption by the plasma.

Figure 2.1 Transport of radiation through a plasma element.

The plasma emissivity η( r , nˆ , ν, t ) gives the amount of energy emitted from a plasma
element of area dA and length dl, in the direction n̂ and into a solid angle dω, within a
frequency range dν in a time interval dt,
dΕ = η( r , nˆ , ν, t )dAdldωdνdt

(2.6)

The dimensions of the emissivity are ergs cm-3sr-1hz-1sec-1.
Equation of radiation transfer

The equation determining the transport of radiation through a plasma can be obtained with
the aid of Fig. 2.1 [6]. Assuming a plasma element of area dA and length dl, which is
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characterized by a specific opacity χ and emissivity η, we want to calculate the amount of
energy passing through it, and which is carried by the radiation field. Let I ( r , nˆ , ν, t ) be the
specific intensity of the incident radiation field on the plasma element, and
I ( r + dr, nˆ , ν, t + dt ) the specific intensity of the radiation emerging from it, in direction n̂
and into a solid angle dω , after a time interval dt. Taking into account all the interactions
between the field and the plasma element, the energy passing through it is equal to the
incident energy plus the amount created by emission, minus the amount absorbed, or

[ I ( r + dr, n, ν, t + dt ) − I ( r , nˆ , ν, t )]dAdωdνdt
(2.7)
= [η( r , nˆ , ν, t ) − κ ( r , nˆ , ν, t ) I ( r , nˆ , ν, t )]dldAdωdνdt
Taking the Taylor expansion of the term I ( r + dr, nˆ , ν, t + dt ) with respect to dl, and using
Δt = Δl / c , from Eq. (2.7) we obtain the transfer equation
[c −1 (∂ / ∂t ) + (∂ / ∂l )]I (r , nˆ , ν, t ) = η(r , nˆ , ν, t ) − κ (r , nˆ, ν, dt ) I (r , nˆ , ν, t )

(2.8)

or, expressing the derivate ∂ / ∂l , which is taken along the propagation direction of the rays,
in terms of an orthogonal coordinates system,
[c −1 (∂ / ∂t ) + (nˆ ∇ )]I (r , nˆ, ν, t ) = η(r , nˆ, ν, t ) − κ (r , nˆ , ν, t ) I (r , nˆ , ν, t )

(2.9)

In our study, we are interested in one dimensional planar medium. Further, under the
conditions of the produced plasmas, the matter velocity is expected to be much smaller than
the velocity of light (u/c << 1), and the time derivative in Eq. (2.9) can be dropped out. This
holds because the variation time scale of the radiation field is very small in comparison with
the time scale of the plasma motion, and the field “sees” the fluid to be at rest. With this
assumption, and if we use the Lagrange variable of Eq. (2.2), the one dimensional planar
version of Eq. (2.9) is written
μ∂I ( m, μ, ν, t ) / ∂m = κ ' ( m, μ, ν, t )[ I S ( m, μ, ν, t ) − I ( m, μ, ν, t )]

(2.10)

where μ = cos θ is the direction cosine determining the angular distribution of the photons,
and κ ' ≡ κ / ρ is the plasma massive opacity. The function I S ≡ η / κ ' is the definition of the
source function of the plasma, which is an equivalent description of its emissivity [6].
For the description of the radiation field, the quantities having a particular importance are
the zero, first and second order angular moments of the specific intensity, which define,
respectively, the radiation energy density, flux and pressure,
1

U ( z, ν, t ) = c −1 ∫ I ( z, μ, ν, t )dμ

(2.11)

−1

1

S ( z, ν , t ) = ∫ I ( z, μ, ν, t ) μdμ

(2.12)

−1

1

PR ( z, ν , t ) =
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∫
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Eq. (2.13) gives the scalar into which the radiation pressure tensor reduces in a one–
dimensional planar geometry. Using the definitions of Eq. (2.11)–(2.13), the zero and first
angular moments of the transfer equation give
c∂S ( z, ν, t ) / ∂z = κ ( z, ν, t )[U S ( z, ν, t ) − U ( z, ν, t )]

(2.14.a)

c∂PR ( z, ν, t ) / ∂z = − κ ( z, ν, t ) S ( z, ν, t )

(2.14.b)

and

The term US in Eq. (2.14.a) is the energy density corresponding to the plasma source function.
The interpretation of this equation is straightforward : it states that the energy flow through a
surface containing a volume element (the divergence of the flux) is equal to the total energy
emitted into, minus the total energy absorbed from the field by the plasma.
The description of the radiation transport in the form of Eq. (2.14) has the advantage that
the angular variable is eliminated, reducing the dimensionality of the problem. Due to this the
introduction of the radiation moments is a widely used method to solve the transfer equation.
The question arising is whether Eq. (2.14) can be solved as a differential equation system. A
simple inspection confirms that this is not possible, because the n moment of the transfer
equation introduces also the n + 1 moment of the specific intensity; thus, one more relation is
necessary, a difficulty known as the closure problem. The basic method applied to obtain the
moment equations in a closed form is to eliminate the radiation pressure variable PR , using
the variable Eddington factors, f = PR / U [6]. We return to this point in paragraph 2.2.2,
where the specific approach used by the physical model of code MULTI [1] is discussed.
Coupling of the plasma hydrodynamics with the radiation field
As we noticed in the introduction, the hydrodynamics of the plasma and the transferred
radiation field show a twofold coupling. Here, we are interested in the transfer of energy and
momentum between the radiation field and the plasma, which appear explicitly in the
equations ruling the plasma hydrodynamics. In the one dimensional planar geometry the
energy transfer term Q is written
∞

1

Q = ∫ ( ∫ κ ( I S − I ) dμ ) dν

(2.15)

0 −1

Its interpretation follows easily from the zero–moment of the transfer equation; it describes
the net energy transfer rate per unit volume between the plasma and the radiation field. The
net momentum transfer rate per unit volume R between the plasma and the field is
∞

1

1
R = ∫ ( ∫ ( η − χI ) μdμ)dν
c 0 −1

(2.16)

and for u/c << 1, R can be ignored. So, the only equation that has to be modified is the energy
equation of the plasma fluid, which becomes
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∂u
∂q 1
+p
=−
+ (S + Q)
∂t
∂m
∂m ρ
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(2.3.c΄)

2.2.2 MULTI one dimensional radiation hydrodynamic code
The MULTI (MULTIgroup MULTIlayer) code developed by R. Ramis et al. [1],
simulates the hydrodynamics of a one dimensional plasma coupled with a radiation field. The
code is based on a finite set of difference equations, which result from the physical model
describing the coupling of the plasma with the radiation, as follows :
• the spatial variation of the plasma fluid motion, and of the radiation transport through
it, are described in discrete cells, while the temporal variation is calculated in discrete
time steps sampling the evolution of the plasma–radiation coupling.
• the frequency domain is optimally divided in discrete groups.
This is achieved by the multigroup approach of the plasma emissivity and opacity, which
is a powerful extension of the simplified single mean opacity approximation used to solve the
non grey radiation transfer problem [6].
Physical model of the radiation field–plasma coupling
As we saw in paragraph 2.2.1, for a “static” (u/c << 1) and one dimensional planar plasma,
the Lagrange representation of the equations describing its coupling with an intense radiation
field are given by (2.3a, b, c’) and (2.10). The equations of state for the pressure and the
internal energy, required to close the hydrodynamic system of equations, are provided to the
code in a tabulated format using the data of the SESAME library [7]. The term q in Eq.
(2.3.c΄) represents the heat flux carried by electrons, and in the quasi–equilibrium limit is
given by the Fourier law

q = − KT 5 / 2∂ xT

(2.17)

In our case the conductivity K is given by Spitzer formula [8],
7/2

K=

10.16εδt k B
,
me e 4 Z i log Λ

εδt ≈ 0.095

Z i + 0.2410.16
1 + 0.24 Z i

(2.18)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, me, e the mass and the charge of electron, Zi the plasma
mean ionization number, and logΛ the Coulomb logarithm. The term S, is the energy rate per
unit volume deposited on the medium from external sources. The code model gives the ability
to integrate various sources as a laser beam, a Planckian radiation, or even the radiation
obtained in a tabulated format from another simulation performed with MULTI.
Equations of the physical model

a) multigroup method
In the multigroup method, the spectrum is divided into a number of frequency intervals.
Then, the photons of the radiation field, which belong into a specific frequency interval (νga,
νgb), are further distributed with regard to their propagation direction. To this end, the range of
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the propagation angle is divided into a number of direction cosines intervals, each of which
covers a specific range (μga, μgb). The photons of a specific frequency and direction cosines
interval define a group of the radiation field. Within each group the frequency and angular
dependence of the radiation quantities can be eliminated, defining the zero and first mean
group moments (group energy density, flux) describing the radiation field,

U g ( m, t ) =

− μgb ν gb
1 μgb ν gb
( ∫ g ∫ g I ( m, μ, ν, t )dνdμ + ∫ g ∫ g I ( m, μ, ν, t )dνdμ)
−μ a ν a
c μa νa
μgb ν gb

S g ( m, t ) = ∫ g
μ

a

∫

νga

I (m, μ, ν, tν ) μdνdμ + ∫

− μgb ν gb

∫

− μga νga

I (m, μ, ν, t ) μdνdμ

(2.19.a)

(2.19.b)

where, in the planar geometry, (μa, μb) and (-μa, -μb) characterize the photons of the group
propagating, respectively, to the right and to the left.
Taking the zero and first moments of the transfer equation and making the proper
substitution of Eq. (2.19.a), (2.19.b), we obtain the group version of Eq. (2.14), which as we
explained do not form a close set. To obtain these equations in a closed form, the code
assumes that the function of the specific intensity results as a first order perturbation of the
Planckian specific intensity,
I = Ip −

μ ∂I p
∂ mT
κ ∂T

(2.20)

an hypothesis that is strictly valid for LTE plasmas. With this assumption the system of Eq.
(2.14) is reduced to the group version of the Feautrier equations [9,10],

∂ m S g ( m, t ) = cκ P ( ρ, T )(U P , g − U g ( m, t ))

(2.21.a)

f g c∂ mU g ( m, t ) = − κ R ( ρ, T ) S g ( m, t )

(2.21.b)

where
fg =

( μ g a )2 + μ g a μ g b + ( μ g b )2
3

(4.21.c)

is the group Eddington factor [1], and
ν gb

κ

g

P

=

∫ κI

ν

g

νgb
P

κ

R

=

∫ ∂I

νga

ν

a

ν gb

νgb
g

∫I

dν

P

∂T dν

∫κ

g

P

dν

(2.22.a)

a

−1

∂I P ∂T dν

(2.22.b)

νga

are, respectively, the group Planck and Rosseland mean opacities [9]. Eq. (2.21) now form a
closed set between the group quantities of the radiation flux and the mean energy. Further, the
group energy coupling term of Eq. (2.3.c΄) is written
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Q g ( m, t ) = cρ( m, t ) κ g P ( ρ, T )(U P , g − U g ( m, t ))

(2.23)

Now, the Eq. (2.3) and (2.21), taking into account the term of Eq. (2.23), define a closed
system of differential equation describing the coupling of the plasma hydrodynamics with the
radiation field, and which can be solved for each group, provided the group mean opacities. In
the radiation hydrodynamics simulations of the present work, these data are calculated with
the code POTREC [11] and they are given in a tabulated format to be used by the code
MULTI.
b) Spatial – temporal discretization
In the one dimensional planar problem the plasma in the Lagrange representation is defined
by two boundary values mL and mR. The spatial discretization is obtained by dividing the
Lagrangian coordinate m between these boundaries, and thus the plasma, in N discrete
subintervals, called “cells”, which are not necessarily equal. In matter units the width of each
cell is Δmi. The N + 1 boundary surfaces lying between two successive cells are called
“interfaces”. The difference equation with respect to the discrete matter variable are obtained
by attributing at each cell a discrete set of hydrodynamics and radiation quantities. From this
point of view, it is assumed that the quantities characterizing a flux (like velocity, radiation
flux) are known on the interfaces, while all the other quantities are known in the cells.
Further, the time evolution of the radiation–plasma interaction is calculated in discrete
times, replacing the differential term of the rate equations with difference temporal operators
of finite step width Δti.
Simulations performed with MULTI
In the calculations performed to analyze the data of the ZnS absorption experiment, the code
MULTI is used twice. First, it simulates the interaction of the laser beam with the conversion
foil generating the x–ray source. From this way, we obtain the radiation that fills the cavity.
Then, we perform a second simulation with MULTI by coupling to the absorption foil the
radiation calculated in the first step with the Basko model and the view factor approach. The
calculation of the radiation which is confined by the cavity and heats the absorption foil is the
subject of the following paragraph.

2.3 Radiation confinement in the interior of an open spherical
gold cavity
The confinement of the radiation field in the interior of a cavity can be viewed as the
composite result following from the heating of its wall and the radiation reemission
accompanying this heating. Though these phenomena are strongly correlated, we approach
them separately in the following paragraphs. First, we analyze the energy exchange inside the
cavity, which determines the heating of each wall element. Then, we study the behavior of a
single wall element due to the radiation incident on it, which determines its radiation
reemission. Finally, we calculate the total radiation heating the absorption foil.
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2.3.1 Energy exchange in the cavity interior
The energy exchange inside the cavity is described in Figure 2.2. This figure shows a
spherical cavity with open sections having a direct correspondence with the cavities used in
the experiment. In particular, the cavity contains two holes with area AH (i.e. the diagnostic
holes, one of which is covered by the absorption foil, AH = AF), and an external source
r
occupying an area AS, and which irradiates the interior of the cavity with a flux S 0 ( r , t ) . For
the cavity used in the experiment this radiation flux corresponds to the x–ray emission at the
rear side of the conversion foil heated by the main beam. If the wall material of the cavity
participating in the radiation confinement has an area AW, the simple geometrical formula
follows
AC = AW + AS + 2 AH

(2.24)

where AC is the equivalent area of a closed spherical cavity with the same radius.
r
Let us consider a differential wall element at an arbitrary point P(r ) . The radiation energy
incident on this element is the sum of the radiation emitted from the source Ss and the
radiation emitted from all the other wall elements Si. This energy is balanced by the energy
absorbed by the wall element Sw, and the reemitted energy from it Sr. The energy balance in
term of radiation fluxes is written

r
r
r
r
Si (r , t ) + S s ( r , t ) = S r (r , t ) + S w (r , t )

(2.25)

Figure 2.2 Schemes showing the energy exchange occurring in the interior of an open
spherical cavity, between two arbitrary wall elements and the external radiative source. The
magnified wall part gives the energy balance within a single wall element.

where
Si ( r, t ) = ∫

r
r r
S r ( r ′, t )
Ψυ ( r , r ′)dA′
π

(2.26)

S s ( r, t ) = ∫

r
r r
S 0 ( r ′, t )
Ψυ ( r , r ′)dA′
π

(2.27)

Aw

As
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r
r
S r ( r , t ) = R( r , t )[ Si ( r , t ) + S s ( r , t )]
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(2.28)

assuming a Lambertian (isotropic) radiation emission within the cavity for both the external
source and each wall element acting as radiator.
r
Eq. (2.26) gives Si the incident flux on a wall element located at P(r ) due to the radiation
emitted from all the wall material of the cavity. Similarly, Eq. (2.27) gives Ss the incident flux
r
at P(r ) due to the radiation emitted from all the area occupied by the external source. Finally,
r
Eq. (2.28) is the definition of the reemission factor R( r , t ) characterizing the emission
r r
properties of the material. The view factor Ψυ ( r , r ′) appearing in Eq. (3), (5) is defined by [3],

r r
Ψ (r , r ′) = cos ω cos ω ′ / ρ 2

(2.29)

where ω , ω′ are, respectively, the angles forming the normal of the surfaces at the points
r
r
P(r ) , P ′(r ′) with the direction PP ′ , and ρ = PP ′ (see Fig. 2.2). This geometrical quantity
describes the energy coupling between two arbitrary wall elements, determining both the
emission direction from the one element and the solid being seen the other element along this
direction. For the geometry of a spherical cavity, the view factor between any two points on
its surface is constant,
r r
Ψ ( r , r ′) = π / AC

(2.30)

In the case of a Lambertian source assumed above, this property implied from the
spherical symmetry of the cavity has two consequences : (1) the interior of the cavity is
irradiated uniformly from the source, and (2) due to this uniform irradiation from the source,
but also from the rest of the cavity wall, each wall element has the same temperature. Further,
the integral expressions (2.26), (2.27) can now be greatly simplified. To this end, we define
the fractional area coefficients :

ηW = AW / AC

(2.31.a)

ηS = AS / AC

(2.32.b)

Using these definitions and Eq. (2.30), we obtain from Eq. (2.26)–(2.28),

S i (t ) = ηW S r (t )

(2.33)

S s (t ) = ηS S 0 (t )

(2.24)

S w (t ) = ηS S 0 (t ) − S r (t )(1 − ηW )

(2.35)

Equation (2.33) gives the flux incident on a wall element due to the flux emitted from all
the wall material. In a case of a cavity without holes (including the source area), and thus
without energy losses, ηW = 1, and as a consequence S i (t ) = S r (t ) . Therefore, for an open
cavity system, the coefficients ηW, ηS should be viewed as an equivalent statement of the
energy conservation expressed in terms of fluxes.
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Finally, and more importantly, with the assumption of isotropic radiators, and due to the
symmetry of the spherical cavity stated in Eq. (2.30), the wall material in the cavity interior
can be characterized by a single radiative temperature and flux. (This is clearly underlined in
Eq. (2.33)–(2.35) where the explicit spatial dependence characterizing each wall element is
eliminated). So, the initial three–dimensional energy exchange problem in the interior of the
cavity has been transformed into the equivalent one–dimensional problem of a wall element
heating, which is analyzed in the next paragraph.

2.3.2 Radiation reemission of the cavity wall–Basko scaling law
The interaction of the x–ray radiation field confined in the interior of the cavity and a single
cavity wall element can be described with Figure 2.3 [12]. Here, we assume a planar solid
material coming in contact at t = 0 with an x–ray radiation field (Fig. 2.3(a)). For a high–Z
material, as gold, the heating of the wall forms an optical thick plasma layer on its surface,
which absorbs totally the incident x–ray radiation. Thus, the deposited energy on the wall
surface is transmitted into the body of the material by diffusion [13,14]. For high temperatures
the dominant heat transport mechanism is the radiation conduction. A non linear supersonic
heat wave propagates into the solid material (Fig. 2.3(b)). As the thickness of the heated
region increases its propagation velocity decreases, while at the same time a plasma
expansion wave is formed in the solid–vacuum interface (Fig. 2.3(c)). When the velocity of
the heat wavefront becomes sonic, it is overtaken by the expansion wave front and a shock
wave is formed. This situation with the heat wave preceded by a shock wave and the
simultaneous expansion of the plasma is known as the ablative heat wave.
The ablative heat wave formed into a planar medium due to the non linear radiation heat
conduction was studied in [13]. In particular, it was proved that for a high–Z material, as gold,
the non linear heating problem is self–similar, if the specific internal energy ε, and the mean
Rosseland free path lR, of the material are non linear functions of its temperature T, and
density ρ,
ε = ε*T μV ν

(2.36.a)

l R = l*T μRV νR

(2.36.b)

where V=1/ρ is the specific volume, and ε* , μ, ν, l* , μ R , ν R fitting parameters. The self–similar
behavior of the heat transport through the medium permits to determine scaling laws between
the absorbed energy by the medium and its temperature, or equivalently its radiative flux
[2,3,15].
In our analysis, the description of the reemitted flux due to the medium heating is given by
the scaling law proposed by Basko [2],

S r (t ) = K r [ E w (t )]a [ S w (t )] β

(2.37.a)

where Ew defined by
S w (t ) =

∂E w (t )
∂t

(2.37.b)
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is the total energy absorbed by the wall, and Kr, α, β are constants related with the physical
properties of the wall material. These parameters can be calculated using the ablative heat
wave self–similar solution of Pakula and Sigel [13].

Figure 2.3 Formation of the ablative heat wave. (a) initial situation; (b) propagating heat
wave; (c) ablative heat wave.
For the range of the temperature and matter density achieved in the gold cavities in our
experiment (10 eV ≤ T ≤ 50 eV, 0.05ρs ≤ ρ ≤ 0.5ρs; ρs, gold solid density), the scaling law
parameters are [16]:
K r = 4.7 ,

a = 0.416 ,

β = 0.794

Using the energy exchange formulated in Eq. (2.35), Eq. (2.37.a) can be written in the
equivalent form,

dE w
dE (t )
+ K r (1 − ηw )( E w ) α ( w ) β = ηs S 0 (t )
dt
dt

(2.38)

where the flux is measured in 1014 J/cm2/sec. Eq. (2.38) is a non linear ordinary differential
equation describing the time evolution of the absorbed energy by a wall element, given the
source flux heating it. This equation is integrated numerically, replacing the time derivates
with time difference operators, in order to obtain an equivalent non linear algebraic equation.
Having calculated E w (t ) , the reemitted flux from a heated wall element and its equivalent
radiative temperature are directly obtained by Eq. (2.37).
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2.3.3 Total radiation flux coupled with the absorption foil
Now, we can calculate the total radiation flux heating the absorption foil. A simplified scheme
illustrating the radiation coupling with the absorption foil is given in Figure 2.4. This figure
shows that the flux heating the absorption foil is the sum of : (1) the directly coupled flux due
to the radiation emitted from the rear of the conversion foil, and (2) the coupled flux due to
the radiation emitted from the cavity wall.
For the flux heating the absorption foil due to the cavity wall emission, starting from Eq.
(2.26) one obtains in a similar manner with Eq. (2.33),

S i ,Wall (t ) = ηW S r (t )

(2.40)

Also, for the flux heating the absorption foil due to its direct coupling with the conversion foil
is
S i ,CFoil (t ) = ηS S 0 (t )

(2.41)

Thus, the total flux heating the absorption foil is
S i ,TOTAL (t ) = ηW S r (t ) + ηS S 0 (t )

(2.42)

Figure 2.4 Total coupling scheme of the cavity radiation with the heated absorption foil.

Here, it would be useful to introduce the coupling factor α giving the ratio between the
total flux heating the absorption foil and the total flux emitted at the rear of the conversion
foil:
α (t ) ≡

S i ,TOTAL (t )
S 0 (t )

= ηS [

ηW R (t )
+ 1]
1 − ηW R (t )

(2.43)

Having calculated α, the hydrodynamic behavior of the absorption foil can be simulated with
MULTI by driving it with the x–ray source flux weighted by the factor α. This is particularly
important when S i ,CFoil > S i ,Wall , that is when the absorption foil is mainly heated by the source
flux directly coupled with it. In this case, the weighted x–ray source, apart from the correct
heating flux, involves in the simulation the source spectral distribution calculated by the code,
and this description is more accurate than an equivalent Planckian radiator with its
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temperature obtained by the Stefan–Boltzmann law ( TR = 4 Si ,TOTAL / σ , σ Stefan constant and
TR the radiative temperature).
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Chapter 3 Laser and Instrumentation
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the techniques used in the experiments that we have performed in the
installations of the LULI laboratory. First, we discuss the technical characteristics of the
LULI2000 power lasers. Then, a description of the targets used in the experiments is given.
We proceed with the presentation of the diagnostic instruments and their characteristics, as
well as the corrections we had to apply on the measurements. Finally, we give the description
of the auxiliary devices involved in the realization of the experiments.

3.2 LULI2000 laser facility
The experiments presented in this work were performed at the LULI2000 laser facility. Two
main power laser chains are located in the laser hall, and in the experimental hall are found
the vacuum chamber, the laser frequency doubling and the focusing system. In the following
paragraphs, a brief description of the different stages is given.

3.2.1 Laser beam chains
The front–end stage of the laser consists of a Nd+3 doped YLF (Yttrium Lithium Fluoride)
infrared crystal oscillator which emits at 1.053 μm. The oscillator output is pre–amplified and
split in two laser beams of ~ 2.5 106 W (i.e., 4 mJ energy, 1.5 ns pulse duration), delivered
into the amplification stage of each chain.

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the different stages composing the laser beam chain.
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The structure of the amplification stage, shown in Figure 3.1, is composed of 4 substages
of Nd+3 doped phosphate glass amplifiers [1]. Three bar amplifiers of 50 mm diameter
(BA50) build the first substage, and the next three ones are disc amplifiers of 94, 150 and 208
mm diameter, respectively (DA94, DA150 and DA208). The laser pumping for rods and disks
is obtained with a system of flash lamps filled with xenon gas, which emits a continuum
spectrum covering the spectral range between the UV and the infrared. These flash lamps are
supplied by the energy bank. The transfer of the laser beam is provided by a series of spatial
filters (SF50, SF94, SF150, SF208 and SFkJ) adapting the beam diameter between the
different substages. The power disc amplifiers (DA94, DA150 and DA208) are isolated with
three Faraday Rotators (FR94, FR150 and FR208) which ensure the protection of the previous
stages from the reflected power signals. The output of each laser chain has the following
characteristics :
1. Flat–top pulse shape with 208 mm diameter.
2. 0.6 1012 W power at 1.053 μm wavelength
(typical characteristics used : 1 kJ energy, 1.5 ns pulse duration).

3.2.2 Focalization of the laser beam–KDP crystal and random phase plate
In the experimental hall are the vacuum chamber and the systems delivering the power laser
beams to the targets (see Fig. 3.2). In the vacuum chamber are placed the targets interacting
with the laser beams, and also the different x–ray diagnostic instruments. Each power laser
beam passes through a KDP frequency doubling crystal and is focused into a target by
coupling a focus lens with a random phase plate (RPP).

Figure 3.2 LULI2000 experimental hall.
KDP frequency doubling crystal
The YLF front–end stage emits a laser beam at 1.053 μm wavelength. However, due to many
aspects – in particular the energy transport efficiency in the laser plasma interaction, the
hydrodynamic behavior of the targets – experiments have shown that it is better to use laser
pulses at shorter wavelengths [2,3]:
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1. the heat front penetrates deeper within the target as the critical density is higher for
shorter wavelengths.
2. the fast electrons production is reduced; so, the transport of energy is mainly due to
thermal electrons, reducing consequently the target pre–heating.
For these reasons, each laser beams passes through a KDP crystal which doubles its frequency
to obtain laser pulses at 0.53 μm wavelength. This conversion is due to the non linear
behavior of the crystal material, and its energy efficiency depends on the crystal orientation.
Figure 3.3 gives the conversion efficiency of the laser energy at 0.53 μm as a function of the
orientation of the crystal x–axis.

Figure 3.3 Energy conversion efficiency at 0.53 μm wavelength as a function of the angle of the
KDP crystal x–axis.

Random Phase Plate (RPP)
The spatial distribution of the laser energy delivered on the targets is strongly related to the
irradiation spatial uniformity of the laser wave front. Non–homogeneous focal spots with hot
punctual areas are usually formed on targets irradiated directly with short wavelength lasers,
due to interferences in the coherent laser beam [4]. This problem can be solved by coupling a
random phase plate (RPP) with the focus lens of the laser beam to obtain a smoother focal
spot. The RPP is composed of a two–dimensional array of small glass transmitting areas, each
of which applies a phase shift of 0 or π rad, randomly chosen [5]. These glass areas act as
diffracting elements and divide the laser beam into small beamlets with different phases,
which are superimposed in the focal plane. The resulting intensity distribution consists of very
closely spaced peaks bounded by the spatial distribution function of a single diffracting
element. Now, due to the small spatial scale of the laser peaks, the plasma inhomogeneities
are efficiently smoothed by thermal lateral conduction in the laser–matter interaction. The
envelope function that modulates the spatial distribution on the focal plane is of the form
(sin x / x )2 [6], and therefore the intensity distribution is

I ( x, y ) ~ I o ( x, y ) ⋅ [

sin(πd x x / λf ) 2 sin(πd y y / λf ) 2
][
]
πd x x / λf
πd y y / λf

(3.1)
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where Io(x,y) is the random distribution of the beamlets peaks, λ is the wavelength of the laser
beam, f the focal length, x, y are the Cartesian coordinates measured on the focal plane, and
dx, dy are the dimensions of the glass element. From Eq. (3.1) it follows that, for a given focal
length f, the dimensions of the smoothed focal spot is determined by a proper choice of the
dimensions of the RPP elements.

3.3 Targets description
3.3.1 Gas–jet for spectral emission characterization
The gas–jet targets are used here to measure the emission spectrum of xenon and krypton
plasmas in non local thermodynamic equilibrium. The gas–jet targets were introduced in the
research field of the laser produced plasmas for the advantages that they provide with respect
to thin solid foil targets : (1) the large scale uniform produced plasmas, and (2) a plasma
density adjustable with the gas pressure [7].

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4 (a) Image of the nozzle assembly in the experimental chamber. (b) Schematic
cross–section of the nozzle.

In our experiment the gas–jets are produced by a cylindrical copper nozzle with a conical
output aperture ending with a 1 mm diameter hole. The nozzle is supplied by a variable gas
pressure backing system and its operation is controlled with a fast electro–valve (see Fig. 3.4).
The spatial distribution of the gas–jet density of the nozzle was measured independently as a
function of the gas pressure with a Mach–Zehnder interferometry experiment performed with
helium and argon gas [7] (see also Appendix B). Figure 3.5 gives a typical experimental
density profile obtained for a 20 bar pressure argon gas–jet, at 1 mm distance from the nozzle.
The density shows a parabolic–like spatial variation as a function of the radius – measured
from the center of the nozzle – with ~ 0.5 mm diameter plateau at its maximum where it is
rather constant. Measurements for different pressures corresponding to the conditions of the
xenon–krypton experiment, gave that the density maximum varies in the range of
2 1018 – 6 1018 cm-3.
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Figure 3.5 Neutral density profile of 20 bars argon gas–jet at 1 mm distance from the nozzle.

3.3.2 Spherical gold cavity for absorption spectra measurements
In the experimental study of the absorption of zinc sulfide (ZnS) plasmas, the absorbing foils
are heated by the x–ray radiation confined in the interior of a spherical gold cavity. The image
of the gold cavity is shown in Figure 3.6. Three holes are drilled in the 1.2 mm diameter
cavity : at the front side, there is a 700 μm diameter hole covered with a 130 nm thick gold
conversion foil which transforms the coherent laser beam energy into the incoherent x–ray
radiation heating the cavity. At the lateral sides are two diagnostic holes of 250 μm diameter;
one of them is covered by the absorption foil (see Fig. 3.6). They define the “diagnostic axis”
along which the radiation probing the absorption plasma is propagating. The absorption foils
are composed of thin solid ZnS or aluminium foils coated on both sides by carbon tampers.
The thickness of the absorption materials is : 48.9 nm for ZnS and 74 nm for aluminium,
which corresponds for both materials to 20 μg/cm2 areal mass, and the carbon tampers are
35.3 nm thick corresponding to 8 μg/cm2 areal mass.
The cavities were manufactured following a technology developed at the Max Planck
Institut für Quantenoptik (MPQ) located in Garching bei München, Germany. The gold
cavities are made in four different steps. First of all, a mandrel is machined in a copper block
by a very precise lathe. In a way, the designed shape is the “negative” geometry of the cavity,
i.e., basically a sphere. In a second step, the copper sphere is covered with a 13 µm thick gold
layer in a deposition process. The next step of the process is the drilling of the holes. The final
step consists in dissolving this copper filling the cavity in an acid bath that does not react with
gold. At this stage, thin foils are simply glued on the front wall, and the cavity is mounted on
the target holder.
As we can imagine, the inner surface quality of the cavity is very important for the physics
phenomena during the laser and x-ray interaction. In case of bad roughness, the effective area
is modified and all kind of hydrodynamics perturbations are possible. In the process used, this
quality depends of the quality of the lathe turning. For this, progressive actions of polish are
made increasingly fine before covering with the gold layer.
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Figure 3.6 A spherical gold cavity of 1.2 mm diameter. The left image shows the entrance
hole and the one of the two diagnostic holes; the absorption foil covering the second diagnostic
hole appear in the image at the right.

3.4. Diagnostic instruments
3.4.1 Bragg crystal spectrograph
In the xenon–krypton experiment the time–integrated x–ray emission spectra in the keV range
are measured with a double flat Bragg crystal spectrograph composed of a TlAP (thallium–
hydrogen–phthalate) and an ADP (ammonium–dihydrogen–phosphate) crystals. The TlAP
crystal permits to record the 3d–4f transitions of xenon in the range of 12 – 15 Å, and the
ADP crystal the 2–3 and 2–4 transitions of krypton in the range of 6 – 8 Å.
Description of the spectrograph operation
The schematic of the spectrograph cross–section is given in Figure 3.7(b). It contains two
independent 60 mm plates for mounting the crystals. The first plate forms a fixed angle of 60o
with the plane of the recording device, and the second can be rotated at any angle using a
micro–rotator. In this experiment the TlAP crystal is mounted at the fixed plate and the ADP
crystal on the rotating plate. The plasma x–ray radiation enters in the device through a
window composed of two slits of 4 mm length and 200 μm width. These slits prevent the
generation of interference patterns on the crystal borders. In our experiment the dispersed
radiation is recorded by a Kodak DEF film mounted on the spectrograph in a film cassette.
The operation of the spectrograph is based on the Bragg interference patterns obtained by
a plane crystal. The condition for an incident x–ray, with a specific wavelength λ and an
incident angle θ, to be reflected by constructive interference by the crystal lattice is given by
the Bragg law,
mλ = 2d sin θ

(3.2)

where m is the diffraction order, and d is the lattice constant, i.e. the distance between the
planes of the crystal structure; for the crystals used in the experiment, (1) 2dTlAP = 25.9 Å,
and (2) 2dADP = 10.648 Å.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7 (a) Image of the double Bragg crystal spectrograph. (b) Spectrograph cross–section
(the alignment of the spectrograph with respect to the elliptic focal spot of the xenon–krypton
gas–jet plasma is also shown).

The alignment of the spectrograph with respect to the gas–jet plasma is done by taking
into account the simultaneous recording of the two spectral ranges of interest, as well as the
operation of the Thomson scattering diagnostic (cf. §3.4.3). The spectrograph should not
block the solid angle defined by the collecting lens of the Thomson diagnostic, ensuring the
proper recording of the dispersed x–ray radiation. These constraints are fulfilled by the
following positioning parameters (see Fig. 3.7(b)) :
- Distance between the plasma source and the center of the rotated crystal : rplasma =
11.65 cm.
- angle of the plasma with the normal to the fixed crystal : ωplasma = 60.55ο.
- angle of the rotated crystal (ADP) with the plane of the film : ωADP = 70ο.
Using these positioning parameters, in the next paragraph we calculate the spectral dispersion
of the spectrograph.
Spectral Resolution
The operation of the spectrograph is limited by the geometrical characteristics of the different
components involved on the spectrum recording procedure, namely by the size of the plasma
and the film grain. To determine the effect of these parameters on the spectral resolution the
calculation of the crystal dispersion is necessary.
a) Bragg crystal dispersion
The crystal dispersion is defined as the derivative of the recording position x of a ray reflected
by the crystal, with respect to the wavelength λ of the incident ray on the crystal,

D( λ) =

dx ( λ )
dλ

(3.3)

From the geometry of Figure 3.8 we obtain
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x (θ ) =

yo
tan( a + θ )

(3.4)

where α is the angle of the crystal with respect to the recording device, θ is the Bragg angle of
the incident ray, and yo is the distance from the film to the plasma image, symmetric of the
plasma with respect to the crystal plane.

Figure 3.8 Calculation of the Bragg crystal dispersion with the image geometrical method.

Figure 3.9 Dispersion curve of the ADP crystal in the range of 6 – 8 Å (full line), and of the
TlAP crystal in the spectral range of 12 – 15 Å (dashed line); the crystal angles with respect to
the film plane are, respectively, 60o and 70o.

Differentiating Eq. (3.4) with respect to θ and using the variable transformation,

dλ = 2d cos θ dθ
40
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we find
D( λ) =

yo
2d

1
λ
λ
sin ( α + arcsin( )) 1 − ( ) 2
2d
2d

(3.6)

2

The dispersion curves of the two crystals calculated for the experimental alignment
parameters are given in Figure 3.9. As can be seen, in the spectral ranges of interest the
dispersion for both crystals show a non linear monotonic variation with the wavelength. In
particular, the dispersion of the ADP crystal varies in the range of 20 – 30 μm/mÅ and the
dispersion of the TlAP crystal varies in the range of 7.2 – 7.9 μm/mÅ. This means that the
position of the reflected rays on the film is a non linear function of the wavelength, which
should be taken into account in the calibration of the spectra.
b) geometrical limitations of the spectral resolution
Due to the finite size of the plasma source and the film grain, a dispersed ray with wavelength
λ is recorded at a non punctual area on the film, characterized by a length Δx in the dispersion
direction. For a specific wavelength λ, the spectral resolution is given by the formula
Δλ =

Δx
D (λ )

(3.7)

where D(λ) is the dispersion of the crystal. Thus, to determine the spectral resolution in the
case of the xenon–krypton experiment we have to account for : (1) the 1.6 μm diameter grain
of the Kodak DEF film, and (2) the elliptical focal spot of the plasma characterized by a 150
μm minor and 1 mm major axis (cf. §3.5.4).

Figure 3.10 Spectral resolution curve of the ADP crystal in the range of 6–8 Å (full line), and
of the TlAP crystal in the range of 12–15 Å (dashed line).
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Concerning the film grain, and taking into account the variation of D(λ) summarized in
Fig. 3.9, we find that the spectral resolution that it imposes is ~ 0.2 mÅ for the TlAP and ~ 0.6
mÅ for the ADP crystal. This elliptical shape of the laser focal spot heating the plasma has
been chosen to optimize the spectral resolution by setting the minor ellipse axis perpendicular
to the plasma–crystal axis. Given the orientation and the positioning parameters, the variation
of the spectral resolution with the wavelength has been calculated for both crystals, and the
results are given in Figure 3.10. Both curves are symmetric around an absolute minimum,
which for the TlAP crystal appears at 13.2 Å, and for the ADP crystal at 7 Å; the curves shape
is imposed by the functional behavior of Δx(λ). In the spectral ranges where the two crystals
are used, the mean value of the resolution is ~ 22 mÅ for the TlAP crystal, and ~ 8 mÅ for the
ADP crystal, determined by the 150 μm minor axis dimension of the heated plasma. In every
case the limitation imposed by the film grain is much smaller and can be ignored.
Crystal reflectivity
In the keV x–ray range covered in our experiment, the reflectivity is strongly dependent on
the wavelength of the scattered radiation, even for an ideal crystal structure. This implies the
spectral dependency of the dispersed radiation intensity, that should be taken into account as
“correction” in the procedure applied to deduce the intensity of the plasma emission from the
recorded signal.

Figure 3.11 Integrated reflectivity of the ADP (full line) and the TlAP crystal (dashed line).
The quantity used to characterize the spectral response of the crystal is the integrated
spectral reflectivity as is defined in the Darwin–Prins model [8]. Let Io and I be the incident
and the reflected intensity, respectively. The integrated reflectivity R is calculated by
integrating the ratio I/Io over the diffraction line profile of the reflected radiation, which in the
case of the Darwin–Prins model is supposed to be a Lorentzian. Then R is given by

R=

π
ωI (0) / I o
2

(3.8)

where I(0) is the peak intensity, and ω the profile full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
reflected radiation. From Eq. (3.8), the intensity of the incident radiation can be calculated
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from the reflected peak intensity and the integrated reflectivity of the crystal. The integrated
reflectivity of the ADP and the TlAP crystal are given in Figure 3.11[8,9]. As we can see for
both crystals, and in the spectral ranges of interest, the reflectivity shows a very small
variation with the wavelength with no discontinuities: RADP varies in the range of
3 10-5 – 5 10-5 rad, and RTlAP ~ 4 10-4 rad. The reflectivity corrections can be approximated by
second order polynomials.

3.4.2 Transmission grating XUV spectrograph
The measurement of the time–resolved x–ray spectra in the range of 20 – 200 Å are
performed in both experiments with a transmission grating spectrograph coupled to a streak
camera (cf §3.5.1). In the case of the xenon–krypton experiment this spectral range covers the
unresolved transmission structures n = 5–4 and 4–4 of the xenon, as well as the structures n =
4–3 and 3–3 of the krypton emission spectrum. In the case of the ZnS experiment this spectral
range contains the absorption structures 2p–3s and 2p–3d of sulfur and the structures 3d–4f of
zinc.
Description of the spectrograph operation
The setup of the XUV spectrograph given in Figure 3.12 is based on the SPARTUVIX model
[10]. It consists of a spherical mirror, which acts as the plasma radiation collecting element,
and a transmission grating placed in the optical path between the mirror and the detector,
which is the dispersive element of the spectrograph. For our spectrograph, a nickel (Ni) mirror
of R = 5200 mm curvature radius and a gold transmission grating of 2000 lines/mm are used.

Figure 3.12 Schematic of the XUV spectrograph disposition.
The dispersion equation of the transmission grating can be obtained by reference to Fig.
3.13. In this figure is given a part of a transmission grating periodic structure, with distance d
between two neighboring slits. Assuming a radiation wave front incident on the grating with
angle θο, we determine the variation of the transmitted wave front as a function of the
direction angle θ. According to the Fresnel principle each slit of the grating acts as a
secondary wave source, with its angular distribution described by the Fresnel–Kirchhoff
diffraction integral [6]. All these sources are coherent, and their phase at a distant observation
point differ from each other by integral multiples of d.p, where
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d ⋅ p ≡ BL - AK = d (sinθ - sinθo )

(3.9)

is the total path difference at the observation point between the light passing from two
neighboring slits (see Fig. 3.13). The total intensity distribution results from the interference
between all the secondary sources, and it is given by the formula
I ( p) = I o [

sin( N ⋅ kdp / 2) 2 sin( kap / 2) 2
][
]
sin(kdp / 2)
kap / 2

(3.10)

where Io is the intensity of the incident wave, k = 2π/λ its wavenumber and N is the number of
the grating slits. The first term of Eq. (3.10) describes the interference between the wave
fronts of the secondary sources, and the second term is a slow varying envelope function of
the interference distribution, due to the diffraction of each single secondary source. The
former presents its maxima when the denominator sin(kdp / 2) vanishes :

p=

mλ
d

, m = 0, ± 1, ± 2,...

(3.11)

and from Eq. (3.9) we obtain

mλ
= sinθ - sinθo
d

(3.12)

Figure 3.13 Simplified scheme of a transmission grating periodic structure.

Eq. (3.12) is the corresponding Bragg law of the transmission grating describing its behavior
as a dispersive element. For an incident wave front perpendicular to the transmission grating,
and for small dispersion angles, Eq. (3.12) simplifies to

mλ = d

x
x + l gd
2

2

≈d

x
l gd

(3.13)

where m is the dispersion order, x is the recording position on the detector of a transmitted ray
measured in the dispersion direction, and lgd is the distance transmission grating–detector (see
also Fig. 14 below). So, in this limiting case, the recording position on the detector of a
dispersed ray is a linear function of the wavelength.
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Spectrograph alignment and spectral resolution
a) determination of the spectral resolution parameters
The spectral resolution of the XUV spectrograph is limited by : (1) the intrinsic resolving
power of the grating, (2) the finite size of the detector elements, and (3) the finite size of the
plasma source in conjunction with the geometry of the spectrograph disposition.
The intrinsic spectral resolution of the grating is given by the formula [6,11],

Δλ
1
=
λ
mN

(3.14)

where m is the dispersion order, and N the number of the grating slits illuminated by the
plasma radiation collected by the mirror. In our case the intrinsic grating resolution in the
spectral range of 20 – 200 Å is ~ 3 mÅ. Due to this fine resolving power, the transmission
grating does not introduce limitations on the spectrograph resolution, and its contribution can
be ignored.
The spectral resolution Δλ due to the finite size Δx of the plasma recorded image on the
detector – determined from the dimensions of the detector elements and the plasma size – can
be calculated readily from Eq. (3.13),
Δλ =

d
Δx
l gd

(3.15)

The detector of the streak camera coupled to the grating in both experiments has a constant
recording minimum dimension Δxdet= 100 μm. The minimum size associated to the finite size
of the source is given by
Δx source = G ⋅ Δs

(3.16)

where Δs is the diameter of the source, and G is the magnification factor of the spectrograph
setup. Consequently, the spectral resolution determined by the detector and the source
depends explicitly on the geometry of the setup as described hereunder.
b) choice of the XUV spectrograph alignment parameters
The geometrical parameters of the spectrograph are shown in the detailed scheme of Figure
3.14. The distance plasma source–detector is determined by the mechanical properties of the
experimental chamber (lpd = 1065 mm). To optimize the spectrograph for our experimental
conditions, we have to determine the parameter lgd in conjunction with the different distances:
distance plasma source–mirror (lpm), mirror–transmission grating (lmg), mirror–detector (lmd),
and with the incidence angle ω.
Concerning the operation of the spherical mirror, the distances plasma source–mirror (lpm)
and mirror–detector (lmd) are related by the following relationships [12],
1
l pm

+

1
lmd

=

2
R sin ω

(3.17.a)
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l md = G ⋅ l pm

(3.17.b)

where R is the curvature radius of the spherical mirror and G the magnification factor of the
disposition. The best dispersion is obtained by maximizing the distance lmd, i.e. minimizing
the distance lmg. So, we fixed lmg=65 mm from mechanical arguments. Then, expressing the
parameter lgd as a function of G, one obtains

l gd = lmd − lmg = (1 + G )

R
sin ω − lmg
2

(3.18)

Figure 3.14 Top view of the XUV spectrograph disposition in the experimental chamber where
are shown the alignment geometrical parameters (G = 1).

Further, the incident angle ω is related to the magnification factor G by the non linear formula
l pd =

1+ G R
sin ω 1 + G 2 + 2G cos(2ω)
G 2

(3.19)

The numerical evaluation of Eq. (3.18), (3.19) permits to calculate the distance lgd. With Eq.
(3.15), the spectral resolution is also a function of G.
c) calculation of the spectral resolution
We can now evaluate the magnitude of the spectral resolution introduced by the detector
elements and the source. We calculate them numerically, in the case of the xenon–krypton
experiment, where the plasma source diameter is Δs = 200 μm. The full line of Figure 3.15 is
the spectral resolution due to the source calculated with the non linear system of Eq. (3.15)–
(3.19) for different values of G in the range of 0.1 – 2; the dashed line is the spectral
resolution due to the detector elements (Δxdet= constant = 100 μm) calculated respectively
with the Eq. (3.15), (3.18) and (3.19).
The resolutions have the same order of magnitude and therefore we have to take both into
account for the calculation of the total spectral resolution, according to the quadratic formula
2

Δλ = Δλsource + Δλdet

2

(3.20)

The result is given in Figure 3.16, where is shown also the variation of the incident angle on
the crystal. The spectral resolution takes its minimum value of 2.3 Å for G = 0.7. However, as
the spectral resolution around the absolute minimum varies slowly, the magnification factor
has been set to G = 1 in order to make the alignment easier and more accurate. For this value
of G the spectral resolution is 2.4 Å. Furthermore, the incident angle is 6o, and as we will see
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in the paragraph concerning the mirror reflectivity, this value imposes the acceptable low
limit of 20 Å on the spectrograph bandwidth.
A similar analysis in the case of ZnS experiment, where the diameter of the plasma source
determined by the diagnostic hole of the gold cavity is Δs = 250 μm (see Chapter 5) and
Δxdet= 100 μm, gives for G = 1 a spectral resolution of 2.7 Å and an incident angle of 6o.

Figure 3.15 Numerical results calculated for the parameters of the xenon–krypton experiment.
Full line : spectral resolution due to the finite size of the plasma source (Δs = 200 μm), dashed
line : spectral resolution due to the finite size of the detector elements (Δxdet = 100 μm)

Figure 3.16 Full line : total spectral resolution calculated with Eq. (3.20), dashed line :
incident angle of the x–rays on the spherical mirror.

These data have been checked during the xenon–krypton experiment. For this we have
measured the slope of the K–edge of a beryllium (Be) absorption filter. Figure 3.17 gives the
recorded emission spectrum of a gold foil irradiating a 1 μm thick Be filter, around the
spectral range of the Be K–edge. The figure shows also the theoretical transmission curve of
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the filter obtained from the tabulated data of CXRO [13]. The slope of the K–edge is found
around 5 Å corresponding to a spectral resolution of 2.5 Å, in good agreement with the
theoretical value.

Figure 3.17 Measurement of the slope enlargement of the Be filter K–edge due to the spectral
resolution.

Grating transmission efficiency
The transmission efficiency is defined as the ratio of the photons transmitted through the
grating to the incident photons. In the case where the grating wires are assumed to be totally
opaque, this attenuation is ruled by the radiation distribution given by Eq. (3.9). However, in
the keV range a fraction of the incident radiation is transmitted through the grating wires, and
is subject to an attenuation and a phase shift which depend on the refraction index and the
thickness of the wire. So now, one should take into account, additionally to the formal
description of Eq. (3.10), the interference between the radiation penetrating through the wires
and the radiation which is transmitted freely through the grating slits.
The above statements are included in the model of Schnopper [14,15]. According to this,
the transmission efficiency as a function of the radiation wavenumber k, and for a given
dispersion order m, is given by
τ m (k ) = [

sin( Nmπ ) 2 sin((a / d )mπ ) 2
][
] (1 + e −2 kβz − 2e −kβz cos(kδz ))
N sin(mπ )
mπ

(3.21)

where a, d are respectively the slit and spacing dimensions; β is the imaginary part of the wire
refraction index, δ is its real part, and z is the thickness of the wire. The first term in Eq.
(3.21) is the normalized N–slits interference pattern of Eq. (3.10), and in our case is equal to 1
due to the integer values of m. The second term is the modulation factor of the transmitted
radiation due to the single slit diffraction pattern, and the last term represents the interference
between the radiation transmitted through the wires with the radiation transmitted through the
slits. Further, applying twice Eq. (3.21), one can show that the ratio of the mth–order to the
1st–order transmission efficiency is
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τm
sin((a / d )mπ ) 2
=[
]
τ1
m sin((a / d )π )

(3.22)

Figure 3.18 Transmission efficiency calculated for the 1st and the 2nd–dispersion order of a
gold grating with 2000 lines/mm, 2200 Å thick wires and 0.6 cyclic ratio.

In both experiments the spectrograph uses a gold transmission grating with a cyclic ratio a/d =
0.6 and 2200 Å thick wires. For these values, and using the gold refraction index obtained
form the tabulated data of CXRO [13], the transmission efficiency is calculated by Eq. (3.21)
for the first and the second dispersion order and shown in Figure 3.18. A first remark is that
the efficiency of both dispersion orders is almost constant in the spectral range of 20 – 200 Å,
except the interval of 60 – 100 Å where weak variations are observed. Further, the efficiency
of the 2nd–order represents 10% of the 1st–order, which can be verified easily from Eq. (3.22).
This implies that the incident radiation on the detector results from the superposition of
different dispersion orders. Therefore, to deduce the intensity of the incident radiation on the
grating from the radiation recorded on the detector a deconvolution procedure is necessary.
The description of this procedure is given in the following paragraph where the spectral
corrections that should be applied on the measured spectra are presented.
Spectral corrections
a) mirror reflectivity

The reflectivity of the spherical mirror depends on the wavelength and the angle of the
incident radiation (“grazing angle”). This dependency should be taken into account to obtain
the intensity level of the measured spectrum. Figure 3.19 gives the reflectivity of the Ni–
mirror for a 6o grazing angle; the curve is obtained from the tabulated data of CXRO [13]. In
the spectral range between 20 and 200 Å the reflectivity of the mirror shows a weak variation,
and a sharp decrease giving a zero reflectivity below 20 Å. This implies that the mirror acts as
a filter cutting the hard x–ray radiation. This characteristic prevents the saturation of the
spectrograph detectors from the high energetic photons; indeed, we had to take this into
account for the choice of the spectrograph magnification factor and the grazing angle of the
mirror.
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Figure 3.19 Reflectivity of the spherical mirror for a 6o grazing angle. The mirror is composed
of a 80 nm nickel layer deposited on a SiO2 substrate; the curve is obtained from the CXRO
data [13].

b) deconvolution of higher dispersion orders
As the superposition of the different dispersion orders have to be eliminated to deduce the
intensity of the incident radiation, a deconvolution procedure has to be applied on the
recorded spectrum to subtract the higher dispersion orders. The incident radiation on the
detector, Idet(λ), results from the superposition of the different dispersion orders, weighted by
the mth–order efficiency τm of the grating, or
∞

I det ( λ ) = ∑ τ m ( λ / m ) ⋅ I o ( λ / m )

(3.23)

m =1

where Io(λ) is the incident radiation on the grating. If the detector is characterized by a
spectral response H(λ), then the measured radiation recorded by the detector is
I rec ( λ ) = H ( λ ) ⋅ I det ( λ ) , and Eq. (3.23) gives
∞

I rec ( λ ) = ∑ H ( λ / m) ⋅ τ m ( λ / m) ⋅ I o ( λ / m)

(3.24)

m =1

To deduce Io(λ) from the measured quantity Irec(λ), we re–write Eq. (3.24) as
I o ( λ) =

∞
1
[ I rec ( λ ) − ∑ H ( λ / m) ⋅ τ m ( λ / m ) ⋅ I o ( λ / m )]
H ( λ ) ⋅ τ1 ( λ )
m =2

(3.25)

The problem with Eq. (3.25) is that, except the known quantity Irec(λ), it involves also the
unknown functions Io(λ/m). This can be overcome by a recursive procedure that takes
advantage of the low limit λo of the spectrograph bandwidth imposed by the spherical mirror
(λo = 20 Å for our application). Due to this, there is a spectral range between λo – 2λo in which
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the dispersed radiation recorded by the detector is equal to the 1st dispersion order of Io(λ).
Thus, in a first step we calculate from Eq. (3.25)

I o ( λ) =

1
[ I rec ( λ )]
H ( λ ) ⋅ τ1 ( λ )

, λ ∈ [λο, 2λο]

Then, because Io(λ) is known in the range of λo – 2λo, in a second step we get

I o ( λ) =

I rec ( λ )
H ( λ / 2) τ 2 ( λ / 2)
−(
)⋅(
) ⋅ I o ( λ / 2)
H ( λ) ⋅ τ1 ( λ)
H ( λ)
τ1 ( λ)

, λ∈[2λο, 3λο]

and recursively we find for the n–th step
I o ( λ) =

n
I rec ( λ )
H ( λ / m) τ m ( λ / m)
− ∑ [(
) ⋅ I o ( λ / m )]
)⋅(
H ( λ ) ⋅ τ1 ( λ ) m = 2
H ( λ)
τ1 ( λ )
, λ ∈ [nλο, (n + 1)λο]

(3.26)

The contribution of m–th dispersion order on the measured radiation is weighted by the ratio
τm/τ1. This poses a limit on the deconvolution steps, as we can drop out the terms for which
τm/τ1 << 1. In our case, from Eq. (3.22) we find that this holds for m > 2, and thus the
deconvolution can be reduced to the first two dispersion orders.

3.4.3 Thomson scattering diagnostic
Thomson scattering was introduced in the domain of laser produced plasmas as a diagnostic
method to measure the density and the electronic temperature, using the scattered laser light
due to the plasma ionic and electronic fluctuations [16,17] (see Appendix A). In the xenon–
krypton experiment this technique provides the independent measurement of the plasma
parameters, which are used for the theoretical calculations of the plasmas emission spectrum
(cf §4.4).
A top view of the experimental setup is given in Figure 3.20 [18]. The laser beam, which
interacts with the gas–jet to produce the plasma, acts on the same time as the probing beam of
the Thomson diagnostic (Thomson “self–scattering” approach). The scattered light by the
produced plasma is collected by a f = 300 mm achromatic lens at an angle of 135o with
respect to the propagation direction of the laser beam. The scattered light is then driven to a
50/50 beam splitter producing two independent beams to analyze simultaneously the ionic and
the electronic scattering spectra. One of the beams reflected by the splitter is driven to the
spectrograph analyzing the electronic spectrum. In its optical path a f = 500 mm lens is placed
properly to focus the beam on the entrance slit of the spectrograph coupled with the streak
camera. Similarly, the beam transmitted through the splitter is focused by a f = 700 mm lens
to the spectrograph analyzing the ionic spectrum.
The measurement of the ionic scattering spectrum is performed with a high resolution
SOPRA spectrograph. The spectrograph is composed of a curved mirror and a reflection
grating of 1200 lines/mm. Its operational range covers a narrow bandwidth of ± 5 nm around
the wavelength of the plasma producing laser beam (0.53 μm) with a resolution of 0.2 nm.
These characteristics permit to measure unambiguously the two ionic satellites, which appear
very close to the laser frequency. The dispersed light is coupled to the entrance window of a
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achromatic IMACON Hatland S20 streak camera, which permits to measure the time
evolution of the ionic scattering spectra with a speed of 200 ps/mm.

Figure 3.20 Top view scheme of the experimental setup of the Thomson scattering diagnostic.
For the measurement of the electronic scattering spectrum a medium resolution SPEX
spectrograph is used, which is composed of two plane mirrors and a reflection grating of 100
lines/mm. The spectrograph operates in a bandwidth of 400 – 700 nm with a resolution of 6.4
nm. Thus, it covers the interval where the electronic satellites of the scattering spectrum are
expected to appear, due the range of plasma parameters obtained under the given
experimental conditions. The output of this spectrograph is also time–resolved by using a
second achromatic IMACON Hatland S20 streak camera. The time resolved spectra of both
spectrographs are recorded with two 12-bit CCDs of 512x512 pixel resolution.
The power level of the ionic satellites exceeds strongly that of the electronic satellites,
inducing the saturation of the electronic spectrograph. This problem is solved by placing an
interference filter in front of the electronic spectrograph. The light scattered in a spectral
bandwidth ± 5 nm around the laser wavelength (ionic spectral range) is strongly attenuated
and almost 100% of the light out of this bandwidth is transmitted.
The wavelength calibration of the spectrographs has been realized using the characteristic
emission lines of a mercury lamp. The dispersion constant of the ionic spectrograph was
found equal to 0.02 nm/pixel and the corresponding one for the electronic spectrograph is
equal to 0.26 nm/pixel.
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3.5 Auxiliary devices and other diagnostics
3.5.1 Streak Camera
The measurement of the XUV spectra time evolution is performed by coupling the XUV
spectrograph with a Kentech x–ray streak camera. The streak is optimized to operate in the x–
ray range of 0.1 – 10 keV covering the spectral range of our experiments (0.1 – 1 keV). This
paragraph gives the description of the device operation, and the corrections applied to extract
the measured spectra from the recorded images.
Description of the device operation
A scheme of the streak camera showing the main operational characteristics of the device
is given in Figure 3.21. Initially, the x–rays falling on the cathode generate photoelectrons
which are accelerated in the high electric field region between the cathode and the grid. The
electrons, passing through the grid, converge spatially due to the operation of the focus cone.
The focused electrons pass through a small opening on the anode and they are inserted in the
region of the deflection plates. There, a variable electric field is applied to the electrons which
are deflected perpendicularly to their propagation direction. Thus, the photoelectrons sweep
the phosphor surface and produce a fluorescence light signal. This signal is then amplified by
the intensifier providing an intensity level that can be detected by the CCD camera. The
deflection electric field is produced by superposing a bias with a ramp voltage, which are
adjusted externally to control the sweep speed of the device.

Figure 3.21 Scheme of the Kentech streak camera.
If a narrow slit is placed in front of the streak, perpendicular to the deflection direction, its
image will appear on the phosphor with a magnification factor of 2. The slit is aligned with
the dispersion direction of the transmission grating, so that the deflection of this image
permits to record the time evolution of the XUV spectrum.
In our experiments a complex structure x–ray cathode is used, with a Cesium Iodide (CsI)
semiconductor as active material. It is composed of a 1200 Å thick solid CsI layer of 0.225
g/cm3 density plus a very thin aluminium layer (250 Å thick). The aluminium layer ensures
mainly the electrical conductivity of the cathode, but it also participates to the photoelectrons
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generation. This composite structure is deposited on a 1000 Å thick Lexan (C5H7O2) layer of
2.06 g/cm3 density which serves as a high x–ray transmission mechanical support.
The photoelectron generation is due to the interaction of x–ray photons with the cathode.
The x–ray photons fall on the cathode from the Lexan side, which acts like an energy filter,
and passing through interact with the CsI layer (CsI, aluminium). The deposited x–ray energy
is converted initially to photoelectrons and to Auger electrons within the body of the
photocathode. These internal electrons cause subsequently the excitation of secondary
electrons, mainly by carrying the electrons from the valence to the conducting band. Nearly
all the deposited energy of the x–ray photons is converted to secondary electrons; only a small
fraction escapes from the photocathode in the form of fast primary electrons and fluorescence
radiation.
The CsI cathode was chosen due to the high yield of secondary electrons with respect to
other materials, as gold (Au) and palladium (Pd) also used to fabricate cathodes in the spectral
range of 0.1 – 10 keV [19,20].
Time resolution and spectrum image deformation
(a) time resolution
The time resolution of the XUV spectrograph is determined by the characteristics of the
streak camera, in conjunction with the geometrical properties of the spectrograph setup. The
limiting factor of the streak operation is mainly the deflection speed. This parameter
determines whether the generation at two different times of two photoelectrons on the cathode
is recorded at two discrete spatial points on the phosphor plate. In Figure 3.22 is given the
time evolution of the phosphor plate sweep, for different ramp voltages applied on the
deflection plates, as it was measured by the manufacturer [20]. During the phosphor plate
sweep, the deflection speed determined by the slope of the curves can be assumed as being
constant. The different nominal values of the deflection speed are summarized in the first
column of Table 3–I.

Figure 3.22 Time evolution of the electron beam deflection for different ramp voltages [20].
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Given the value of the deflection speed, the time resolution of the spectrograph is
determined by the pixel size of the CCD camera, as well as by the width of the entrance slit.
The columns 3–5 of the table give the resolution limitations due to the different CCD cameras
and the slit used in the experiments. In every case, the limitations of the CCDs are negligible
and the time resolution is determined by the width of the entrance slit.

label
1
2
3

Speed (mm/ns)
1.2
4
13.5

ARP CCD
(19 μm)
16
5
1.4

time resolution (ps)
ANDOR CCD
entrance slit
(13 μm)
(200 μm)
11
167
3
50
1
15

Table 3–I Time resolution imposed by the components of the XUV spectrograph calculated
for the different sweep speeds of the streak camera.

(b) spectrum image deformation
The intensifier adds a radial aberration on the recorded spectrum image which has to be
corrected to measure the time evolution of the spectra. The model describing this deformation
can be understood with the help of Figure 3.23. In Fig. 3.23(a) the geometrical equivalent of a
proper image is given, characterized by a rectilinear coordinates grid. Due to the operation of
the intensifier, the measured image takes the form of the curvilinear grid given in Fig. 3.23(b).
Taking as a reference the center of the intensifier (C), the polar coordinates on the two images
of a given point P, are related with the following transformation

r ′ = r − αr 3

(3.27.a)

θ′ = θ

(3.27.b)

where α is the deformation parameter. From Eq. (3.27), we see that the intensifier changes the
radial position of the measured image points, but not their angular position. Once the
parameter α is known, the correction is simply performed by the inverse transformation of Eq.
(3.27).

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.23 Modelization of the intensifier deformation. (a) Proper spectrum image, (b)
deformed spectrum image.
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The correction is performed using a special utility developed in the IDL environment. A
two–step procedure is applied. First, a curvilinear grid calculated by the code is superimposed
on the deformed images. Adjusting the deformation parameter α, and comparing the fit of the
calculated grid to the spectrum image, an estimation of the intensifier deformation is obtained
(see Fig. 24(a)). In a second step, the code calculates the inverse transformation of Eq. (3.27)
for a matrix of a discrete number of points (16 radial x 32 angular), following the corrected
polar coordinates. Then, the polar coordinates of all the image points are calculated from the
inverse transformation matrix with an interpolation procedure, giving the corrected image (see
Fig. 24(b)).

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.24 Correction of the intensifier deformation applied on a recorded XUV spectrum
image.

Spectral response
The sensitivity of the cathode with the energy of the incident photons has to be included in
the spectral corrections, to deduce the intensity of the measured spectrum. The spectral
response of the cathode is mainly determined by the behavior of the CsI and the aluminium
layers, which are the active photoelectric materials. However, in order to describe it properly
we also have to take into account the absorption of Lexan, which determines the number of
photons falling on CsI (CsI, aluminium).
The spectral dependence of the photoelectrons generation is described by the
phenomenological model of Henke [19,21]. The number of the secondary photoelectrons
emitted per incident photon, or “quantum yield”, from the back side of a CsI layer is given by

YCsI ( E ) = ( aCsI κCsI ( E ) EρCsI )e − ( lCsI κCsI ( E ) ρCsI )

(3.28)

where E is the energy of the incident photon, κCsI(E) is the absorption coefficient of CsI, ρCsI
its matter density, lCsI is the thickness of the CsI layer, and aCsI is a constant coefficient
depending on the nature of the material. Given the incident radiation, which interacts with the
material generating the primary electrons, the linear term of Eq. (3.28) is proportional to the
escaping secondary electrons. The exponential term represents the attenuation of the incident
photons due to the interactions within the CsI body. As the escaping secondary electrons
come from a very thin layer at the back side of the CsI body (of the order of 100 – 200 Å), the
photons penetration length lCsI provides, in a first approximation, that the primary electrons
are generated within this layer.
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Taking into account the attenuation of the aluminium and Lexan layers, as well as the
photoelectron generation within the aluminium body, the extension of Eq. (3.28) is written
[21,22],

YCath ( E ) = [( aCsI κCsI ( E ) EρCsI )e − ( lCsI κCsI ( E ) ρCsI ) + a Al κ Al ( E ) Eρ Al ]e − ( lLexan κLexan ( E ) ρLexan +l Al κ Al ( E ) ρAl ) (3.29)
The significance of the additional parameters appearing in the above equation is evident, and
we mention only that aAl is a coefficient depending on the nature of aluminium. The curve of
Eq. (3.29) for the nominal values of the cathode parameters (thickness, density) used in the
experiments is shown in Figure 3.25 (full line). The transmissions and the opacities of the
materials (CsI, aluminium and Lexan) are obtained from the tabulated data of CXRO [13].
Also, the material coefficients were calculated by the research group of C. Reverdin during
the absolute calibration measurements performed on various CsI cathodes at the LURE
synchrotron [22].

Figure 3.25 Quantum yield spectral response of the CsI cathode (CsI, aluminium). Full line :
Yield calculated with the nominal values of the cathode materials. Dashed line : Yield
calculated by supposing a 25% oxidation of the aluminium layer (Note : given the Lexan
thickness, the response in the range of 40 – 90 Å is determined mainly by the aluminium layer
and above 90 Å by the CsI layer)

The problem with the application of the Henke model is the change that the cathode
experiences with time. These long–scale changes are caused by the unavoidable contact of the
cathode with the atmosphere during its use. The affecting mechanisms are mainly : (1) the
oxidation of the aluminium layer, and (2) the hydration of the CsI layer. The oxidation of the
aluminium layer results in the formation of a Al2O3 coat on the cathode, which changes its
photoemission efficiency. The dashed curve of Fig. 3.25 is a typical example of this behavior.
This curve is calculated by supposing that the alumimium layer of the cathode is composed of
75% pure aluminium and of 25% Al2O3, with all the other parameters unchanged. Though the
shape of the curve does not change significantly, there is a variation in the relative ratio of the
observed structures, especially at low wavelengths where the quantum yield is mainly
determined by the aluminium photoemission. The other affecting mechanism is the absorption
of atmospheric water vapor by the hydrophilic CsI surface. Due to this, there is a variation of
the CsI effective surface area, or equivalently a variation of its photoemission [20]. This
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mechanism is more difficult to be modeled, and we mention only that, in fact, it causes a
change on the ratio between the photoemissions efficiencies of the CsI and aluminium layers.
The cathode used in the experiments is not calibrated. Even if the cathode is under a
nitrogen atmosphere as long as possible, unavoidable changes in its sensitivity limit the
accuracy of the corrected XUV spectra. We will discuss this point further in Chapter 4, where
we will analyze the influence of the cathode model on the correction of the xenon–krypton
plasma XUV emission spectrum.

3.5.2 CCD Cameras
The charge coupling device (CCD) camera is a structure of small photodiodes arranged in
series of rows and columns, as is shown in Figure 3.26(a). Each element (“pixel”) captures a
small fraction of the image. The whole image is obtained by scanning the structure of the
discrete photodiodes. The operation of the CCD is based on the doubled function carried out
by the pixel: the transformation of the image photons into charges, with pixel acting as
photodiode, and the charge storage due to its capacitor–like behavior, as described in more
details hereunder.
The CCD cameras are usually fabricated using the metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS)
technology. A cross section of a typical MOS structure is shown in Fig. 3.26(b). It contains a
p–type silicon substrate (“body”) where the photoelectric generation of electron–hole pairs
takes place. Over the substrate, a thin layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2) is grown insulating the
body of the semiconductor from the high conduction poly silicon layer, which forms the
device electrodes. The poly silicon layer is developed in three insulated spatial regions
covering the body of the semiconductor, forming three electrodes which are necessary for the
production of the electric signals controlling the device operation.
Applying a high bias voltage on the gate electrode, and a low bias voltage on the coupling
electrodes, the pixel operates as a photosensitive MOS capacitor. In this mode the mobile
holes of the substrate are repulsed from the region under the gate, leaving the negative
charges of the fixed acceptors ions. Thus, a space charge region is formed, and a potential
well which confines the photoelectrons generated by the incident photons. The photoelectrons
enhance the formed channel under the SiO2, and this procedure is continued, with the pixel
charge to increase as more photons interact with the semiconductor, till the saturation of the
capacitor occurring at the full of the potential well.
Inverting the bias of the electrodes, the charge stored on each element is transferred
sequentially to its neighbor. Therefore, by applying a proper clocking scheme on the coupling
electrodes of the pixels, the charges are shifted, one row at a time, to the shift register. This
structure is equivalent with a row of the CCD array, with the same number of pixels, but is
masked so that no photon can fall on it. In this way the produced charged pattern of the image
area is scanned and can be further processed digitally.
A main limitation on the operation of the CCD is imposed by the thermally generated
electron–hole pairs in the depletion region of the body. These electrons give a fog signal
which is known as dark current (as it is the only signal produced by the semiconductor when
it is not exposed in light). Dark current is added on the accumulated photoelectrons as
intrinsic noise signal, and should be as low as possible. As the thermal charge generation is an
exponential function of the semiconductor temperature, this is achieved by decreasing the
operational temperature of the CCD.
The technical characteristics of the different CCD cameras used in our experiments are
summarized in Table 3–II. The Andor CCD provides a minimum operational temperature of ~
–20o due to its internal cooling capability. Concerning the thermal oriented limitations, this
camera gives excellent measurement conditions, as for a diminution of the temperature in the
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range between 0o and –20o its dark current is decreased of ~ 90%. In our conditions of laser
shots at very low repetition rate (a shot per hour), the ARP and COHU cameras which operate
at room temperature can be used. The background signal is acceptable when these devices are
gated with a small acquisition duration.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.26 (a) Top view of a typical CCD array structure. (b) Single pixel cross–section
where is shown the internal electronic operation.

CCD
ANDOR – 16 bit
ARP – 12 bit

pixels
(H)x(V)
1024 x 1024
521 x 512

pixel size (μm)
(H)x(V)
13.3 x 13.3
19 x 19

image area (mm)
(H)x(V)
13.3 x 13.3
-

COHU – 8 bit

732 x 290

9.2 x 16.8

6.4 x 4.8

used for
streak
streak /
pinhole (main beam)
pinhole (backlight)

Table 3–II : Technical characteristics of the CCD cameras used in the experiments
(for the pinholes cameras, the CCDs are directly exposed to x–rays).

3.5.3 Kodak DEF film
In the xenon–krypton experiment the time–integrated x–ray spectra measured by the Bragg
spectrograph are recorded on a double emulsion direct exposure film (DEF) of Kodak [23].
This film was chosen due to its high sensitivity in the spectral range of 1 – 10 keV, which
covers the spectral range of interest in our experiments.
A cross–section of the film structure is shown in Figure 3.27(a). It is composed of two 13
μm thick photosensitive emulsion layers which are deposited above and below a 185 μm thick
polyester (C5H4O2) substrate. As is shown in Figure 3.27(b), each emulsion layer is protected
with a 1 μm thick overcoat, and consists of an heterogeneous system of 1.6 μm diameter AgBr
grains imbedded in a gelatin layer. The AgBr grains are the active photosensitive material,
and the body of the emulsion layer can be viewed as an overlay of AgBr monolayer surfaces,
with the emulsion gelatin diffused between them. For the spectral range used here, the
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polyester substrate absorbs the x–ray photons and only one emulsion is involved in the
photographic process.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.27 (a) Structure of the double–emulsion DEF film of Kodak. (b) Cross–section of the
photosensitive emulsion layer.

The x–ray spectrum is obtained by deducing the incident radiation intensity from the
optical density of the film. To this end, the semiempirical model of Henke is used, which
permits to characterize the response of the film in the x–ray range, taking into account the
energy and the propagation direction of the incident radiation [23–25]. This model is based on
a phenomenological description of the physical processes taking place during the exposure of
the film, from which it follows that the optical density of the film D is related to the intensity
of the incident radiation I by a universal function,

αD = φ( βI )

(3.30)

where the parameters α, β are :
α=

μ' / sin θ
1 + μ' d o / sin θ

β = [1 − exp( − μ1d )] exp( − μo to / sin θ )

(3.31.a)
(3.31.b)

and where :
μ΄, μ1 and μο are, respectively, the energy dependent linear absorption coefficients of the
heterogeneous emulsion layer, of the AgBr grain, and of the overcoat layer,
do is the effective depth of the AgBr monolayer surface,
d is the diameter of the AgBr grain,
to is the thickness of the overcoat layer,
and θ, is the angle of the incident radiation with respect to the film surface (see Fig. 3.27(b))
The form of the universal function results by a fitting of calibration data, and in the case of
a thin emulsion film of thickness T (that is, for an emulsion body which does not absorb all
the incident photons) Eq. (3.30) becomes [24],
αD = a ln[
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a = 0.68 μm-1

and

b = 1.69 μm2

are two semiempirical parameters obtained by the calibration of the film 1 [23].
These parameters, or equivalently the calibration data, are affected by the exposure
conditions as well by the development conditions of the film. Due to this, a strict process was
followed during the experiment. First, the exposed film in the experimental chamber was
protected from visible light by a 7 μm thick beryllium filter. After the exposure to the x–ray
radiation, the film was developed, fixed and washed with constant temperature solutions at
20o. Then, the film was scanned, and the measured optical density was transformed into the
incident radiation intensity (photons/μm2), with a software utility using Eq. (3.32) based on
the Henke model [23].

3.5.4 Pinhole cameras
A x–ray pinhole camera records on a detector device (film, or CCD) the time and spectral
integrated image of a plasma source, with a spatial resolution which is determined by the
diameter of the entrance hole of the camera. This diagnostic instrument permits to estimate
indirectly the focal spot of the laser beam, by measuring the dimensions of the produced x–
ray plasma source. A simplified scheme of a pinhole camera is given in Figure 3.28. The
dimension D of the recorded image on the detector is related to the plasma dimension d by the
formula
D = Gd

(3.33)

where the magnification G of the instrument is

G=

R
t r
R
[1 + ( + 1)] ≈
r
d R
r

(3.34)

The dimension of the pinhole is mainly determined by the size and the luminosity of the
plasma source. Further, the range of the spectral integration is defined by the filters placed in
front of the pinhole, which mainly reject the visible light and soft x–rays (sub–keV). A
common practice is to use a pinhole with different entrance holes of various diameters, in
front of which are placed different filters.

Figure 3.28 Scheme of the pinhole camera operation principle.
1

We have to notice at this point, that the contribution to the optical density of the second emulsion layer
becomes important for photons energy above 4000 eV, and therefore in our case it can be ignored [31]
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This setup is used in both experiments for the pinhole monitoring the laser beam heating
the targets to produce the measured plasmas. This pinhole contains three entrance holes of 5,
10 and 20 μm diameter, respectively, arranged in a triangle of 1mm side. The spectral range is
determined by a beryllium filter of 23 μm thickness in front of the ARP CCD that is used as
recording device. A typical recorded image obtained for a 500 µm diameter focal spot is given
in Figure 3.29(a).
The laser beam producing the backlight in the experiment for the characterization of the
ZnS absorption (cf. §5.2.1), is monitored by a single–hole pinhole camera of 23 μm diameter.
In this case the temporal and spectral integrated image was recorded on a COHU CCD
camera, in front of which a composite filter is placed containing a 23 μm thick Be plus 100
μm thick Mylar layer. A typical image obtained for an elliptical plasma source (150 µm x
1mm size) is given in Fig. 3.29(b)

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.29 (a) Image of the three–hole pinhole camera monitoring the main beam of LULI
facility. (b) Image of the single–hole camera monitoring the backlight laser beam in the ZnS
experiment.

3.5.5 Streak camera differential pumping system
To accelerate the photoelectrons of the streak camera a high intensity electric field is
necessary, which is produced by applying a high voltage (1 kV) on the very closely spaced
photocathode and grid. To avoid an electric breakdown the operation of the streak under very
low pressure conditions is necessary ( < 10-4 mbar). Generally, the low pressure inside the
vacuum chamber is provided by a permanently installed pumping mechanism. This system
contains two pumping turbines and can give pressures of the order of 10-5 mbar. The problem
with the gas–jet target is that its injection in the vacuum chamber induces a sharp increase of
the pressure, which cannot be compensated quickly enough by the permanent pumping
system. Indeed, from the measurements performed with a Pirani gauge sensor, it was found
that after the injection of the gas–jet the pressure becomes ~ 10-3 mbar.
To overcome this problem, a differential pumping system was designed and constructed,
the operational principle of which is shown in Figure 3.30. The system is composed of an
external pumping turbine, and a small chamber in which the streak is placed (streak chamber).
The streak chamber is in contact with the experimental chamber through a narrow window of
500 μm width x 30 mm length, and with the external pumping turbine through two pipes. The
flow of the pipes is controlled by the two mechanical valves V1, V2. With V1 closed and V2
open, the streak chamber is isolated from the external turbine, and its space is pumped
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through the narrow window by the principal pumping system. When the pressure inside the
streak chamber becomes of the order of 10-3 mbar, V1 is opened and V2 is closed and the
streak chamber is pumped with the external turbine. Under these conditions, the system
ensures that the gas flow streak chamber–external turbine exceeds adequately the flow
experimental chamber–streak chamber, keeping the pressure of the streak chamber in an
acceptable level for the streak operation.

Figure 3.30 Schematic presenting the operational principle of the differential pumping system
providing the low pressure conditions of the streak camera.
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Chapter 4 X–ray emission spectroscopy of xenon and
krypton plasmas in NLTE conditions
4.1 Introduction
Plasmas in non local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) are of primary interest for
astrophysics in understanding and describing extending parts of the stellar atmospheres [1].
NLTE conditions are found, also, in many different research fields of laboratory plasma
applications, such as the inertial confinement fusion (ICF) [2] and the development of x–rays
sources. The global approach for the description of plasmas in NLTE is the collisional
radiative model, in which the populations kinetic equations are solved using the transitions
rates obtained from atomic codes. The situation, unfortunately, becomes complicated when
the atomic number of the elements is increased. The medium and high–Z elements demand an
enormous computation time to solve the kinetic equations with a detailed level accounting of
their transitions and energy levels. To overcome this problem, an effort was done recently to
integrate the superconfigurations approach and the formalism of the super–transitions–arrays
(STA) [3], initially introduced in the context of LTE plasmas, in the NLTE statistics of the
collisional radiative models [4,5].
This theoretical research has to be supported by spectroscopic experiments. The main
characteristic of such experiments is the independent determination of the plasma parameters
(ne, Te) used by the codes for simulating the emission spectra. The experimental technique
mostly applied for this purpose is the Thomson scattering diagnostic. In this category of
experiments, we could refer to the study of plasmas generated by laser irradiated gold targets
[6,7], the study of holraums plasmas [8], as well as the experiments performed by our
research group with the plasmas produced by laser irradiated xenon gas–jet targets [9].
The present work [10], should be viewed as the continuation of the study of well–
characterized gas–jet plasmas reported in ref. [9], with the extension to the spectroscopic
study of the XUV domain. This is an open field to benchmark the complex NLTE plasma
models integrated in the package of the code TRANSPEC/AVERROES [4,5], as very few
experimental data have been reported for medium and high–Z elements. A previous first
attempt in analyzing the XUV spectroscopy of NLTE gas–jet plasmas [11] showed that the
dynamics of the system affects strongly its XUV emission, and that for a proper study its time
evolution should be taken into account. In our experiment, the emission spectra of laser
produced xenon and krypton gas–jet plasmas in NLTE conditions are studied. For each
element, we record simultanesouly its time–resolved emission spectrum in the XUV, and its
time–integrated emission spectrum in the keV spectral range. Our focusing on the time
evolution of only the XUV emission is due to the negligible time variation that the emission
spectrum exhibits in the keV spectral range [9].
The study of the keV x–ray emission spectrum is included in our experiment for two
reasons. First, both xenon and krypton emit a very rich spectrum challenging for the analysis
with the code TRANSPEC/AVERROES. The spectra are composed of the xenon 3d–4f
unresolved structures of the different ions species around the closed–shell Ni–like (Xe26+) ion
[9] and the krypton nl – n'l' transitions (for n=2, n'=3,4) from Mg–like (Kr24+) to F–like
(Kr27+) ion [12,13]. Moreover, for both elements, these spectra are the link with the
experiments previously performed by our team, and they can provide an independent
estimation of the produced plasma state.
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4.2 Experimental setup
4.2.1 Laser beam and gas–jet targets
The top–view of the experimental setup used to measure the xenon and krypton plasma
emission spectra is shown in Figure 4.1. A 1 mm diameter nozzle is placed at the center of the
vacuum chamber, producing the gas–jet targets. For both gas types, the pressure of the
backing system feeding the nozzle varies in the range of 1.3 – 7.0 bar. The density profile of
the gas–jet targets was characterized by performing a Mach–Zehnder interferometry
experiment [14]. The measurements gave a super–gaussian density profile of about 1 mm
width at a 750 μm distance from the exit plane of the nozzle. At this height the maximum of
the density profile varies with the backing pressure from 1.7 to 9x1018 cm-3.

Figure 4.1 Top view of the experimental chamber.
A 1.5 ns duration flat–top neodymium laser pulse passes through a KDP crystal of
frequency doubling efficiency of about 45%. The energy of the frequency doubled laser beam
(λ = 0.53 μm) was varied in the range of 100 – 400 J. The laser beam is focused on the gas–jet
by coupling a f = 800 mm lens with a random phase plate (RPP) of 0.37 mm x 4.2 mm
element size. This coupling produces on the target an elliptic focal spot of 1 mm horizontal
size at 50% of the laser intensity maximum, and of 150 μm vertical size at 10% of the laser
intensity maximum. The laser beam is focused on the gas–jet at a distance of 750 μm from
the exit plane of the nozzle. Thus, the focal spot width is equal to the width of the gas–jet.
This choice ensures the absence of cold gas around the produced plasma, which absorbs the
emitted x–ray radiation [11].
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4.2.2 Diagnostic instruments
Thomson scattering diagnostic
A f/6 lens collects the laser light scattered by the produced plasma at 135o angle with
respect to the propagation direction of the laser beam. The self–scattered radiation is driven to
the Thomson diagnostics located outside of the vacuum chamber (see §3.4.3). The
combination of the collecting lens with the Thomson disposition, defines a probing volume of
50 μm height x 200 μm width x 300 μm length (see Fig. 4.2(a)).
The analysis of the electronic and ionic satellites permits to determine the time evolution
of the plasma parameters (mean ionization number, ion density, electron temperature). The
scattering parameter α determining the Thomson scattering regime, depends on the
propagation wavelength of the laser beam in the plasma and the probing angle along which
the scattered radiation is collected (see Appendix A). For the frequency doubled laser (λ =
0.53 μm), and for the expected range of the electronic density (~ 1019 cm-3), the choice of the
probing angle ensures that α ~ 1.7 ≥ 1, i.e. a collective behavior of the plasma for the
scattering process.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.2 Schemes of the plasma regions probed by the diagnostics : (a) Collecting volume
of the Thomson diagnostic. (b) Collecting volume of the XUV and the x–ray spectrographs.

X–ray spectroscopic diagnostics
The measurement of the xenon–krypton plasma x–ray emission spectra is realized with
two spectrographs permitting the simultaneous recording of the emitted radiation in the keV
and the sub–keV (XUV) range. The time–integrated spectra in the keV range are measured
with the double Bragg crystal spectrograph described in paragraph 3.4.1. The time–resolved
XUV spectra are measured by coupling the transmission grating XUV spectrograph described
in paragraph 3.4.2 with a streak camera. These diagnostic instruments are placed in opposite
positions almost perpendicularly to the propagation direction of the laser beam (see Fig. 4.1).
As shown in the zoomed top–view of Figure 4.2(b), a slit of 200 μm width is placed on the
recording axis of the XUV spectrograph which forms a 6o angle with the normal to the laser
axis. The slit and the spherical mirror of the spectrograph, define a collecting volume of 200
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μm width along the instrument line of sight. The slit determines the width of the plasma
projection along the dispersion direction of the XUV spectrograph, and this limitation is very
important for two reasons. First, the time–resolved recording of the XUV spectrum does not
allow to monitor different spatial regions of the plasma. The slit, defining a narrow probing
plasma volume almost perpendicular to the laser axis, provides that the spectrograph measures
the emitted radiation of a fairly homogeneous plasma. Second, this reduced spatial projection
improves the spectral resolution of the instrument (for the specific setup Δλ = 2.4 Å, see
§3.4.2)
The dispersion direction of the Bragg crystal spectrograph lies in a plane perpendicular to
the laser axis. The diagnostic probes almost all the spatial region occupied by the produced
plasma (Fig. 4.2(b)). The extension of the plasma along the laser axis is spatially resolved by
a slit of 200 μm width placed perpendicularly to the laser axis. As the slits are located closer
to the recording film than to the plasma, the spatial resolution is rather poor (~ 0.5 mm). The
spectral resolution is limited by the 150 µm small axis of the elliptical laser focal spot, and is
22 mÅ for the TlAP crystal, and 8 mÅ for the ADP crystal (see §3.4.1). So, the formation of
the plasma image on the film, in the direction parallel to the laser axis, is realized with very
poor spatial resolution, and this implies the mutual overlapping of the radiation emitted from
different spatial regions of the plasma.
Pinhole camera
The focal spot of the produced plasma is monitored with a x–ray pinhole camera. This pinhole
is composed of three entrance holes of 5, 10 and 20 μm diameter arranged in a triangle of 1
mm side. The recording device is an ARP CCD camera, and a 23 μm thick beryllium filter is
used to bound the spectral integration range of the instrument. The arrangement plasma
source–pinhole–CCD lies in the same plane as the propagation direction of the laser beam,
and it forms a 36o angle with the horizontal plane of the experimental chamber, i.e. with the
main laser beam axis. The distance plasma source–pinhole is set to 170 mm, and the distance
pinhole–CCD to 600 mm. Thus, the nominal value of the magnification factor is ~ 3.5.
In parallel with the main diagnostic instruments, a calorimeter is used to measure the
absorption of the laser energy by the plasma. The calorimeter was calibrated by measuring the
energy of the laser beam without the gas–jet. The measurements gave that, when the backing
pressure of the gas–jet increases from 1.3 to 7 bar, the energy absorbed by the plasma varies
from 28% to 55% .

4.3 X–ray spectra data processing
4.3.1 Emission spectra in the keV range
Wavelength calibration
The wavelength calibration of the xenon–krypton plasma emission spectra in the keV
range is performed by approaching the non linear dispersion function of the Bragg crystal
spectrograph by a second order polynomial :

λ = a 2 ⋅ ( pixel ) 2 + a1 ⋅ pixel + a0

(4.1)

Eq. (4.1) gives the wavelength of an incident photon on the film as a function of its recording
position along the dispersion axis, given in pixels.
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In a first step, the dispersion coefficients a2, a1, are calculated by analyzing the emission
spectrum of an aluminium plasma independently measured. This choice is justified by the
well characterized spectral lines composing the aluminium spectrum in the range of 6 – 8 Å,
and which correspond to the transitions n=1 → 2, 3 of the hydrogen–like and the helium–like
aluminium ions [15]. The ADP crystal records these lines at the first dispersion order, and the
TlAP at the second dispersion order, respectively.
The determination of an offset coefficient a0 is necessary for each different measurement :
this coefficient accounts for a small relative shift of the recorded spectrum along the
dispersion axis occurring during the film digitizing process. It can be determined by the
identification of an emission structure for each measured spectrum. This procedure is
performed by using previous experimental characterizations of the xenon and krypton plasma
emission spectra, in the same spectral range [9,11,13].
a) Krypton plasma emission spectrum (6 – 8 Å)
Figure 4.3 shows two typical raw spectrum images obtained by the ADP crystal. The
emission spectrum of an aluminium plasma, produced by focusing a 45 J energy laser beam
on a 50 μm thick aluminium foil, is given in Fig. 4.3(a); Fig. 4.3(b) gives the emission
spectrum of a 4 bar pressure krypton gas–jet heated by 230 J energy laser. In both images, the
wavelength dispersion is recorded along the horizontal axis, and along the vertical axis we
obtain the projection of the plasma spatial expansion along the propagation axis of the laser
beam.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 Raw images of the recorded spectra dispersed by the ADP crystal. (a) Aluminium
plasma emission spectrum, (b) Krypton plasma emission spectrum.
spectrum line
Lyβ
Heβ
Heα

λ(Å)
6.052
6.634
7.757

ion
Al (H)
Al11+ (He)
Al11+ (He)
12+

lower level
1s
1s2 1S0
1s2 1S0

upper level
3p P3/2
1s3p 1P1
1s2p 1P1

Table 4–I Aluminium plasma transition used to calibrate the wavelength axis of the krypton
plasma emission spectrum.

First, the aluminium spectrum profile (dashed line of Fig. 4.4) is calibrated by identifying
the three characteristic hydrogen and helium–like transition lines given in Table 4–I providing
the dispersion coefficients a2, a1. The offset coefficient a0 for each specific shot is then
obtained by using the 2p6–2p53d (3D) transition line of the Ne–like (Kr26+) ion appearing on
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the krypton emission spectrum at 6.88 Å [11,13] (see also Table 4–VII in § 4.5.2). The
calibrated krypton spectrum is shown as the full line curve of Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Wavelength calibration of the spatial and time–integrated spectrum profiles
obtained by the recorded images of Fig. 4.3. Full line : krypton spectrum profile, dashed line :
aluminium spectrum profile. (the characteristic lines used for the wavelength calibration are
marked).

Figure 4.5 Wavelength calibration of the xenon and aluminium space and time–integrated
spectrum profiles measured with the TlAP crystal. Full black line : measured xenon spectrum
profile. Dashed line : measured aluminium spectrum profile. Full grey line : xenon plasma
emission spectrum studied in [9].
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b) Xenon plasma emission spectrum (11 – 16 Å)
The wavelength calibration of the xenon spectrum is performed in a similar manner. The
dispersion coefficients a2, a1 of the TlAP crystal setup are calculated by using the aluminium
transition lines of Table 4–I, but which appear now in the second dispersion order of the
crystal (lines : 2xLyβ = 12.104Å, 2xHeβ = 13.268 Å and 2xHeα = 15.514 Å). Then, the offset
coefficient a0 is calculated by identifying the peak of the Fe–like (Xe28+) 3d–4f transition
array appearing at 13.246 Å [9]. A typical example of the xenon spectrum calibration is given
in Figure 4.5. This common graph gives the xenon and aluminium plasma emission spectra
measured with the TlAP crystal, and the xenon plasma emission spectrum studied in [9].
Intensity calibration
The procedure applied to calibrate the intensity scale takes into account the spectral responses
of the spectrograph components. First, by using the model of Henke, the optical density of the
exposed DEF film is converted into the exposure of the incident radiation [16]. Then, the
radiation flux of the emission spectra is corrected for the spectral response of the Be (7 μm
thick) and the Mylar (10 μm thick) filters, which are placed in front of the film in order to
reduce the recorded noise (mainly by cutting off the visible light). In a next step, the incident
intensity on film measured in photons/Å/μm2, is converted to the intensity reflected by the
crystals, measured in photons/Å/sr, taking into account the spectrograph geometry. Finally,
the intensity reflected by the crystals is transformed into incident intensity (photons/Å/sr) by
using the integrated reflectivities of the ADP and the TlAP crystals [17,18]. The spectral
response of the spectrograph components are summarized in Figure 4.6. A typical example of
the transformation from the measured optical density to the spectrum intensity, applied on a
xenon plasma emission spectrum, is given in Fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.6 Integrated reflectivity curves of the ADP (full black line ) and the TlAP (full gray
line) crystals; transmission curves of 7 μm thick Be (dashed line), and of 10 μm thick Mylar
filter (dotted line).
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Figure 4.7 Transformation from the measured optical density to intensity for a xenon emission
spectrum, applying the spectral corrections of the spectrograph components; full line spectrum
intensity, dashed line : optical density.

4.3.2 XUV emission spectra
Figure 4.8 shows two typical time–resolved spectrum images of the xenon and krypton
plasma emission recorded with the XUV spectrograph. In Fig. 4.8(a) is given the emission
spectrum obtained by heating a 2 bar pressure xenon gas–jet with a 355 J energy laser beam,
and in Fig 4.8(b) the spectrum of a 4 bar pressure krypton gas–jet heated by a 230 J energy
laser. The time evolution of the measured spectra is recorded along the vertical axis, and the
spectral dispersion along the horizontal axis.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 Time–resolved XUV emission spectrum images. (a) Emission spectrum of a 2 bar
pressure xenon gas–jet heated by a 355 J energy laser, (b) emission spectrum of a 4 bar pressure
krypton gas–jet heated by a 230 J energy laser.

First, the spectrum images are corrected for the deformation introduced by the intensifier
(see Chapter 3). Then, the time and wavelength axis of the spectra are calibrated. Finally, the
spectra are corrected for the responses of the spectrograph components affecting the intensity
of the measured radiation. The time/wavelength calibration, and the intensity correction are
described analytically in the next two paragraphs.
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Time–wavelength calibration
From the dispersion relationship of the XUV spectrograph, it follows that the dispersion
axis can be calibrated by using a simple linear formula,
mλ = a1 ⋅ pixel + a0

(4.2)

where m is the dispersion order, and a1 is the dispersion coefficient determined by the
geometry of the spectrograph setup. The offset coefficient, a0, represents a small relative shift,
from shot to shot, of the zero transmission order, and it does not depend on the dispersion
properties of the spectrograph. The wavelength calibration, as it is formulated in Eq. (4.2), is
reduced to the calculation of the dispersion coefficient a1, while the variable coefficient a0 is
deduced easily by the zero transmission order of each spectrum. To calculate a1, some special
shots were performed on xenon gas–jet with a 1 μm thick Be filter placed in front of the
spectrograph. By measuring the absorption K–edge introduced by the Be filter on the xenon
emission spectrum at 110.85 Å [19], we found that the dispersion coefficient for the specific
experimental setup is, a1 = 0.423 Å/pixel (see Fig. 4.9).

Figure 4.9 Calculation of the dispersion coefficient a1 of Eq. (4.2). Full line : emission

spectrum profile of a 4 bar pressure xenon gas–jet heated by a 400 J energy laser. Dashed line :
1 μm Be filter transmission curve. Be filter K–edge appears on the recorded xenon spectrum at
pixel 499; the zero transmission order of the specific spectrum appears at pixel 237.

To calibrate the time axis, the signal position on the CCD camera (counted in pixels) has
to be associated with the time characteristics of the streak camera. First, the recording position
of the signal on the CCD should be transformed to its recording position on the phosphor
plate. For this, we have to take into account the magnification of the intensifier (Gint = 4/5)
and the magnification of the fiber optics configuration (Gfo = 1/3), which connects the
intensifier with the CCD. Then, the spatial position of the measured event on the phosphor
plate is correlated with its recording time using the deflection speed of the streak. The ARP
CCD camera used in the experiment has a pixel size of 19 μm, which corresponds to a width
of 0.072 mm on the phosphor plate along the time axis. The manufacturer gives for the
deflection speed used in the experiment the nominal value of 4 mm/ns. Thus, the nominal
value of the time coefficient for the configuration streak–intensifier–CCD is 0.019 ns/pixel.
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Intensity corrections
The components of the XUV spectrograph affecting the spectral variations of the intensity
of the recorded spectrum are : (1) the spherical Ni–mirror, (2) the transmission grating
convolving the different dispersion orders, and (3) the cathode of the streak camera. The
cathode response (full line) and the mirror reflectivity (dotted line) are given in Figure 4.10.
The cathode response is calculated with the Henke model [20], assuming a structure
composed of a 1200 Å thick Cesium Iodide (CsI) plus a 250 Å thick aluminium layer
deposited on a 1000 Å thick Lexan layer (see §3.5.1). The Ni–mirror reflectivity is obtained
from the tabulated data of CXRO [19] for a grazing angle of 6o (see §3.4.2). The correction
procedure applied on the recorded spectrum can be divided in two parts. First, the
deconvolution of the 2nd–dispersion order of the grating is performed, with the cathode
response being applied step by step at each corrected spectrum interval, according to the
analysis of paragraph 3.4.2. Then, the spectrum is corrected for the Ni–mirror response. A
typical example of the corrections applied on the emission spectrum profile of a xenon plasma
is given in Figure 4.11; the profile is sampled at 0.63 ns after the beginning of the signal
emission from the spectrum image of Fig. 4.8(a). The peaks of the corrected spectrum
appearing above 170 Å represent an artificial signal produced by the application of the
cathode response on the spectrum noise, and thus, this spectral range should be excluded from
our analysis.
The question arising here concerns the accuracy of the cathode response calculated with
the Henke model [20] for the assumed cathode composition. As we saw in paragraph 3.5.1, in
fact, the cathode is subject to long–scale changes affecting its spectral response. We recall
that these changes are the hydration of the CsI layer, and the oxidation of the aluminium layer
causing the formation of an Al2O3 layer on the cathode. The proper determination of the these
variations necessitates the fitting of the Henke model with the experimental data obtained by
an absolute calibration of the cathode [21,22], a process not applied to our cathode
(uncalibrated).

Figure 4.10 Spectral response curves of the XUV spectrograph components. Quantum yield of
the CsI photocathode by using the nominal values of the manufacturer (full line), or by
assuming a 25% oxidation of the aluminium layer (dashed line); dotted line : reflectivity of the
80 nm thick spherical Ni–mirror for a 6o grazing angle.
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However, the potential changes of the cathode do not vary significantly the shape of the
corrected spectrum. In Fig. 4.10 are compared the responses of a cathode with and without
oxidation, the aluminium layer being 25 % oxidized. Applying the two cathode responses on
the uncorrected spectrum profile of Fig. 4.11, we obtain the results given in Fig. 4.12. The
two spectra show a negligible deviation between the measured emission structures only above
60 Å. In the following, we apply on the measured spectra the response calculated for the
cathode nominal values, neglecting the oxidation, supposing that hydrated CsI has the same
spectral response as CsI.

Figure 4.11 Intensity corrections applied to a spectrum profile obtained 0.63 ns after the
beginning of the signal emission, from the xenon plasma XUV emission spectrum of Fig.
4.8(a). Dashed line : uncorrected spectrum, full line : corrected spectrum.

Figure 4.12 Comparison of the spectra obtained by applying the two cathode responses of Fig.
4.10 on the uncorrected spectrum profile of Fig. 4.8(a). Full line : Spectrum obtained by the
response of a cathode calculated with the manufacturer values. Dashed line : Spectrum obtained
by the response of a 25 % oxidized aluminium layer cathode.
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4.4 Determination of the plasma parameters–Thomson scattering
spectra analysis
4.4.1 Helium plasma parameters
During the xenon–krypton plasma x–ray emission spectra measurements campaign, a
number of shots was performed with a helium gas to calibrate the ion density of the gas–jet
targets [9,23]. The ion density of the helium gas–jet plasma can be derived from the
parametrical fit of its electronic spectrum giving the plasma electron density, because, under
the given experimental conditions the helium plasma is fully ionized. Helium gas was chosen,
because its neutral density depends only on the adiabatic parameter γ which is the same for all
the monatomic gases (γ = 5/3); hence, it permits to deduce the ion density of the xenon–
krypton plasmas. These measurements were performed additionally to the Mach–Zehnder
experiment [14], and they provide a more accurate estimation of the ion density, obtained
under the same experimental conditions as the emission spectra of xenon and krypton. The
outline of the Thomson scattering theory is given in Appendix A, and the description of the
Mach–Zehnder experiment is given in Appendix B.
Figure 4.13 shows a typical example of the spectrum images recorded by the Thomson
spectrographs, in the case of a 7 bar pressure helium gas–jet heated by a 350 J energy laser
beam. The image of Fig. 4.13(a) is a time–resolved electronic scattering spectrum, and that of
Fig. 4.13(b) an ionic scattering spectrum. In both images the wavelength is recorded along the
horizontal axis, and along the vertical axis is recorded the time evolution of the spectra.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13 Recorded images of the time–resolved Thomson scattering spectra of a 7 bar
pressure helium gas–jet heated by a 350 J energy laser beam. (a) Electronic spectrum, (b) ionic
spectrum.

In Fig. 4.13(a) we can observe the two electronic satellites on both sides of a dark spectral
band appearing around the laser wavelength (0.53 μm). This zone is highly attenuated by an
interference filter placed in front of the electronic spectrograph which transmits almost 100%
out of this narrow spectral region. The instantaneous appearance of the electronic satellites
after the laser pulse indicates a fast ionization of the plasma. As times evolves, and during the
heating of the plasma by the laser, a slight decrease of the distance between the outer borders
of the satellites is observed. This implies a slow decrease of the electron density which can be
explained by the plasma expansion [23].
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In Fig. 4.13(b), the formation of the ionic satellites indicate that the increase of the
electron temperature occurs in the first 100 ps after the beginning of the signal emission.
Then, for the remaining plasma heating duration, the position of the satellites does not vary.
In a first approximation, the ionic resonance frequency ωac of a non–isothermal plasma (Te >>
Ti) is [24]
ωac ≅ k

kB
Z Te
mi

(4.3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, mi the ion mass and k the ionic perturbation wavenumber.
Thus, and since the helium plasma is fully ionized (<Z> = 2), its electron temperature during
its heating remains constant. Finally, an interesting feature of the ionic spectrum is that the
satellite appearing above λlaser (red satellite) shows a higher intensity in comparison with the
satellite below λlaser (blue satellite). This behavior could be attributed either to the presence of
a Brillouin instability [23], or to a drift velocity of the electrons [25].
Figure 4.14 gives the lineouts obtained from the spectrum images of Fig. 4.13, 1 ns after
the beginning of the signal emission (dotted lines), integrated on a 100 ps window. In order to
determine accurately the plasma parameters the theoretical calculation of its spectral density
function is necessary [25], using as input parameters the electron density, the electron
temperature and the mean ionization number of the plasma [6]. The spectral density function
is calculated for a collisionless plasma, assuming a maxwellian velocity distribution of the
plasma species [25]. To take into account the spectral resolution of the instruments, the
theoretical electronic spectrum is convolved with a gaussian of 64 Å full width at half
maximum (FWHM), and the ionic spectrum with a gaussian of 2 Å FWHM.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14 Comparison of the experimental Thomson scattering spectra (dotted lines) obtained
at 1 ns after the beginning of the signal, with the theoretical spectra (full lines) calculated for ne = 1.8
1019 cm-3, ZTe = 126 eV. (a) Electronic spectrum, (b) ionic spectrum.

Generally, the theoretical spectra are fitted parametrically with the experimental spectra by
varying simultaneously the electron density, the electron temperature and the mean ionization
number of the plasma [6,26]. The fit of the ionic spectrum provides the product <Z>Te (see
Eq. (4.3)). The fit of the electronic spectrum gives ne, with Te a small correction on the
determination of the electronic satellites frequencies ωoe, according to the Bohm–Gross
dispersion relationship [27],
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ω 2 oe ≅ ω 2 pe + (3k B Te / me )k 2

(4.4)

ω pe = ne e 2 / εo me

(4.5)

where

is the electron plasma frequency, e and me are the electron charge and mass, εo the vacuum
dielectric constant, and k the electron perturbation wavenumber.
For the fully ionized helium plasma (<Z> = 2), the fit of the ionic spectrum provides the
electronic temperature, and given Te the electronic spectrum gives directly ne, from which the
plasma ion density is calculated (ni = ne/2). The best fit is obtained for : ne = 1.8 1019 cm-3 and
ZTe = 126 eV; thus for Te = 63 eV (full lines of Fig. 4.14). So, the ion density of a 7 bar
pressure helium gas is ni = 0.9 1019 cm-3. Repeating this procedure for different times around
1 ns, the decrement rate of the electron density was found about 0.15 1019 cm-3.
The measurements of the xenon–krypton plasma emission spectra are obtained for gas
backing pressures in the range of 1.3 – 4 bar. Extrapolating from the helium measurement the
ion density for these pressures, we find that it varies in the range of 1.67 1018 – 5.14 1018 cm-3.
The comparison of the ion density obtained by the Thomson scattering with the results of the
Mach–Zehnder experiment is given in Table 4–II. The results show a good agreement, and the
small deviation at the high pressure (~ 14 %) could be attributed to the different conditions
under which the two experiments were performed.
P (bar)
1.3
2
4

He Thomson - ni (cm-3)
1.67 1018
2.57 1018
5.14 1018

Mach–Zehnder - ni (cm-3)
1.95 1018
3 1018
6 1018

Table 4–II Ion density extrapolated from the Helium Thomson measurement, and the Mach–
Zehnder interferometry experiment, for the pressures of the the xenon–krypton gas–jets.

4.4.2 Xenon and krypton plasmas parameters
Analysis of xenon Thomson scattering spectra

Figure 4.15 gives a typical example of the time–resolved electronic and ionic Thomson
scattering spectra obtained for a xenon gas–jet of 1.3 bar pressure heated by a 400 J energy
laser. The time evolution shows the same characteristics as for helium. The distance between
the outer borders of the electronic satellites decreases, implying the decrease of ne (see Fig.
4.15(a)). After the plasma fast ionization, and during its heating by the laser pulse, the
distance of the ionic satellites does not change (see Fig. 4.15(b)). However, no qualitative
result can be deduced, as both <Z> and Te defining the ionic satellites position may vary with
time. Also, the red ionic satellite of Fig. 4.15(b) is more intense in comparison with the blue
one, indicating the presence of a Brillouin instability, or the electrons drift velocity.
The electronic and ionic spectrum profiles (100 ps time integration), obtained from Fig.
4.15, 1 ns after the beginning of the signal emission, are given in Figures 4.16(a), (b) (dotted
lines). Unlike helium, for the xenon plasma <Z> is not fixed, and in order to fit the theoretical
calculations it is represented as a function of the parameter ne
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(4.6)

provided that the plasma ionic density is determined independently. The ionic density is an
explicit function of the gas pressure and it is given by the helium Thomson scattering and the
Mach–Zehnder measurements. With measured the ionic density, we apply the same procedure
as used for helium. Fitting the electronic spectrum we obtain ne, with Te being a correction
parameter of the electronic satellites position (see Eq. (4.4)). The simultaneous fit of the ionic
spectrum gives <Z>Te and Te, as <Z> is specified via Eq. (4.6). The best fit is obtained for ne
= 2 1019 cm-3 and <Z>Te = 6000. For 1.3 bar pressure it gives ni = 1.67 1018 cm-3 (see Table
4–II); thus <Z> = 12 and Te = 500 eV.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15 Recorded images of the time–resolved Thomson scattering spectra of a 1.3 bar
pressure xenon gas–jet heated by a 400 J energy laser beam. (a) Electronic spectrum, (b) Ionic
spectrum.

At first sight, the result exhibits manifest incompatibilities. The low value of the mean
ionization number cannot be explained for this high plasma temperature; this erroneous value
of <Z> is confirmed also by the analysis of the xenon x–ray emission spectrum which gives
roughly <Z> ~ 26 – 28 (cf. §4.5.1). As the only independent parameter of the above analysis
is ni, a possible explanation of this result is the overestimation of ni giving a low <Z> via Eq.
(4.6). To understand this, we notice that the extrapolation of ni for the different pressures of
the xenon gas–jet was done : (1) assuming a linear relationship between the gas backing
pressure and the produced jet density, and (2) using as reference the measured density of the
helium plasma. However, the linearity assumption may give errors when the pressure of the
xenon gas–jet is very low, compared to the 7 bar pressure of the helium reference. The same
argument holds for the reference densities obtained from the argon gas Mach–Zehnder
measurements; here the density is measured in a 20 bar argon gas–jet. It has to be mentioned
that the linearity ni (P) has been checked for higher pressures than the 1.3 – 4 Bar range used
in our experiment.
This hypothesis seems to explain the results of the Thomson analysis. Table 4–III
summarizes the xenon plasma parameters obtained by the Thomson scattering spectra under
different pressure and laser energy conditions. The fifth column gives <Z> calculated with ni
obtained from the helium reference density (the corresponding Te is given in the sixth
column). As the xenon pressure increases and gets closer to the helium pressure, <Z>
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increases and its value is more consistent with the independent estimation obtained by the x–
ray emission spectra.
Another incoherence is that, for a quasi constant energy, we expect an increase of the
plasma heating for an increasing gas pressure, i.e. an increase of both <Z> and Te. So the
variation of the temperature with the pressure is not physically correct.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.16 Comparison of the experimental xenon Thomson scattering spectra (dotted lines)
obtained at 1 ns after the beginning of the signal, with the theoretical spectra (full lines)
resulting from the calculation of the spectral density function for ne = 2.0 1019 cm-3, <Z>Te =
6000. (a) Electronic spectrum, (b) ionic spectrum.

P (bar)
1.3
2
4

E(ω) (J)
400
380
350

ne(x1019 cm-3)
2.0
3.75
12.5

Thomson ni - reference

ni(x1018 cm-3)
1.67
2.57
5.14

<Z>
12
15
24.3

Te (eV)
500 ± 160
463 ± 51
390 ± 41

x-ray spectra <Z> - reference
<Z>
26
27
28

Te (eV)
231 ± 77
250 ± 28
340 ± 36

ni(x1018 cm-3)
0.77
1.39
4.46

Table 4–III Xenon plasma parameters for different values of the gas–jet pressure and the laser
energy used in the experiment. The values of the plasma parameters correspond to the
Thomson spectra measured 1 ns after the beginning of the signal emission.

An alternative approach to our problem would be to use the <Z> values given by the x–ray
spectrum. In this case, Te follows directly from the ionic part of the Thomson scattering
spectrum. Then, ne is obtained by fitting the electronic spectrum, and ni results simply from
Eq. (4.6). The results obtained with this method are given in columns 7–9 of Table 4–III. It
should be noted that, in this approach, <Z> and Te increase with the gas pressure, which is
physically correct.
Unfortunately, the <Z> values obtained by the x–ray spectra must be used with special
care, for, there is an intrinsic lack of coherence between the Thomson and the Bragg crystal
x–ray spectrograph diagnostics. First, the x–ray spectrograph measures the plasma radiation in
a narrow spectral band. Thus, the obtained spectrum is not the result of the radiation emitted
from the whole plasma, but only from these regions which are hot enough to emit in the
specific range (non–homogeneous plasma). In addition, the x–ray spectrum is space and time
integrated. Therefore, it is possible to measure in space (and in time) a higher charged plasma,
specially at the plasma side heated by the laser, and which is probed by the x–ray
spectrograph but not by the Thomson diagnostic. Due to this, we expect, in fact, that the x–ray
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spectrograph “sees” a higher temperature plasma with respect to the Thomson diagnostic,
giving an overestimation of the average charge.
Given the limitations of each approach, we choose to use the <Z> of the x–ray spectrum
for the low pressures of the gas–jet, and the self–consistent Thomson analysis for the high
pressures. So, for the spectrum of Fig. 4.15 from Table 4–III we have : ne = 2.0 1019 cm-3, Te =
231 eV, <Z> = 26. The theoretical curves calculated for these parameters are shown as the full
lines in Fig. 4.16.
The width of the electronic satellites in Fig. 4.16(a) is clearly underestimated by the
theoretical spectrum. As the calculations are performed for a plasma characterized by a single
ne, this implies the presence of density gradients which could be attributed to : (1) the radial
variation of the gas–jet density distribution predicted by the Mach–Zehnder experiment, and
(2) the open geometry expansion of the plasma. The same situation is observed in the ionic
spectrum of Fig. 4.16(b). In fact, the minimum and maximum value of <Z>Te, for which an
acceptable fit is obtained between the theoretical and the experimental satellites, are,
respectively, 4000 and 8000 (see Fig. 4.17). This could be attributed to the variation of Te,
assuming in a first approximation that the variation order of <Z> is negligible. The plasma
temperature gradients calculated for constant <Z> are given in columns 6 and 8 as deviations
from the temperature mean value.

Figure 4.17 Variation limits of <Z>Te for which an acceptable fit of the xenon ionic scattering
spectrum is obtained. Full line : experimental ionic spectrum of Fig. 4.16(b). Dashed line :
Theoretical curve calculated for <Z>Te = 4000. Dotted line : Theoretical curve calculated for
<Z>Te = 8000.
Analysis of krypton Thomson scattering spectra
Figure 4.18 shows the two lineouts (dotted lines) of a Thomson scattering spectrum
obtained for a 2 bar pressure krypton gas–jet heated by a 390 J energy laser beam; the profiles
are sampled at 1 ns after the beginning of the signal emission and correspond to 100 ps time
integration. A striking characteristic of Fig. 4.18(a) is the very wide spectral range of the
electronic satellites indicating the presence of density gradients. The simultaneous
parametrical fit of the spectra gives : ne = 6 1019 cm-3 and <Z>Te = 4750. For ni = 2.57 1018
cm-3 obtained from Table 4–II, we find that <Z> = 23, and Te = 203 eV. The mean ionization
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number given by the analysis of the krypton x–ray emission spectra is ~ 26 (cf. §4.5.2). Since
this value is expected to be overestimated, the <Z> value obtained here from the helium
reference density seems acceptable.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18 Comparison of the experimental krypton Thomson scattering spectra (dotted
lines) obtained at 1 ns after the beginning of the signal, with the theoretical spectra (full lines)
resulting by the calculation of the spectral density function for ne = 6.0 1019 cm-3, ZTe = 4750.
(a) Electronic spectrum, (b) Ionic spectrum.
P (bar)

E(ω) (J)

1.3
2
4

370
390
230

<Z>
21
23
23

ne(x1019 cm-3)
3.5
6.0
12.0

Te (eV)
203 ± 60
203 ± 32
171 ± 43

Table 4–IV Krypton plasma parameters for different values of the gas–jet pressure and the
laser energy used in the experiment. The values of the plasma parameters result by analyzing
the scattering spectra at 1 ns after the beginning of the signal emission.
The theoretical curves calculated for these parameters are shown as the full lines in Fig.
4.18. In Fig. 4.18(a), the underestimation of the electronic satellites width is obvious. From
Fig. 4.18(b) we find for the product term <Z>Te a fit tolerance of ±750. For constant <Z> this
implies that the plasma exhibits temperature gradients of ± 32 eV. Repeating the same
procedure for the Thomson scattering spectra obtained under different pressure and energy
conditions, we obtain the results summarized in Table 4–IV.

4.5 Characterization of the x–ray emission spectra in the keV
range
4.5.1 Xenon plasma emission spectra
The time–integrated xenon plasma emission spectra in the keV range were measured for
different gas–jet pressures and laser energies. These spectra, measured at the center of the gas
jet, are presented in Figures 4.19, 4.20. In the spectral range of 12 – 15 Å, the xenon shows a
rich emission spectrum composed of various transition structures. These structures correspond
to the 3d–4f unresolved transitions arrays (UTA) emitted by different ion species around the
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closed–shell Ni–like (Xe26+) ion [9]. The ions identified in our spectra belong to the iso–
electronic sequence from Ni–like (Xe26+) to V–like (Xe31+). As in [9], Ni–like lines are
observed around 14.24 Å and 14.6 Å corresponding, respectively, to the transitions from the
4f5/2 and the 4f7/2 jj–coupled spin orbital. Also, Co–like (Xe27+), Fe–like (Xe28+) and Mn–like
(Xe29+) ions UTAs are identified around 13.744 Å, 13.246 Å and 12.83 Å. However, in our
case some additional structures are observed corresponding to the 3d–4f UTAs of higher
charged ions. In particular, as the gas–jet pressure and the laser energy are increased, the
transitions of the Cr–like (Xe30+) and V–like (Xe31+) ions appear, respectively, around 12.41 Å
and 12.06 Å. Finally, the Cu–like (Xe25+) ion UTA observed in [9], is identified also in our
case around 14.39 Å, but only for low pressure and laser energy conditions.

Figure 4.19 Variation of the xenon plasma x–ray emission spectrum with the experimental
conditions; spectra obtained for similar laser energy and different gas–jet pressure.
Given the good reproducibility of the spectra, from shot to shot, we can follow the
variations of the observed structures due to the changes of the gas–jet pressure and the laser
energy. The absolute intensity level of the emission spectrum increases with the gas pressure
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and the laser energy, and this behavior can be explained by the increased absorbed energy
from the produced plasmas. Further, it is interesting to investigate the variations of the ionic
populations due to the different experimental conditions. So, we analyze the relative changes
of the different emission structures intensities.
Fig. 4.19 gives the comparison of three spectra obtained under different gas–jet pressure
and similar laser energy conditions. For 1.3 bar pressure, the spectrum is composed of the
transitions from Cu–like (Xe25+) to Fe–like (Xe28+) ions; the Ni–like (Xe26+) transitions from
the 4f5/2 jj–coupled spin orbital, and the Cu–like (Xe25+) transitions are dominant. As the
pressure is increased to 2 bar, the ion features up to Cr–like (Xe30+) appear clearly. Co–like
(Xe27+) ion transitions are now dominant, with a significant contribution of Ni–like (Xe26+)
and Fe–like (Xe28+) ions features. The decrease of the Cu–like (Xe25+) contribution (its ion
feature is hardly identified), in addition to the appearance of higher charged ions, indicate
clearly the shift of the ion population distribution to a higher ionization state. Concerning the
variation of the intensity and the plasma ionization state, the increase of the pressure
overcomes the small decrease of the energy. This proves the strong influence of the gas–jet
pressure on the properties of the produced plasma. Increasing the pressure to 4 bar, a further
increase of the plasma ionization state is observed. The Co–like (Xe27+) and Fe–like (Xe28+)
ions transitions are still dominant, but now there is a significant contribution of the Mn–like
(Xe29+) and Cr–like (Xe30+) ions features. Also, the V–like (Xe31+) and the Ni–like (Xe26+)
ions contribute now almost equivalently.
The changes of the spectrum induced by the variation of the laser energy at constant gas
pressure of 2 bar are shown in Fig. 4.20. For 120 J energy (dashed line), the emission features
from Cu–like (Xe25+) to Co–like (Xe27+) appear. The dominant contribution stems from the
4f5/2 jj–coupled spin orbital transitions of the Ni–like (Xe26+) ion, and the Cu–like (Xe25+)
transitions. Increasing the energy to 355 J (full line), as we mentioned above, the Co–like
(Xe25+) becomes dominant and the ion features up to the Cr–like (Xe30+) appear in the
spectrum. Thus, the plasma ionization state increases with the laser energy.

Figure 4.20 Variation of the xenon plasma x–ray emission spectrum with the experimental
conditions; spectra obtained for the same gas–jet pressure and different laser energy.
An explicit calculation of the plasma ionic fractions would require to model each
individual ion complex spectrum with the spin–orbit–split array method (SOSA) [28], and to
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perform a least–square–fit procedure with the experimental data, ajdusting the ion population
distribution [9,29]. Such an analytical calculation would provide the quantitative
determination of the ionic fractions. More simply, one can get a very rough estimation of the
ions populations, supposing that the relative intensities of the ions features are proportional to
the ionic fractions. This assumption is valid if the oscillator strengths of the main transitions
involved for the different ionic stages are of the same order of magnitude. For each spectrum
of Fig. 4.19, the relative intensity ratio of the peak corresponding to each ionic structure is
calculated, and the results are summarized in Table 4–V (the ratio of the maximum spectrum
feature is fixed to 1). These distributions permit to estimate roughly the plasmas mean
ionization number, and from Table 4–VI we see that under the specific experimental
conditions (pressure, laser energy) the xenon plasmas average charge takes values in the
interval of 26 – 28.
Isoelectronic
sequence
Ion charge
1.3 bar, 400 J
2.0 bar, 355 J
4.0 bar, 350 J
2.0 bar, 120 J

Cu–like
25
0.63
0.86

Ni–like
26
1
0.82
0.59
1

Co–like
27
0.57
1
1
0.6

Fe–like
28
0.76
0.93
-

Mn–like
29
0.42
0.86
-

Cr–like
30
0.22
0.63
-

V–like
31
0.5
-

Table 4-V Relative intensity ratios of the different ions features of the xenon spectra under
different experimental conditions of the gas–jet pressure and the laser energy.

Experimental conditions

1.3 bar, 400 J

2.0 bar, 120 J

2.0 bar, 355 J

4.0 bar, 350 J

Z

26

25.9

27.4

28.3

Table 4–VI Xenon plasma mean ionization number assuming that the relative intensities of
the ions features and the ionic fractions are proportional.

4.5.2 Krypton plasma emission spectra
The time–integrated krypton plasma emission spectra measured at the center of the gas–jet
for different pressures and laser energies are summarized in Figure 4.21. The identification of
the observed transition structures is based on the results of a previous work realized by our
research group on the characterization of the krypton plasma emission spectrum in the keV
range [11,13]. This work is based on a detailed level accounting (DLA) calculation of the
different ions contributing to the emission spectrum, which is performed with the atomic code
HULLAC [30]. The results of [13] corresponding to the transitions identified in our spectra
are summarized in Table 4–VII. The second and the third column of the table contain,
respectively, the experimental and the theoretical wavelengths of the transitions identified in
[13]. In the first column are given the labels of the transitions identified in Fig. 4.21. In the
range of 6 – 8 Å the krypton plasma emission spectrum contains many structures
coresponding to the the nl – n'l' transitions (for n=2, n'=3,4) from Na–like (Kr25+) to F–like
(Kr27+) ion [12,13].
As in xenon, it is worthwhile to investigate the variations of the krypton plasma emission
spectrum with the pressure and the laser energy as shown in Fig. 4.21. A first remark concerns
the absolute increase of the spectrum intensity with the increase of the gas–jet pressure and
the laser energy. In the preceding paragraph we saw that this is due to the increase of the
absorbed energy from the produced plasma.
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Figure 4.21 Variation of the krypton plasma x–ray emission spectrum with the the gas–jet
pressure and the laser energy.

Further, and with regard to the induced variations on the plasma ions populations, we
could mention the following. At 4 bar gas–jet pressure and 230 J laser energy (full line of Fig.
4.21), the observed emission structures correspond to the transitions of the Na–like (Kr25+)
and the Ne–like (Kr26+) ions. The dominant spectral features are : the Ne–like (Kr26+) 2p6–
2p53d (label 13, 15) and the 2p6–2p53s (labels 17, 20) transitions, as well as the Na–like
(Kr25+) 2p63d–2p53d2 transitions (labels 14, 16). Around 6.35 Å it is observed a significant
contribution of the Ne–like (Kr26+) 2s22p6–2s2p63d transitions (labels 8, 9). Finally, there is a
small contribution of the Ne–like (Kr26+) 2s22p6–2s2p63d transitions (label 7), and of the Na–
like (Kr25+) 2p63d–2p53s3d (label 18) and 2p63d–2p53s3p (label 19) transitions. Keeping
constant the pressure, and increasing the energy at 350 J, the spectrum shown as the dashed
curve in Fig. 4.21 is obtained. The general shape of the spectrum does not change, as the
transitions observed for 230 J are still present, and their relative intensity ratio remains
constant. However the spectrum shows a small contribution of the F–like (Kr 27+) 2p5–2p43d
transitions (labels 10–12). This indicates that the increase in the energy results in a higher
ionization state.
We see a similar behavior with the variation of the gas–jet pressure (full and the dotted
line curves of Fig. 4.21). The intensity of the F–like (Kr27+) transitions (labels 10–12), shows
a significant increase, as they become almost equivalent with the Ne–like (Kr26+) transitions
(labels 8, 9). Finally, as with xenon, and with regard to the intensity level and the ionization
state of the plasma, the increase of the pressure overcomes the small decrease of the laser
energy.
Concerning the estimation of the krypton mean ionization number, the procedure followed
in the case of the xenon gas would be helpless here, for, the identified ions give various
discrete emission features with different intensities 2. However, and inasmuch as we observe
only three ionic charge states, roughly speaking, the mean ionization number of the krypton
plasma is <Z> ≈ 26 ± 1.
2

A formal approach to calculate the ionic fractions is given in [11], applying the method presented in [9]. There,
a least–square–fit is performed on the measured spectra, using the data calculated with the detailed atomic code
HULLAC[30].
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label

λexp(Å)

λth(Å)

ion

gAth

lower level

Jlow

upper level

Jup

Eup

7 (E2s)

6.102

6.0910

Kr26+ (Ne)

0.544(12)

2s22p6

0

2s2p63d

2

16417.9

0

2s2p63d

1

15813.2

8 (3A)
9 (3B)

10
11

6.335
6.382

6.462
6.515

Kr

26+

6.3732

Kr

26+

(Ne)

0.144(14)

2s 2p

0

2s2p 3d

1

15690.7

6.3843

Kr25+ (Na)

0.493(14)

2s22p63s

0.5

2s2p63s3p

1.5

15663.3

6.3913

Kr25+ (Na)

0.986(14)

2s22p63p

6.3238

2s2p63p2

1.5

16210.3

2p43d

2.5

15482.3

6.4645

Kr27+ (F)

2.98(14)

2p5

1.5

2p43d

1.5

15469.1

1.02(14)

5

1.5

2p43d

2.5

15341.3

4

6.5184

27+

Kr

27+

Kr

27+

(F)
(F)

Kr26+ (Ne)

2p

5

3.07(14)

2p

0.5

2p 3d

1.5

15552.3

2.89(14)

2p6

0

2p53d

1

14941.2

2.91(14)

6

2p 3d

2.5

5

2p 3d

2

1.5

16026.9

6

5

2

Kr

25+

6.7414

Kr

25+

(Na)

3.94(14)

2p 3d

1.5

2p 3d

1.5

16001.5

6.7494

Kr25+ (Na)

5.20(14)

2p63d

2.5

2p53d2

3.5

16003.0

6

6.7386

25+

(Na)

5

6.7511

Kr

(Na)

2.45(14)

2p 3p

1.5

2p 3p3d

2.5

15376.4

6.7534

Kr25+ (Na)

6.06(14)

2p63d

2.5

2p53d

2.5

15994.3

6.7629

Kr25+ (Na)

2.22(14)

2p63s

0.5

2p53s3d

1.5

14786.6

2

2p53s3d

3

16070.9

6.7912

Kr

24+
24+

(Mg)

6

3.69(14)

2p 3s3d
6

2

5

6.7980

Kr

(Mg)

2.57(14)

2p 3s

0

2p 3s 3d

1

14710.3

6.800

6.8067

Kr24+ (Mg)

2.04(14)

2p63s3d

2

2p53s3d

3

16037.4

6.880

6.8755

Kr26+ (Ne)

2.17(14)

2p6

0

2p53d

1

14544.4

6

5

6.928
16

18

1.5

5

1.5

6.6929

17 (3F)

6

2p

6.6193

15 (3D)

6

4.54(14)

6.699

6.770

2

(F)

6.624

6.740

2s 2p

Kr

12

6.753

0.511(14)

6

6.4590

13 (3C)
14

(Ne)

2

25+

6.9191

Kr

(Na)

2.29(14)

2p 3d

1.5

2p 3d

2.5

15620.5

6.9283

Kr25+ (Na)

3.46(14)

2p63d

2.5

2p53d

2.5

15620.5

6

5

25+

6.9468

Kr

(Na)

2.84(14)

2p 3d

1.5

2p 3d

2.5

15563.0

6.9473

Kr25+ (Na)

1.18(14)

2p63s

0.5

2p53s3d

1.5

14394.1

6

5

25+

2

6.953

6.9501

Kr

(Na)

2.78(14)

2p 3d

2.5

2p 3d

3.5

15575.3

7.268

7.2670

Kr26+ (Ne)

0.109(14)

2p6

0

2p53s

1

13760.7

6

25+

5

7.376

7.3733

Kr

(Na)

0.230(14)

2p 3d

2.5

2p 3s3d

3.5

14749.5

7.380

7.3827

Kr25+ (Na)

0.169(14)

2p63d

2.5

2p53s3d

2.5

14732.3

6

25+

5

19

7.387

7.3892

Kr

(Na)

0.188(14)

2p 3p

0.5

2p 3s3p

1.5

13993.7

20 (3G)

7.504

7.5022

Kr26+ (Ne)

0.158(14)

2p6

0

2p53s

1

13329.4

Table 4–VII Identification of the different ions and their corresponding atomic transitions
contributing to the observed emission features of the krypton plasma (cf Ref [11,13]).
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4.6 Analysis of the x-ray spectra with TRANSPEC/AVERROES
Having determined the parameters of the xenon and krypton plasmas, and after the
independent estimation of their state obtained additionally from the preceding discussion of
their keV x–ray spectra, we can calculate their synthetic emission spectra with the code
TRANSPEC/AVERROES [4,5]. In paragraph 4.6.1 we compare the theoretical spectra of
TRANSPEC/AVERROES with the experimental spectra in the keV range. Then, in paragraph
4.6.2 we extend our analysis in the XUV spectral range.

4.6.1 Calculation of the synthetic emission x–ray spectra in the keV range
Xenon plasma emission spectra
Figure 4.22 shows the xenon plasma emission spectrum measured for a 2 bar pressure gas–jet
heated by a 355 J energy laser beam (dotted line). The theoretical spectrum (full line) is
calculated with plasma parameters : ni = 2.57 1018 cm-3, <Z> = 27, Te = 330 eV. The density is
given by the Thomson diagnostic and <Z> by the x–ray spectrum. The temperature
corresponds to the maximum value of the time evolution scheme that we assume to obtain
after 1 ns the Thomson temperature Te ≈ 260 eV. Thus, we include an estimation of the Bragg
spectrograph time integration (see also the discussion in §4.6.2).

Figure 4.22 Xenon plasma emission spectrum of a 2 bar pressure gas–jet heated by a 355 J
energy laser (dotted line), compared with the TRANSPEC/AVERROES [4,5] calculations for ni
= 2.57 1018 cm-3, Te = 330 eV, 550 eV (full lines).
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Adjusting the intensity level of the synthetic spectrum to fit the Ni–like (Xe26+) features,
we see that the code reproduce well their relative ratio. However, the synthetic spectrum
underestimates strongly the Co–like (Xe27+) ion features, and does not gives at all the
measured Fe–like (Xe28+) and Mn–like (Xe29+) transitions structures. Keeping constant ni, and
increasing Te we gradually obtain a better agreement between the theoretical and the
experimental spectrum. Fitting the intensity of the theoretical spectrum to the Co–like (Xe27+)
emission features, we obtain the best convergence with the experimental spectrum for Te =
550 eV. For this temperature, the code reproduces very well all the ions features from Co–like
(Xe27+) to Mn–like (Xe30+), overestimating, however, the Ni–like (Xe26+) transitions.

Figure 4.23 Xenon plasma emission spectrum of 4 bar pressure gas–jet heated by a 350 J
energy laser (dotted line), compared with the TRANSPEC/AVERROES [4,5] calculations for ni
= 5.14 1018 cm-3, Te = 550, 600, 650 eV (full lines).
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The xenon plasma emission spectrum obtained from a 4 bar pressure gas–jet heated by a
350 J energy laser is given in Figure 4.23 (dotted line). Similarly, the theoretical spectrum
calculated for the Thomson scattering parameters (ni = 5.14 1018 cm-3, Te = 390 eV, <Z> =
24.3) gives an average charge too low to reproduce the different emission features. Fig. 4.23
gives the theoretical spectra calculated, respectively, for Te = 550, 600, 650 eV (full lines).
The comparison with the experimental spectrum is performed by adjusting the intensity to fit
the Co–like (Xe27+) ion transitions. For Te = 550 eV, the code reproduces the transitions ratio
of the ions from Co–like (Xe27+) to Mn–like (Xe29+), but the contributions of the Cr–like
(Xe30+), V–like (Xe31+) ions is underestimated. Keeping constant ni, and increasing Te, a better
agreement is gradually observed for the high charged ions (Cr–like (Xe30+), V–like (Xe31+)).
To obtain a convergence for the Cr–like (Xe30+) transitions, the temperature should be
increased to 650 eV. At this temperature, however, there is a slight overestimation of the Fe–
like (Xe28+), Mn–like (Xe29+) ion features. Also, it should be stressed that the code, for the
specific temperature range, gives a strong overestimation of the Ni–like (Xe26+) ion
transitions.
From the above discussion two important remarks follow : (1) the theoretical spectra show
a better convergence with the experimental for temperatures higher than those given by the
Thomson diagnostics, and (2) even at “high” temperatures, we cannot obtain a convergence
with all the observed emission features of the different ions species for a single temperature
value.
Concerning the explanation of the very high temperature required we could invoke the
instrinic lack of coherence between the Thomson and the Bragg spectrograph diagnostics,
discussed in paragraph 4.4.2. We recall that this stems mainly from the different temporal and
spatial operation scales of the two diagnostics. In particular, the larger spatial probing and the
time integration of the Bragg spectrograph result in measuring a higher temperature plasma
with respect to the Thomson diagnostic. This deviation is additionally enforced due to the
narrow spectral range of the Bragg spectrograph, which does not give an overall image of the
state of a non–homogeneous plasma, as the Thomson diagnostic does. Indeed, in the range
11 – 15 Å, only the ions Xe25+ to Xe31+ can contribute. The other ion stages do not emit in this
spectral range.
The second remark could be explained by the presence of temperature gradients. The code
TRANSPEC in the single–cell mode used in our analysis, calculates the populations kinetics
and the synthetic spectrum with single temperature and density values, thus assuming a purely
homogeneous plasma. However, the x–ray spectrum is not expected to correspond to an
homogeneous plasma due to its space and time integration scale (spatial non homogeneity,
temporal evolution). Our qualitative estimation is confirmed by the measurements of the
Thomson diagnostic, which are time–resolved and obtained with a finer scale of spatial
probing. Their analysis show the time evolution of the plasma parameters (especially for the
electron density), and most important, it proves that at a given time the plasma exhibits both
temperature and density spatial gradients.
Krypton plasma emission spectra

Figure 4.24 gives the krypton emission spectrum measured for a 4 bar pressure gas–jet
heated by a 230 J energy laser (dotted line). The detailed level accounting analysis of the
krypton spectrum performed elsewhere [13] shows that the spectrum exhibits a breakdown of
the LS–coupling, and the UTAs are split into discrete unresolved sub–bands. Due to this, the
synthetic spectra is calculated with TRANSPEC/AVERROES with the spin–orbit–split arrays
(SOSA) formalism [28]. As in xenon, the synthetic spectrum does not reproduce the observed
emission features for the temperature given by the Thomson diagnostic (ni = 5.12 1018 cm-3,
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Te = 170 eV). The best convergence is obtained for the theoretical spectrum calculated with
Te = 500 eV (full line in Fig. 4.24). Now, the code reproduces well the Na–like and Ni–like
transitions 13, 15, 16 (see Table 4–VII). However, an overestimation and an underestimation
of the intensity levels is observed for the transitions (8, 9) and (17, 20), respectively.
Concerning the difference between the temperature of the Thomson diagnostic and the
temperature used to obtain an acceptable convergence with measured x–ray spectrum, we
could invoke the justification made for the xenon plasma. The deviations observed for the
high temperature theoretical spectrum could be partly attributed to the gradients of the plasma
cancelling the single–cell approach (single value temperature–density plasma) used by
TRANSPEC. On the other hand, the observed deviations could be also attributed to the poor
treatment of the coupling between the populations kinetics and the radiation field provided by
SOSA. Here, the use of the detailed level accounting (DLA) approach could provide a better
convergence.

Figure 4.24 Krypton plasma emission spectrum of 4 bar pressure gas–jet heated by a 230 J
energy laser (dotted line), compared with the TRANSPEC/AVERROES [4,5] calculations for ni
= 5.14 1018 cm-3, Te = 500 eV (full line).

4.6.2 Calculation of the XUV emission spectra
Xenon plasma emission spectra

The time–resolved XUV emission spectrum of a 2 bar pressure xenon gas–jet heated by a 355
J energy laser is recorded in the spectrum image of Figure 4.25. To study its time evolution,
three lineouts of ~ 200 ps time integration width are sampled at different times, which are
given as the dotted lines in Fig. 4.26. The specific samples were chosen as they provide a
complete description of the emission time evolution.
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Figure 4.25 Spectrum image of 2 bar pressure xenon gas–jet heated by 355 J energy laser. The
scheme gives the positions of the lineouts obtained to trace the time evolution of the spectrum.

Figure 4.26 Xenon XUV emission spectrum profiles obtained from a 2 bar pressure gas–jet
heated by a 355 J energy laser (dotted lines), compared with the calculations of
TRANSPEC/AVERROES (full lines).

In the spectral range of 20 – 160 Å the xenon plasma gives a rich emission spectrum,
which could be separated in three structures : the sharp structure around 40 Å, the wide
structure appearing in the range of 46 – 90 Å, and the structure around 112 Å. The time
evolution of the spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.26. Initially, the structure at 40 Å is dominant. As
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time evolves up to 2.2 ns, its intensity level remains constant, but around 3 ns it decreases
strongly. The structure in the range of 46 – 90 Å has a dominant contribution almost all over
the measured time interval. From 0.63 ns to 2.2 ns only a small variation of the structure
intensity is observed. Only at the end of the measured signal, the structure changes (t > 3.5
ns). In particular, at 3.7 ns, the portion of the structure in the range of 46 – 75 Å decreases
more than the range of 75 – 96 Å. So, the range 40–96 Å looks like a plateau. The structure
around 112 Å increases at late times (see t=3.7 ns), reaching the same level of intensity as the
plateau 40–96Å.
For the calculation of the synthetic XUV emission spectrum with the code
TRANSPEC/AVERROES the time evolution of the plasma parameters has to be taken into
account. The Thomson diagnostic for the specific measurement, and at 1 ns after the
beginning of the signals emission, gives ni = 2.57 1018 cm-3 and Te = 260 eV. A first
estimation of the plasma parameters is obtained using a simplified time evolution scheme (see
Fig. 27) :
1. The ionic density maintains a constant value.
2. The electron temperature shows a 0.2 ns fast rise to a maximum temperature (Te = 330
eV), followed by a 0.25 ns duration plateau. Then, the temperature decays with a slope
giving a total duration of 4.5 ns (observed emission mean duration). The maximum
temperature is chosen to obtain at 1 ns, and for the assumed temperature slope, the
Thomson temperature Te = 260 eV.

Figure 4.27 Time evolution of the electronic temperature. This evolution scheme is deduced
by using the Thomson diagnostics measurements of a 2 bar pressure xenon gas–jet heated by
355 J energy.

The theoretical profiles calculated at 0.6 ns (Te = 290 eV), 2.2 ns (Te = 170 eV) and 3.7 ns
(Te = 60 eV) are shown as the full lines in Fig. 4.26. The theoretical spectrum is composed of
5–4 and 4–4 transitions structures. The 5–4 transitions structure is split in two discrete sub–
bands around 40 and 50 Å, respectively. With regard to their peak wavelengths, the sub–band
around 40 Å coincides clearly with the experimental structure. The sub–band around 50 Å
coincides with the border of the wide band measured in the range of 46 – 90 Å,
underestimating, however, its width. Finally, the code cannot reproduce the measured
structure around 112 Å, and the wide unresolved emission structure observed in the range of
70 – 100 Å.
Taking as reference the intensity peak of the 5–4 transitions, the code at 0.6 ns reproduces
the relative intensity of the sub–band around 50 Å, but it underestimates the relative intensity
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of the sub–band around 40 Å. The 4–4 transitions structure shows an ambiguous coincidence
with the measured spectrum, but no conclusion can be inferred due mainly to the low signal to
noise ratio (SNR) of the measured signal. As time evolves to 2.2 ns, a relative increase of the
sub–band around 40 Å is observed, and the code 5–4 transitions show an improved agreement
with measured spectrum in the range of 30 – 60 Å. Also, the measured spectrum shows a clear
transition structure around 145 Å, which coincides with the 4–4 transitions structure of the
code. However, this structure appears for a very narrow time interval. So, it could be an
artificial signal due to the cathode response in conjunction with the low SNR (see §4.3.2). At
3.7 ns the 5–4 transitions are well reproduced by the code in the range of 30 – 60 Å, including
their relative intensity ratio.
Krypton plasma emission spectra

Figure 4.28 gives the time evolution of the krypton plasma XUV emission spectrum measured
for a 4 bar pressure gas–jet heated by a 230 J energy laser (dotted lines). As with xenon gas,
the krypton plasma gives a rich and time–variable emission spectrum.

Figure 4.28 Krypton XUV emission spectrum profiles obtained from a 4 bar pressure gas–jet
heated by a 230 J energy laser (dotted lines), compared with the calculations of
TRANSPEC/AVERROES [4,5] (full lines).
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Initially, at 0.6 ns three emission structures are clearly observed : the sharp dominant
structure around 35 Å, the low intensity structure in the range of 45 – 65 Å, and the wide
structure in the range of 85 – 120 Å with a significant contribution to the spectrum emission.
As time evolves up to 2.0 ns, the three structures do not vary significantly. The formation of a
plateau in the range of 50 – 85 Å is caused by the relative increase of the intensity in the range
of 70 – 85 Å. At the end of the measured signal (t > 3.5 ns) a strong change is observed at low
wavelengths. Indeed, in the profile probed at 3.9 ns, a decrease of the structure around 35 Å is
observed, which intensity becomes equivalent to the intensity level of the rest of the spectrum.
To calculate the synthetic emission spectra we use the estimation obtained by the
Thomson analysis (ni = 5.12 1018 cm-3, Te = 170 eV), and the time evolution scheme applied
for the xenon. The results are shown in Fig. 4.28 as full lines. At 0.6 ns there is a very good
agreement at low wavelengths; the code reproduces the dominant structure around 35 Å
composed of the 4–3 transitions. However, differences are observed all over the rest of the
spectral range. The 3–3 transitions structure appears at higher wavelengths with respect to the
measured structure in the range of 85 – 120 Å, and its relative intensity is underestimated.
Also, the code does not give any transitions structures in the band of 50 – 85 Å. The code
convergence with the measured spectrum exhibits the same characteristics up to 2 ns. At 3.9
ns, the 4–3 structure coincides with the measured structure around 35 Å, but its relative
intensity is underestimated. An agreement is clearly observed between the measured structure
in the range of 85 – 120 Å and the 3–3 transitions calculated by the code.
Discussion of the experiment/AVERROES comparison for xenon and krypton
The common point in the analysis of both elements is the relatively good theoretical
reproduction of the emission structures at low wavelengths, and the lack of coincidence for
the other emission features. The difficulty to trace the observed differences between the
synthetic and the measured spectra lies on the wide unresolved emission structures, without
discrete ionic features, which prevent us to obtain a rough estimation of the probed plasma
state. Here we restrict ourselves to mention some potential sources of the observed deviations.
The intensity deviations of the synthetic xenon 5–4 and the krypton 4–3 structures,
observed at different times, could be attributed to the scheme of the plasma time evolution
used as input parameters for the code TRANSPEC. A more consistent approach would require
the simulation of the laser–plasma interaction with a hydrodynamic code. The difficulty is the
three–dimensional (3D) open geometry expansion of the plasma. However, simulations
performed with the 1D code MULTI [32] give an advanced convergence at low wavelengths,
enforcing the intention to continue this analysis in its 3D approach.
A second potential error source, concerning also the plasma parameters, is the assumed
spatial homogeneity implied by the single–cell mode of the code TRANSPEC used here.
Even though now the probed region along the laser axis is rather small (~ 200 μm), the XUV
radiation recorded by the spectrograph is emitted from all the plasma region perpendicular to
the laser axis (~ 1 mm long), along which we should expect the plasma to show gradients (see
Fig. 4.2). This is reasonable, insofar as the plasma homogeneity is not justified even for the
finer probing scale of the Thomson diagnostics. So, apart from the time evolution, to improve
the convergence between the synthetic and the measured spectra the hydrodynamic simulation
should include also the plasma spatial profile normal to the laser axis.
The presence of spatial gradients can be partly explained by the large scale of the
produced plasma and its open (3D) heating geometry. An additional hypothesis of the
observed non–homogeneities of the plasma is the poor thermal–smoothing that it shows to the
laser intensity pattern of the random phase plate (RPP). As we explained in paragraph 3.2.2,
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the operation of the RPP is based on the production of an intensity distribution of very closely
spaced peaks, for the spatial scale of which the thermal conduction provides an adequate
smoothing mechanism. The large line–shape focal spot (1 mm x 150 μm) in conjunction with
the gas–jet target, which shows a rather low thermal smoothing with respect to the solid
targets, can produce an non–homogeneous plasma with randomly distributed hot spots. In this
case the plasma behaves as a bath of a mean low temperature value, in which there are
“islands” of high temperature plasma. Even though this scheme differs from the stereotype of
the “gradient”, with regard to the diagnostics it is equivalent : we have the recording of
radiation from plasma regions with very different properties. We should notice that initially
the specific focal spot, with the large width and the small height, was choosen to fullfil two
requirements : (1) to heat all the gas–jet in order to avoid the cold jet around the plasma
absorbing the radiation (large spot width), and (2) to minimize the width of the plasma source
seen by the Bragg spectrograph in order to improve its spectral resolution (small spot height).
Finally, we should mention that the code AVERROES predicts no emission line in the
bands 70 – 100 Å for xenon, and 50 – 85 Å for krypton. Here the question concerns both the
accounting of the transitions included in the SCs and the accuracy of the obtained transitions
rates used in determining the population kinetics. From this point of view the measured rich
time–resolved XUV emission spectra provide an interesting benchmark for the future
development of the code model.

4.7 Conclusions
The time–integrated emission spectra in the keV range, as well as the time–resolved XUV
emission spectra have been measured for both the xenon and krypton. The plasmas were
generated by irradiating gas–jet targets with a laser beam, which in parallel probes the
plasmas to characterize their parameters in the so called “self–scattering” Thomson scheme.
The Thomson diagnostics provide the necessary parameters of density and temperature used
by the collisional radiative superconfiguration code TRANSPEC/AVERROES to simulate
their emission spectra in the keV and the XUV spectral ranges.
The time–integrated spectra in the keV range showed the presence of different ion species
in the iso–electronic sequence from Ni–like (Xe26+) to V–like (Xe31+) for the xenon, and in the
sequence from Na–like (Kr25+) to F–like (Kr27+) for the krypton plasma. The variation of the
experimental conditions of gas–jet pressure and laser energy proved the dependence of the
ions populations on these parameters. The measurements of the time–resolved XUV spectrum
confirmed for both elements its time dependence determined by the variation of the plasma
parameters of density and temperature.
The comparison of the synthetic with the measured keV spectra proved the ability of the
code to calculate the atomic structures and transition rates of medium–Z elements, as well as
to solve the NLTE populations kinetics problem with these data. However, the observed
disagreements showed a problematic point. In a review of our experimental approach, we
should mention that this problem is introduced by the large spatial scale of the plasma,
initially chosen to avoid the cold gas around the produced plasma which absorbs the emitted
x–ray radiation. However this scale, either due to the open expansion geometry, or to the hot
spots induced by the RPP, give a non–homogeneous plasma, the behavior of which is difficult
to be simulated. This concerns partly the divergence between the Thomson diagnostic and the
estimation of the plasma state obtained by the Bragg spectrograph. But most important, it
explains the observed gradients which introduce difficulties in following the variations of the
plasma with the code.
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The situation becomes more complicated when dealing with the XUV spectra, because
here is introduced additionally the parameter of time. In this range, the code can reproduce the
low wavelength emission features corresponding to the 5–4 transitions of xenon and to the 4–
3 transitions of krypton. However, it can not predict the other wide emission structures
appearing in the measured spectra. A next step to improve the code/experiment agreement is
to perform simulations with a 3D hydrodynamic code in order to follow more accurately the
plasma time evolution, which affects strongly the emission in the XUV range, as shown in our
measurements.
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Chapter 5 XUV absorption spectroscopy of radiatively
heated ZnS and Al plasmas
5.1 Introduction
Thin solid foils irradiated by short and intense pulses of x–ray fluxes provide a source for
investigating the absorption properties of hot and dense plasmas in local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE). These plasmas are found in many fields of fundamental and applied
research, such as laboratory astrophysics [1–4], Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) [5] and x–
ray source development.
In astrophysics, the study of the opacities are of particular importance for the development
of accurate atmosphere models, as they rule the energy exchange in stellar interiors through
the mechanism of radiation transport [6]. This holds particularly for the opacities of medium–
Z elements in the XUV range from 50 to 1000 eV, where lies the maximum of the Planck
function for the temperatures reached inside the stars. Medium–Z elements represent only a
small fraction of the total stellar mass, but they are mostly responsible of radiative transfer as
their ionic species emit and absorb a rich XUV spectrum, unlike the fully ionized hydrogen
and helium plasmas [7]. In the indirect ICF scheme, the capsule ablation is driven by the
thermal x–ray radiation confined in the interior of a cavity made of gold or other high–Z
material. Here the opacity of the cavity materials affects crucial parameters for ICF as the
temperature and the homogeneity of the radiation field [8]. During last years, the x–ray
sources have also received much attention because of their technological applications, as the
extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) used for the development of new generation
processors (node size < 50 nm). In this field the opacities of high–Z plasmas are important for
investigating the radiation transport and thus the conversion efficiencies of the sources [9].
The necessity for accurate theoretical models describing the plasmas opacities has led to
the development of various plasma atomic physics codes, such as the code SCO [10–12]
which calculates the absorption spectrum of medium and high–Z LTE plasmas based on the
superconfiguration formalism [13]. The opacities of plasma mixtures are of particular
importance mainly due to their application in astrophysics. The SCO theoretical model has
been recently developed to describe them [12]. The subject of the present work could be
viewed as a part of a more general development of experimental techniques that can provide
benchmarks for mixture modeling.
In this experiment the opacities of zinc sulfide (ZnS) and aluminium (Al) plasmas in LTE
are characterized by measuring their absorption spectra in the XUV range [14]. ZnS and Al
foils are heated by the x–ray radiation confined in the interior of a spherical gold cavity. The
compound ZnS was chosen because the sulfur n = 2–3 and zinc n = 3–4 transitions, where n is
the principal quantum number, lie in the same spectral range between 20–180 Å and do not
overlap. Thus it gives the ability to investigate the opacities of a plasma mixture which is
more homogeneous than in the multi–layered target foils approach [15]. The ZnS absorption
spectrum is analyzed by comparing the experimental measurements with the theoretical
calculations of the code SCO. Al plasma was chosen because its absorption spectrum in the
XUV range has been studied extensively in previous experiments [16,17], where it was
proved that it can provide an independent means of inferring the absorbing plasmas
parameters [16]. Its absorption spectrum is analyzed with the detailed atomic code HULLAC
[18] to obtain an estimation of the ZnS foil heating conditions achieved in our experiment.
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5.2 Experimental setup and data processing
5.2.1 Laser beams and targets description
Laser beams
Figure 5.1 shows the top–view of the experimental setup used to measure the plasmas XUV
absorption spectrum generated by the radiative heating of zinc sulfide (ZnS) and aluminium
(Al) foils. In this experiment the two neodymium doped laser beams of the LULI2000 facility
are used. Both laser beams are frequency–doubled (λ = 0.53 μm) by using two KDP crystals
with a frequency doubling efficiency of ~ 35 %. The pulse duration of the laser beams is 500
ps.
One of the two laser beams – hereafter called “main beam” – falls on the entrance hole of
the spherical cavity, which is placed in the center of the experimental chamber. This is
achieved by coupling a f = 800 mm lens with a random phase plate (RPP) providing a focal
spot with a nominal value of 500 μm diameter FWHM on the conversion foil covering the
cavity entrance hole. The energy of the main beam at 0.53 μm wavelength varies in the range
of 70 – 140 J (nominal flux : 1014 – 1.4 1014 W/cm2).

Figure 5.1 Experimental setup used to measure the time resolved XUV absorption spectrum
of radiatively heated ZnS and Al foils.
The second laser beam – hereafter called “backlight beam” – heats a 20 μm thick gold foil,
and the produced plasma provides the XUV emission source (“backlight”) used to probe the
absorption foil (see Fig. 5.1). The backlight foil is aligned on the line of sight determined by
the diagnostic holes of the cavity and the XUV spectrograph spherical mirror (“radiographic
axis”). Its plane is oriented slightly differently from the normal to the laser axis to avoid
back–reflection of the backlight beam. At the same time, this provides a proper radiation
angular distribution to obtain a high intensity backlight signal for the absorption probing,
while its 3 mm distance from the cavity prevents the absorption foil heating. The backlight
beam is focused on the gold foil by coupling a f = 800 mm lens with a RPP of 4.2 mm x 0.37
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mm element size, giving an elliptical focal spot with 150 μm horizontal size at 50 % of the
laser intensity maximum, and 1 mm vertical size at 10 % of the laser intensity maximum. The
energy of the backlight beam at 0.53 μm wavelength varies in the range of 20 – 40 J (nominal
flux: 3.4 1013 – 6.8 1013 W/cm2). Given the backlight beam energy, the focal spot geometry
ensures an increased energy flux heating the gold foil (small horizontal dimension), while it
makes the backlight alignment of the radiographic axis easier (large vertical dimension).
The synchronization of the two beams is adjusted to obtain the backlight 800 ps after the
main beam. Taking into account the time resolved nature of our measurements, this choice
fulfills the following antithetical constraints :
1. The absorption probing is performed early enough to ensure that the ablative plasma
produced at the rear of the conversion foil has not reached the radiographic axis due to
its expansion (“plasma filling”), preventing the overlapping of its emission spectrum
with the backlight.
2. It is performed late enough to minimize the temperature gradients introduced by the
thermal expansion of the absorption foil.
3. It is performed late enough to ensure that the radiative emission of the cavity is very
low, and of the order of the background noise, a necessary condition to deduce the
plasma absorption from the measured backlight spectra (cf §5.3.1).
Spherical gold cavities and absorption foils
The radiative heating of the absorption foils is realized by using a spherical gold cavity. Its
geometrical characteristics are summarized in Figure 5.2(a). Its diameter is 1.2 mm, and it
contains three holes : the two diagnostic holes of 250 μm diameter, and an entrance hole of
700 μm diameter. The entrance hole is covered with a 130 nm thick gold foil, which
transforms the deposited coherent laser energy to the incoherent x–ray source heating the
cavity. The two diagnostic holes lie on a line defining the radiographic axis for the absorption
probing. One of the two diagnostic holes is covered with a thin foil of the material (ZnS, Al),
the absorption of which is measured. The foil thicknesses used are : 48.9 nm for ZnS, and
74 nm for Al both corresponding to 20 μg/cm2 areal mass. The absorption foils are coated on
both sides with 35.3 nm thick carbon (C) tampers corresponding to 8 μg/cm2 areal mass (see
Fig. 5.2(b)). The tampered configuration was chosen as it improves the homogeneity of the
probed plasma by reducing the density and temperature gradients along its expansion axis
[19,20].

(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2 (a) Geometrical properties of the spherical gold cavity. (b) Tampered configuration
of the absorption foils.

Concerning the confinement of the radiation inside the cavity the important physical
quantity is the x–ray opacity of the wall material, and gold is an optimum choice as a high–Z
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element [8,21]. For the radiation field temperature in the interior of the cavity, the important
parameter is the conversion efficiency of the laser beam energy into x–rays at the rear of the
conversion foil. This is determined by : (1) the material of the conversion foil, (2) its
thickness, and (3) the range of the laser beam flux. The energy conversion efficiency of
different materials was studied in [22] by irradiating planar targets with laser fluxes similar
with those in our experiment (λ = 0.53 μm, S = 1.3 1013 W/cm2). The analysis of the
absolutely calibrated emission spectra shows an increased efficiency as the atomic number of
the element is increased, with gold targets being the optimum choice. Also, for the fluxes used
in the experiment (~ 1014 W/cm2) the gold planar targets exhibit an optimum conversion
efficiency [23]. Finally, given the material and the laser energy range, previous works showed
that the conversion efficiency is strongly dependent on the thickness of conversion foil. The
130 nm thickness chosen here provides a high conversion efficiency, ensuring that the plasma
expansion speed is low enough to avoid a fast plasma filling of the cavity [24].

5.2.2 Diagnostic Instruments
XUV spectrograph
The measurement of the backlight emission spectrum probing the absorption plasma is
performed with the XUV spectrograph described in paragraph 3.4.2. The spectrograph is
coupled with a Kentech streak camera and records the time evolution of the absorption
spectrum. We recall that the XUV spectrograph is composed of a 5200 mm curvature radius
Ni spherical mirror coupled with a 2000 lines/mm gold transmission grating. In the specific
setup, the mirror is placed at a grazing angle of 6.4o to cut off the high energetic photons
below 20 Å (see also Fig. 4.1). Also, the distances plasma source–spherical mirror and
spherical mirror–streak camera, are adjusted properly to obtain a magnification factor G = 1
and an optimized spectral resolution of 2.7 Å (see §3.4.2). This resolution is mainly
determined by the apparent diameter ~ 250 μm of the backlight plasma source, which is
defined by the diameter of the diagnostic holes of the cavity. The streak camera deflection
speed is 4 mm/ns, giving a time resolution of 50 ps.
Pinhole cameras
The focal spot of the main beam is monitored with a x–ray pinhole camera composed of three
entrance holes of 5, 10 and 20 μm diameter, respectively, arranged in a triangle of 1 mm side.
The recording device is an ARP CCD camera, and a 23 μm thick beryllium filter is used to
bound the spectral integration range of the instrument. The arrangement plasma source–
pinhole–CCD lies in the same plane as the propagation direction of the laser beam, and it
forms a 36o angle with the horizontal plane of the experimental chamber, i.e. with the main
laser beam axis. The distance plasma source–pinhole is set to 170 mm, and the distance
pinhole–CCD to 600 mm. Thus, the nominal value of the magnification factor is ~ 3.5.
The backlight focal spot is monitored with a single–hole pinhole camera of 23 μm
diameter. The images are recorded on a COHU CCD camera, in front of which is placed a
filter composed of 23 μm beryllium plus 100 μm Mylar. The magnification factor of this
pinhole is ~ 2 ( r = 70 mm, R = 140 mm ).
To analyze the absorption foils hydrodynamics, we have to determine the main beam flux
heating the conversion foil. The measurements obtained with the pinhole give a focal spot
diameter of ~ 460 μm. For the 500 ps pulse duration of the main beam, and given the laser
energy, the heating flux varies in the range of 1.1 1014 – 1.5 1014 W/cm2.
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5.2.3 Experimental data processing
Figure 5.3 shows a typical absorption time–resolved spectrum image measured with the XUV
spectrograph. It is obtained with a radiatively heated ZnS plasma (20 μg/cm2 areal mass ZnS )
absorbing the backlight XUV source. The main and the backlight beam energies at 0.53 μm
wavelength are 99 and 23 J, respectively. The spectrum time evolution is recorded along the
vertical axis, and its dispersion along the horizontal axis. The weak spectrum feature
appearing first as time evolves corresponds to the radiative emission of the cavity, and the
second feature corresponds to the backlight emission spectrum absorbed by the ZnS plasma.

Figure 5.3 Time–resolved XUV absorption spectrum image obtained by probing with the

backlight source a ZnS plasma obtained from a radiatively heated 20 μg/cm2 areal mass foil.

The processing steps applied to the measured spectrum are : (1) the correction of the
spectrum image deformation introduced by the intensifier, (2) the calibration of the dispersion
and time axis, and (3) the correction of the spectral deformation introduced by the
spectrograph components to the measured intensity of the spectrum (see Chapter 3).
Dispersion axis calibration
According to the Eq. (3.13) of paragraph 3.4.2, the wavelength calibration of the dispersion
axis is performed by using the linear formula :
mλ = a1 ( pixel ) + a0

(5.1)

where a1 is the spectrograph dispersion coefficient, and a0 an offset coefficient due to the
small shifts of the zero transmission order. The calculation of a1 is performed by measuring
the K–edge position by inserting on the backlight spectrum a 1 μm thick Be filter, which is
placed in front of the XUV spectrograph. For this, the emission spectrum of a 12.5 μm thick
gold foil, heated by a backlight beam of 17 J energy at 0.53 μm wavelength, was measured.
The spectrum profile is given as the full line in Figure 5.4. The Be K–edge appears at pixel
587 and the zero transmission order appears at pixel 278. The theoretical absorption spectrum
of a cold solid Be foil (dashed line) shows a sharp K–edge at 110.85 Å [25]. Thus, the
dispersion coefficient for the specific setup of the XUV spectrograph is, a1 = 0.36 Å/pixel.
Time axis calibration
The time calibration is performed by measuring with the streak camera the 800 ps delay
between the backlight and the main beam, which is very accurately determined near the front
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end of the laser. In this way, a calibration of the streak camera deflection speed is also
obtained, i.e. an estimation for the accuracy of its nominal value given by the manufacturer.
Figure 5.5 gives a spectrum profile obtained along the time axis of the spectrum image of
Fig. 5.3. The rising half maximum of the cavity radiative emission appears at 405 pixels, and
the rising half maximum of the backlight emission at 457 pixels. Assuming the temporal
coincidence between the spectrum emission features and the laser beams producing them, the
time delay between the two laser beams is Δt = 52 pixels. Thus, the time coefficient is atime =
0.0154 ns/pixel.

Figure 5.4 Spectrum allowing the calculation of the dispersion coefficient a1 of Eq. (5.1). Full
line : emission spectrum of a 12.5 μm thick gold foil heated by a backlight beam of 17 J energy
at 0.53 μm. Dashed line : 1 μm thick Be foil transmission curve.

Figure 5.5 Lineout along the time axis of the spectrum image given in Fig. 5.3 used to
determine the time coefficient of the XUV spectrograph. The first spectrum feature, as time
evolves, corresponds to the cavity radiative emission, and the second one to the backlight
emission.
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The nominal value of the streak deflection speed measured on the phosphor plate is 4
mm/ns. To give this value in ns/pixel measured on the CCD camera, we have to take into
account both the magnification of the intensifier (Gint = 4/5) and the fiber optics configuration
(Gfo = 1/3). For the 13 μm pixel size of the Andor CCD camera, this transformation gives a
deflection speed nominal value of 0.013 ns/pixel, which agrees with the measured one
(deviation ~ 15 %).

5.3 Experimental methods
5.3.1 Deduction of the plasma transmission
The study of the plasma absorption is reduced to the experimental determination of its
spectral opacity. We recall that the radiation transport through an absorbing medium is ruled
by the formula

I ν = I ν ,o exp[ − κ ν ( ρ, T ) ⋅ Δl ⋅ ρ]

(5.2)

where Iν,ο, Ιν are respectively the incident and the transmitted radiation intensity, κν(ρ, Τ) is the
massive spectral opacity of the medium, Δl is the medium length crossed by the transmitted
radiation, and ρ its matter density.
The quantity deduced from our measurements is the spectral transmission of the absorbing
plasma. It is defined as the ratio of the radiation intensity transmitted through the absorbing
plasma to the backlight radiation intensity, or from Eq. (5.2),
τ≡

Iν
= exp[ − κ ν ( ρ, T ) ⋅ Δl ⋅ ρ]
Iνo

(5.3)

The measurement of the plasma transmission determines directly the absorption properties of
the radiatively heated plasma, i.e. its spectral opacity. Experimentally, it is necessary to
measure : (1) the backlight radiation passing through the absorbing plasma, hereafter called
“absorption measurement”, and (2) the backlight radiation without the absorbing plasma
between the backlight source and the XUV spectrograph, or “backlight measurement”.
The plasma transmission, and as a consequence its opacity, are not measured directly but
they are deduced from two different measured signals. This intrinsic characteristic of the
absorption experiments enforces us to determine the conditions under which those signals can
be used to provide properly the plasma absorption [19]. This is discussed in the next two
paragraphs.
Normalization of the backlight signals

To study the time resolved XUV absorption spectra we use a streak camera for the
measurements of the backlight radiation [1]. Unlike the point projection experiments [26,27],
this technique does not allow to measure the spectrum with spatial resolution [19]. As a
consequence, the absorption and the backlight measurements are obtained in different
experimental shots. Ideally, to deduce the plasma transmission we should have an absolute
coincidence between the different experimental conditions, but more realistically the
coincidence of the backlight beam energies is sufficient. The finite number of shots
performed, and the unavoidable variations of the laser energy from shot to shot, introduce
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deviations between the different backlight and absorption measurements. To overcome these
deviations, we normalize the intensities of the different spectra. One has thus to analyze the
variation of the backlight intensity as a function of the laser energy, as well as the absorption
properties of the Al and ZnS foils.
Figure 5.6 gives two backlight emission spectra obtained by irradiating a 20 μm thick gold
foil with different energies of the backlight beam (ΕBL = 20 and 28 J at 0.53 μm); these values
represent the maximum energy difference obtained in our measurements. The gold plasma
emission spectrum contains an intense broad structure around 50 Å corresponding to the O–
band transitions [22], while above 55 Å it is characterized by a fairly flat emission structure
without discrete transition features. Concerning the intensity level of the emission spectrum,
in the range of 55 – 180 Å it varies rather linearly with the laser energy. This does not hold for
the O–band emission feature around 50 Å. Thus, the deduction of the transmission should be
restricted to the spectral range 55 – 125 Å. At lower wavelengths the non linearity of the
backlight does not permit to correlate the intensity level of two different shots, while for
higher wavelengths the intensity is too low (see Fig. 5.6 (b)).

(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6 (a) Comparison of backlight emission spectra obtained for different energies of the
backlight beam. (b) Magnification of the spectral range of 145 – 180 Å used to normalize the
Al absorption. The spectra are obtained from the streak spectrum images with a time average
corresponding to 500 ps. (The curves are convolved with a 2.7 Å FWHM gaussian).

Let us now look at the absorbing plasmas properties. Figure 5.7 gives the spectral
transmission of Al (solid line) and C (dotted line) plasmas calculated with the atomic code
HULLAC [18], and of a ZnS plasma (dashed line) calculated with the code SCO [10,11]. The
transmissions curves are obtained for typical plasma parameters corresponding to the
conditions achieved in the experiment. Both Al and C plasmas show a very low absorption in
the spectral window of 145 – 180 Å, which could be considered as negligible. Provided that
the backlight energy does not vary significantly between the backlight and the absorption
measurements, this spectral window could be used as a reference to determine a normalization
~
factor, fAl, for the calculation of Al transmission [24,28]. If I W is the average intensity of the
backlight signal in the non absorbing spectral window, the normalization approximation could
be written

τ Al = f Al ×
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On the other hand, the ZnS plasma does not show an extensive low absorption region in the
whole spectral range of 20 – 200 Å. In this case the normalization is provided by the linear
variation of the backlight intensity with the energy. Thus, for ZnS the normalization
approximation is

τ ZnS = f ZnS ×

I absorption
I backlight

,

f ZnS =

Ebacklight
E absorption

(5.5)

For both elements, the necessery condition to normalize the backlight to the absorption
measurement is the negligible variation of the backlight energy between the two shots. In the
case of Al this provides the coincidence of the spectra in the non absorbing spectral window,
and for ZnS it ensures the linearity requirement. The advantage with the normalization
approach of Eq. (5.4) used for Al, is that it permits to account for the variations of the
backlight intensity introduced by the aligment backlight/cavity.

Figure 5.7 Theoretical transmissions of Al and C calculated with the atomic code
HULLAC[18], and of ZnS calculated with the code SCO[10–11]. Full line : 20 μg/cm2 areal
mass Al plasma with Te = 20 eV and ρ = 2 mg/cm3. Dashed line : 20 μg/cm2 areal mass ZnS
plasma with Te = 16 eV and ρ = 2.5 mg/cm3. Dotted line : 8 μg/cm2 areal mass C plasma with Te
= 20 eV and ρ = 1 mg/cm3. (The curves are convolved with a 2.7 Å FWHM gaussian).
Characterization of the cavity radiative emission
The cavity radiation emission heating the absorption foil, and which is recorded by the XUV
spectrograph with the measured backlight spectrum, should be subtracted like a noise signal
[24]. The time resolved approach solves this problem when a time delay between the main
beam and the backlight beam is introduced. Thus, we ensure that during the probing of the
absorption plasma the cavity emission is of the order of the background noise [29].
Figure 5.8 shows an image obtained by measuring the backlight and the emission
spectrum of a cavity without absorption foil (20 J backlight and 78 J main beam at 0.53 μm).
The 800 ps time delay between the two 500 ps duration laser beams ensures that the
absorption plasma probing starts 300 ps after the end of the cavity heating. In this interval, the
cavity emission feature becomes very weak. To show this, Figure 5.9 gives two 300 ps
temporal width lineouts sampling, respectively, the cavity emission at the time interval
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between the two laser beams (dashed line), and the backlight maximum (full line). In the
range of 55 – 125 Å the cavity radiation is of the order of ~ 18 counts over the background
noise, while the corresponding mean level of the backlight is ~ 230 counts. As the cavity
emission decreases with time, we expect that, during the backlight pulse, its level will be of
the same order of magnitude as the background noise (~ 10 counts). Thus, its elimination is
provided by the correction of the background noise applied to the spectrum.

Figure 5.8 Backlight and cavity emission spectrum image obtained with a 20 J backlight and
78 J main beam at 0.53 μm (cavity without absorption foil). The cavity emission profile is
obtained after the end of the main beam, and that of the backlight emission at the maximum of
the backlight signal (profiles time integration ~ 300 ps).

Figure 5.9 Comparison of the lineouts obtained from Fig. 5.8. Full line : backlight emission,
dashed line : cavity emission. (The curves are convolved with a 2.7 Å FWHM gaussian).

5.3.2 Al and ZnS plasmas absorption spectra
Experimental measurements
Table 5–I gives the characteristics of the different measurements used to deduce the
transmissions of Al and ZnS plasmas. Figure 5.10 shows the profiles sampled from the
recorded XUV spectrum images of both materials. The profiles are averaged over a 500 ps
time interval to improve the signal to noise ratio, and convolved with a 2.7 Å FWHM
gaussian to account for the spectral resolution of the XUV spectrograph. The spectrum
profiles are corrected for the background noise and the self emission.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.10 Experimental transmission curves (thick solid line) measured by probing : (a) 20
μg/cm2 Al foil, (b) 20 μg/cm2 ZnS foil. The transmissions are obtained by dividing the
absorption (dashed line) with the backlight spectrum profiles (solid line).

Al
ZnS

absorption
backlight alone
absorption
backlight alone

main beam
(0.53 μm)
E (J)
Flux (W/cm2)
139
1.5 1014
–
–
99
1.1 1014
–
–

backlight beam
(0.53 μm)
E (J)
36
40
23
20

areal mass
(μg/cm2)
C/Al/C
8/20/8
C/ZnS/C
8/20/8

Table 5–I : Characteristics of the absorption and backlight measurements used to deduce the
transmissions curves of Al and ZnS plasmas.
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For the Al case of Fig. 5.10(a), the backlight spectrum (full line) is normalized with
respect to the absorption spectrum (dashed line) according to Eq. (5.4), using the non
absorbing spectral window of the Al plasma in the range of 160 – 180 Å. For the ZnS foil of
Fig. 5.10(b), the normalization of the backlight spectrum (full line) to the absorption spectrum
(dashed line) is performed according to Eq. (5.5), using the ratio of the backlight beam
energies. The transmissions obtained by dividing the absorption and the backlight profiles are
given in the figures as thick full lines.
Analysis method of the measured absorption spectra
For the heating conditions achieved in our experiment, and for both absorbing materials, the
plasma parameters are expected to vary in the range of 15 – 30 eV for the electron
temperature and of 2 – 5 mg/cm3 for the matter density (cf. §5.4.2, 5.6.2). Under those
conditions the plasmas are expected to be in a state of local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE). To calculate the absorption spectrum with the LTE code SCO [10,11], or with the
atomic code HULLAC employed with a Saha–Boltzmann statistics [18], the determination of
the plasma parameters is necessary. The theoretical method that we use to obtain these
parameters involves : (1) the calculation of the radiation heating the absorption foils given by
the Basko model [30] and the view factor approach [31], and (2) the simulation of the foils
hydrodynamics with the code MULTI [32], using the x–ray radiation obtained in step (1)
[17,28,33].
The methodological question arising here concerns the independent experimental
determination of the plasma parameters, for the conditions under which the absorption
measurements are performed [19,34]. Like in [16] the technique applied in this work consists
in measuring the Al absorption spectrum. The analysis of the Al absorption provides an
independent diagnostic of the cavity radiative temperature, because its spectrum shows well
characterized discrete absorption features of different ions, which additionally are sufficiently
sensitive to the variations of the plasma temperature and matter density. The difference with
the approach used in [16] is that here Al gives an estimation for the validity of the theoretical
method, rather than a direct measurement of the plasma parameters. This is due to the
different hydrodynamic conditions that might prevail for the two plasmas, and which result
from the difference in their experimental conditions.
In the next paragraph the calculation of the Al plasma hydrodynamics is given, and in
paragraph 5.5 the validity of the method is checked, comparing the ab initio calculations of
the Al absorption spectrum obtained by HULLAC with the measured spectrum. Then, in
paragraph 5.6 the same procedure is applied for the analysis of the ZnS absorption spectrum.

5.4 Hydrodynamics of the radiatively heated Al absorption foil
5.4.1 Calculation of the radiation heating the Al foil
Simulation of the x–ray radiation source
To obtain the x–ray radiation source heating the 20 μg/cm2 Al absorption foil a simulation is
performed with MULTI [32]: a 130 nm thick gold foil is irradiated with a laser beam of 500
ps duration and 1.5 1014 W/cm2 energy flux at 0.53 μm wavelength, according to the
experimental conditions of the measurement (see §5.3.2). The calculated spectrum and
temporal dependence of the radiation emitted at the rear of the gold foil are given in Figures
5.11(a), (b).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.11 Simulation results of MULTI for the x–ray radiation emitted at the rear of a 130
nm thick gold foil heated by a laser beam (1.5 1014 W/cm2, 0.53 μm, 500 ps). (a) Specific
intensity calculated at the maximum of the laser pulse. (b) Full line : mean x–ray flux as a
function of time, obtained by integration over the frequency and angle groups, dashed line :
laser beam flux.

Figure 5.11(a) gives the spectral intensity of the x–ray obtained at the maximum of the
laser pulse. The energy is mainly confined in the spectral range of 50 – 80 Å corresponding to
the N (n = 4) and O (n = 5) band transitions, while the intensity of the relatively hard M (n =
3) band transitions is very low. The conversion of the laser light energy into x–rays by gold
foils was studied analytically in a previous work of our research group [24,28]. In this
experiment, absolutely calibrated x–ray spectra emitted at the front and the rear of gold foils
were measured for different thicknesses close to 130 nm (100, 120 nm), irradiating them with
a similar laser flux (~ 5 1013 W/cm2, 0.53 μm, 500 ps). Comparison with the theoretical
spectra obtained with MULTI, using the group emissivities/opacities calculated with the code
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POTREC [35], showed that the simulation reproduces adequately the various emission
features, but it introduces a small spectral shift toward the high wavelengths, a disagreement
attributed to the accuracy of POTREC. The spectral distribution of the radiation obtained by
MULTI is used directly in our work for simulating the absorption foils hydrodynamics (cf.
§5.4.2).
Figure 5.11(b) gives in a common graph the time evolution of the laser flux heating the
gold foil (dashed line), and the flux emitted at its rear (full line) integrated over the frequency
and the angle groups used with the simulation of MULTI. Apart from a small time delay, the
x–ray flux follows the evolution of the laser beam and has a maximum of 2.5 1013 W/cm2.
Having calculated the source flux, we can now apply the Basko model and the view factor
approach to calculate the flux heating the absorption foil.
Total radiation coupled with the Al foil
Table 5–II summarizes the geometrical characteristics of the spherical gold cavities used in
our experiment, as well as the values of the fractional area factors nS and nW determining the
energy exchange in its interior. AC is the surface of the closed cavity with no holes, AS is the
surface of the x–ray source (here the gold conversion foil), and AH = AF is the area of the
diagnostic holes. AW = AC − ( AS + 2 AH ) is the surface of the cavity wall. We recall that nW
determines the incident flux on an arbitrary wall element due to the total radiation emitted
from the cavity wall, and nS the incident flux on a wall element due to the radiation emitted
from the x–ray source surface.
Ø (mm)

AC (mm2)

AW (mm2)

AS (mm2)

AH (mm2)

AF (mm2)

ηW

ηS

1.2

4.52

4.23

0.196

0.049

0.049

0.93

0.043

Table 5–II : Geometrical characteristics of the spherical gold cavity used in the experiment
The flux of the x–ray source emitted at the rear of the conversion foil multiplied by the
fractional area factor ηS represents the input of the Basko model [30], which rules the thermal
radiation transport through the cavity wall, and gives the radiative flux reemitted by each wall
element. Using the source flux of Fig. 5.11(b) we obtain the radiation emitted by the cavity
wall given in Fig. 5.12 as full line. The reemitted flux increases rapidly, following the x–ray
source time evolution (dashed line), and has a maximum of 5 1011 W/cm2. After the end of the
laser pulse, implying the rapid decrease of the source flux (0.6 – 1 ns), the reemission of the
cavity also decreases, though with a lower rate after 1 ns.
From the reemitted flux and the Stefan–Boltzmann law (S = σΤR4; σ Stefan constant, TR the
radiative temperature), the equivalent radiative temperature of the cavity is calculated and
shown in Fig. 5.13 (full line). Following the variation of the x–ray source, the temperature
increases rapidly in the first 600 ps, up to a maximum of 48 eV. After the end of the laser
pulse, the temperature gradually decreases to 20 eV at 4 ns.
The dashed line in Fig. 5.13 represents the reemission factor
R(t ) = S r (t ) [ S i (t ) + S s (t )]

(5.6)

which is the ratio of the flux reemitted to the total flux received by each wall element. R starts
from a low value, and at the rising half of the x–ray source (till 0.7 ns) it shows an regular
increase with time. As in this time interval the incident flux Si appearing in the denominator
of Eq. (5.6) also increases, the evolution of R implies the increase of the reemitted flux Sr, or
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the wall gradual heating. At the falling half of the x–ray source (0.7 – 1 ns) R continues to
increase, but now this results from the slow decrease rate of Sr with regard to Ss, expression
of the confinement of the radiation in the interior of the cavity.

Figure 5.12 Full line : Radiative flux Sr reemitted from the cavity wall calculated with the

Basko model [30] and the view factor approach [31]. Dashed line : x–ray source flux S0
calculated in Fig. 5.11(b).

Figure 5.13 Full line : radiative temperature of the cavity wall obtained from the flux of Fig.
5.12 using the Stefan–Boltzmann law. Dashed line : reemission factor characterizing the x–rays
confinement in the interior of the cavity.

Then, we calculate the flux heating the absorption foil due to the cavity emission, Si,Wall,
and to the emission of the source Si,Source, as well as their sum corresponding to the total
heating flux Si,Total, and the results are summarized in Fig. 5.14. The total flux Si,Total (full line)
shows a maximum of 1.5 1012 W/cm2 corresponding to an equivalent planckian temperature
of 62 eV. A simple inspection of the figure shows that : Si,Source,max = 2 Si,Wall,max = 1012
W/cm2. As the flux directly coming from the conversion foil is dominant, we choose to
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simulate the absorption foil hydrodynamics by coupling with it directly the flux emitted at the
rear of the conversion foil (source flux), weighted properly to correspond to the total flux
heating it. To this purpose, we have to calculate the ratio between the total heating flux and
the source flux a (t ) = Si ,Total / S 0 (see Eq. (2.43)). Using for the time–varying reemission

factor its mean value, R = 0.3, averaged in the interval t = 0.4 – 1 ns, we find that a = 0.06, i.e.
the total flux heating the absorption foil is equal to 6% of the total flux emitted from the x–ray
source.

Figure 5.14 X–ray radiation fluxes heating the absorption foil. Dotted line: flux emitted from
the cavity wall; dashed line : flux emitted from the conversion foil; full line : total flux.

5.4.2 Hydrodynamic simulation of the Al foil expansion
To simulate with MULTI the hydrodynamic expansion of the Al foil we use as heating driver
the x–ray radiation emitted at the rear of the conversion foil rather than an equivalent
Planckian radiator [16]. This choice is justified because of the dominant contribution of the
conversion foil flux in the heating of the absorption foil, and it permits to take into account
the spectral distribution of the heating radiation, improving the simulation accuracy [20,28].
To this purpose, 6 % of the x–ray flux emitted at the back side of a 130 nm thick gold foil,
heated by a 500 ps duration Gaussian pulse with 1.5x1014 W/cm2 flux at 0.53 μm wavelength
(see Fig. 5.11), was used to irradiate a 20 μg/cm2 Al foil, coated on each side with 8 μg/cm2 C
tampers. Here, for this second simulation, the x–ray radiation is assumed to be coupled on the
vacuum border of the right C tamper, as Figure 5.15 shows. The simulation results are
summarized in Fig. 5.16, 5.17; for reference Fig. 5.16 gives also the time evolution of the
heating flux (gray full line).
Fig. 5.16(a) gives the time evolution of the plasma electron temperature. The three curves
obtained at the right C/Al cell (dashed line), at the center of the Al plasma (black full line),
and at the left C/Al cell (dotted line), cover the whole range of the plasma spatial expansion.
The temperature shows a fast rise giving at the central plasma cell a maximum of 30 eV at 0.9
ns (absolute maximum of 35 eV at the right C/Al plasma cell), and then the plasma gradually
cools to 15 eV as time evolves to 4 ns. Considering the plasma evolution during the probing
pulse (grayed region of Fig. 5.16(a)), we see that initially the spatial gradients of the
temperature are rather high (22 – 30 eV), and they are slightly smoothed out as time evolves
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(18 – 23 eV at the end of the pulse). Fig. 5.16(b) gives the time evolution of the plasma mean
ionization number; which at the center of the plasma and during the probing, it varies around
~ 5.5 – 6.

Figure 5.15 One–dimensional Lagrangian representation of the Al absorption foil tampered
configuration. The x–ray radiation is coupled on the vacuum border of the right C tamper.

Figure 5.16 Time evolution of (a) Te, (b) <Z> calculated with MULTI for a 20 μg/cm2 Al foil

tamped with 8 μg/cm2 C foils. Full black line : Te at the center of Al, dashed line : at the right
C/Al cell, and dotted line : at the left C/Al cell. Full grey line in (a) : total flux heating the foil.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.17 MULTI simulation results of the plasma hydrodynamic parameters as a function
of the Lagrangian mass. (a) Electron temperature, and (b) matter density at the rising half–
maximum (dotted line), at the maximum (full line), and at the falling half–maximum of the
probing pulse (dashed line).

The gradients of the plasma temperature and density are illustrated more clearly in Figure
5.17, which gives their variation as a function of the Lagrangian mass. The different curves
are obtained at three times corresponding to the rising half–maximum, to the maximum, and
to the falling half–maximum of the probing pulse, providing, also, an image of the plasma
time evolution. Fig. 5.17(a), gives the spatial variation of the plasma temperature. The
temperature is higher in the Al plasma than in the C tampers (except the small region at the
extreme right where the x–ray radiation heats the foil). This behavior could be attributed to
the materials opacities in conjunction with the spectral distribution of the gold foil emission
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spectrum used as the heating driver. In Fig. 5.17(b) showing the matter density, on can see
that the Al plasma exhibits a density higher than the C tampers density which decreases very
fast at both plasma–vacuum borders. This implies the strong expansion of the C plasmas, and
shows that the Al plasma is confined in this tampered foil configuration. Initially, the matter
density shows a spatial variation of 3 – 6 mg/cm2 (rising half–maximum), and gradually
smoothes out, following an evolution similar to the electron temperature: 2.5 – 4 mg/cm2
(maximum), 2 – 3 mg/cm2 (falling half–maximum).

5.5 Analysis of the Al plasma absorption spectrum
5.5.1 Characterization of the Al absorption spectrum
The experimental absorption spectrum of paragraph 5.3.2, obtained from a 20 μg/cm2 areal
mass Al foil is given as the solid curve in Figure 5.18. The absorption features of the
measured spectrum are identified with the atomic code HULLAC [18], which gives the ability
to calculate the relative intensities of the different atomic transitions associated with each Al
ion species. For this, an estimation of the ion populations contributing to the measured
absorption is necessary. According to the simulation results of MULTI [32], and taking into
account both the temporal and spatial gradients of Al plasma, its matter density varies in the
range of 2 – 6 mg/cm3 and its electron temperature in the range of 18 – 30 eV.
The ionic distributions calculated with the Saha–Boltzmann law for an Al plasma of 2
mg/cm3 matter density, and different values of the electron temperature spanning the expected
experimental range, are given in Table 5–III. The ions contributing significantly to the plasma
population belong to the sequence of Al3+–Al8+, and the identification procedure is reduced to
the calculation of their transitions. For each ion the relative intensities of the atomic
transitions are calculated with the atomic code HULLAC, and the identification is shown in
Fig. 5.18 with a simple superposition of the calculated transitions (grey lines) with the
measured spectrum (Note: The comparison with Al3+ ion transitions is not given, as HULLAC
predicts that its spectrum is confined in the range above 130 Å, where the experimental
measurement is ambiguous).
Te (eV)

<Z>

% Al3+

% Al4+

% Al5+

% Al6+

% Al7+

% Al8+

16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

4.0
4.4
4.8
5.2
5.5
5.9
6.2
6.5

17
7
3
1
0
0
0
0

62
46
27
14
6
3
1
0

21
44
57
53
40
25
14
7

0
3
13
30
47
54
50
39

0
0
0
2
7
18
32
45

0
0
0
0
0
0
3
9

Table 5–III Ions distributions of an LTE Al plasma obtained for 2 mg/cm3 matter density and
different electron temperatures spanning the hydrodynamic range of the measured plasma.

To confirm the identification of Fig. 5.18, the same procedure is performed for the ions in
the sequence of Al5+–Al8+, using now the tabulated atomic data of NIST database [36]. The
relative intensities of the atomic transitions are obtained from the NIST database assuming an
LTE plasma. For each ion the calculation is performed by using the temperature where its
Saha distribution is maximum, and a roughly estimated electron density of 2 1020 cm-3. These
results are compared with the measured absorption spectrum in Fig. 5.19.
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Figure 5.18 Identification of the ions contributing to the absorption of Al plasma with
HULLAC. Full line : experimental spectrum; grey bars : relative intensities of the atomic
transitions calculated ion by ion with the detailed atomic code HULLAC [18].
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Figure 5.19 Identification of the ions contributing to the absorption of Al plasma with the
NIST database [36]. Full line : experimental spectrum; grey bars : relative intensities of the
atomic transitions obtained from NIST database.
From both figures, a straightforward correspondence is noticed between the major
absorption features in the spectral range of 55 – 120 Å and the atomic transitions of the
different ionic species. These results are summarized in Table 5–IV. The first column gives
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the labels of the absorption features identified in Fig. 5.18 and 5.19. The second and third
columns give, respectively, the wavelengths of the ionic transitions contributing strongly to
the absorption, according to the calculations of HULLAC and the NIST data. The
wavelengths of the measured features are given in column 4. Finally, column 5 gives the
experimental wavelengths of the absorption structures measured in Ref. [17] and also
observed in our spectrum. Thus we provide an independent confirmation of the ionic species
identification. We should remark that the wavelengths of columns 4, 5 represent simply the
central values of the observed structures and not a strict identification of transition lines. The
rough estimation of the plasma average charge of <ZAl> ≈ 5 – 7, as well as the rather broad
ionic distribution, both inferred by the table data, suggest the presence of gradients, in
agreement with the simulation results of MULTI.
label
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

λHULLAC(Å)
60.57
68.39
76.64
76.91
88.86
95.32
96.34
104.5
104.7
108.5
109.6

λNIST(Å)[36]
60.59
68.38
75.28
76.62
87.78
95.97
96.44
103.94

λexp(Å)
60.41
68.09
76.86
88.56
96.97

λexp(Å)[17]
///
///
///
///
///
100.5

103.91

105.5

109.4

110

109.52

ion
Al8+
Al7+
Al6+
Al5+
Al5+
Al6+
Al5+
Al5+
Al4+
Al4+
Al5+

low level
2s2p2
2s22p2
2s22p3
2s22p4
2s22p4
2s2p4
2s2p5
2s22p4
2s22p5
2s22p5
2s22p4

high level
2s2p3d
2s22p3d
2s22p23d
2s22p33d
2s22p33d
2s2p33s
2s2p43s
2s22p33s
2s22p43d
2s22p43d
2s22p33s

Table 5–IV Identification of the different ions and their corresponding atomic transitions
contributing to the observed absorption features of the Al plasma.

5.5.2 Comparison of the HULLAC synthetic Al spectrum with the measured
absorption
Ab initio calculation of the Al absorption spectrum
The theoretical calculation of the Al absorption spectrum is performed with the detailed
atomic code HULLAC [18], using the hydrodynamic parameters calculated with the
hydrocode MULTI [32]. Additionally to the spatial gradients of the plasma parameters, the
time integration of the measured absorption enforce us to account also for their temporal
variation. First, a set of discrete times, tn, are picked covering the evolution of the Al plasma
which corresponds to the absorption measurement (plasma probing). Then, at each time tn,
both Al and C plasmas are divided in a number of i–cells of constant matter density and
temperature, using discrete steps Δρ, ΔTe for the hydrodynamic parameters. This splitting
attributes at each cell an areal mass density σi(tn) satisfying the matter conservation,
σ Foil = ∑ σ i (t n )

(5.7)

i

Calculating with HULLAC the spectral opacity, κi,ν(ρi, Ti,e), of each cell (σi, ρi, Ti,e), its
transmission is

τ i ( t n ) = e − κi σ i
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and the plasma transmission at tn is calculated as the product of all the i–cells transmissions,
τ ( t n ) ≡ ∏ τ i ( t n ) = ∏ e − κi σ i
i

(5.9)

i

Then, we account for the temporal evolution of the plasma by taking the average of the
transmissions calculated at different times,

1
~
τ =
N

N

∑ τ (t
n =1

n

)

(5.10)

The determination of the steps Δρ and ΔTe was made with the aid of HULLAC. The
absorption spectra of Al and C were calculated for different plasma parameters to determine
the maximum steps for which their variations are not significant. Concerning the electron
temperature, the absorption variation is followed accurately with ΔTe = 2 eV for the Al and
with ΔTe = 4 eV for the C plasma. The low step accuracy of C is justified by the
characteristics of its absorption spectrum introducing only a continuum lowering without
discrete features, and which is calculated to improve the accuracy of the continuum
absorption level.

Figure 5.20 Theoretical absorption curves of a 20 μg/cm2 Al foil calculated with HULLAC
[18] and the hydrodynamic results of MULTI [32] for the electronic temperature profiles of
Fig. 5.17(a) calculated at three times. The figure gives, also, their time average according to Eq.
(5.10).

Concerning the matter density, the calculations of HULLAC showed that it does not affect
significantly the absorption features of Al. Thus, as a first approximation, a mean value of 2
mg/cm3 is used for Al and of 1 mg/cm3 for C. For the temporal discretization, the criterion is
to cover the evolution during the plasma probing, ensuring that the absorption spectrum
between two times varies smoothly. Calculations with HULLAC showed that this condition is
satisfied averaging on three samples at the rising half–maximum, at the maximum, and at the
falling half–maximum of the backlight pulse (Fig. 5.17 of §5.4.2). The absorption profiles
calculated for the three times, as well as their average are shown in Figure 5.20.
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Comparison with the experimental absorption
The comparison of the averaged theoretical curve (full line) of Fig. 5.20 with the measured
absorption of the 20 μg/cm2 areal mass Al foil (dashed line) is given in Fig. 5.21. The
theoretical curve reproduces with good accuracy the measured structures corresponding to the
Al5+ and Al6+ transitions, and which are identified in the spectral range of 72 – 107 Å.
Deviations are observed at the extremity of the spectrum. The two discrete 2p–3s absorption
structures of Al5+ around 104, 110 Å (where the 2p–3d transitions of Al4+ ion also contribute)
show an inverse intensity ratio with respect to the measured one. Below 72 Å, the theoretical
curve shows systematically a lower absorption level with respect to the measured absorption.
This is particularly obvious for the 2p–3d structure of Al7+ ion around 68 Å. Finally, the
measured absorption structure identified with the 2p–3d transitions of Al8+ show a relative
shift of ~ 2 Å with respect to the theoretical.

Figure 5.21 Comparison of the theoretical absorption spectrum (full line) calculated with
HULLAC [18] with the measured absorption of the 20 μg/cm2 Al foil (dashed line).
Concerning the low absorption level below 72 Å, a possible explanation could be the
underestimation of the Al density due to the approximation used in our calculations. Indeed
calculations run with HULLAC [18] for different densities in the range of 1 – 5 mg/cm3 show
that the absorption level increases with density, particularly in the spectral range of 20 – 80 Å.
This is due to an increase of the continuum photoionization absorption on which the discrete
features are superimposed. However, the situation is more complicated as the decrease of the
temperature leads also to an increased continuum absorption. Indeed, calculations with
HULLAC show that in the range of 20 – 80 Å the photoionization absorption of Al4+ and Al5+
is much stronger than that of Al6+ (see Fig. 5.22). Thus, the observed deviation could be also
explained by an underestimation of the lower charged ions in the HULLAC calculation in
LTE. As concerns the continuum absorption, a problem linked to the gold O–band cannot be
excluded.
The relative shift of the structure identified with the 2p–3d transitions of Al8+ can also be
attributed to an inappropriate ionic distribution. Here, we find that the theoretical absorption
structure observed around 63 Å corresponds to the 2p–4d transitions of Al6+. A high
population of this Al6+ ion can lead to a strong contribution to the absorption spectrum of
these relatively low intensity 2p–4d transitions (see Fig. 5.18). To be more specific, let us take
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the rising half–maximum profile of Fig. 5.17(a). For this temperature spatial variation, and
assuming a Saha statistics, Al6+ represents 46% of the ions populations while Al8+ is only 3%.
So now, the deviation observed around 63 Å could be attributed to an underestimation of the
Al8+ population in the HULLAC calculation.
Consequently, the measured plasma is compatible with a wider ionic distribution than the
LTE distribution used for the HULLAC calculation, with relatively higher populations at the
extremity of the identified ionic sequence. This may signify that : (1) there is a wider variation
of the electron temperature with respect to the one predicted by MULTI, or (2) there are
deviations from the Saha statistics implying the NLTE behavior of the produced plasma [28].
Taking LTE as valid, the narrow variation of the plasma temperature could be attributed to the
accuracy limits of the atomic physics used by MULTI. This may concern both the opacities of
the gold plasma heating the cavity and the absorption foil, and the Al plasma determining its
interaction with the radiation field. The description of the cavity radiation given by the Basko
model [30] can also be questionable.

Figure 5.22 Transmission curves of a 20 μg/cm2 Al plasma showing the photoionization
continuum (no smoothing by the experimental line width). The curves are calculated with
HULLAC [18] for 16 (black line), 20 (gray line) and 26 eV (light gray line) temperatures
corresponding respectively to the maximum ionic populations of Al4+, Al5+, and Al6+ according
to Saha law (see Table 5–IV); matter density 2 mg/cm3.

Conclusions on the analysis method
In the XUV range, the observed absorption spectrum presents characteristic structures due to
bound–bound transitions. But also, the continuum absorption associated with photoionization
contributes significantly with the characteristic bound–bound transitions, to the formation of
the observed absorption structures. The matter density and temperature gradients make the
simulation of the spectrum more complicated, even if we assume LTE conditions. Their
presence makes difficult the ability to “measure” the parameters with the XUV spectroscopy
as in [16], something that exceeds the context of our work. Now, restricting ourselves to an
evaluation of the plasma hydrodynamics accuracy, we can say that the ab initio calculations
reproduce fairly well the measured spectrum of Al. So, under the given experimental
conditions, the theoretical method followed is acceptable and we now apply it to the analysis
of the ZnS absorption spectrum.
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5.6 Analysis of the ZnS plasma absorption spectrum
5.6.1 Characterization of the ZnS absorption spectrum
The experimental ZnS absorption spectrum, already shown in Figure 5.10(b), obtained from a
20 μg/cm2 areal mass foil is given in Fig. 5.23 with an identification of the different
transitions contributing to the spectrum of the plasma mixture. This identification is obtained
by comparing the measured absorption with analytical calculations performed with the code
SCO [10,11]. In the spectral range of 55 – 120 Å various absorption features of different zinc
and sulfur ions are observed. Table 5–V summarizes the correspondence of labels shown in
Fig. 5.23 with the different ions (3rd column) and their transitions (4th, 5th columns) (Note : the
experimental wavelengths given in the 2nd column are the peak values around which the
absorption structures appear).

Figure 5.23 Measured absorption spectrum of a 20 μg/cm2 ZnS foil, tamped with 8 μg/cm2 C
foils on both sides (see Fig. 5.10(b)). Figure shows the labels of the identified transitions given
in Table 5–V.
label
1

λexp(Å)
61

2

73

3
4
5

80
95
109

ion
S5+
S6+
S5+
S6+
Zn8+
Zn8+
Zn6+
Zn7+

low level
2p63s
2p6
2p63s
2p6
3d4
3d4
3d6
3d5

high level
2p53s3d
2p53d
2p53s2
2p53s
3d35f
3d34f
3d54f
3d44f

Table 5–V Identification of the different ions of zinc and sulfur species, and their transitions
contributing to the measured absorption spectrum.

In the range of 103 – 120 Å the 3d–4f transitions of Zn6+ and Zn7+ ions can be identified
(label 5). The 3d–4f transitions of Zn8+ (label 4) show two discrete absorption structures : a
dominant one in the range 90 – 103 Å, and a rather weak one around 87 Å. The structure in
the range of 75 – 85 Å (label 3) may corresponds to the 3d–5f transitions of Zn8+. At lower
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wavelengths the 2p–3s transitions of S5+, S6+ ions are identified in the narrow structure
appearing in the range of 70 – 75 Å (label 2). The identified ions give a rough estimation of
the plasma mixture ionization, <ZZnS> ≈ 6.
5.6.2 Hydrodynamic simulation of the ZnS foil
As for the Al case, first the radiation emitted at the rear of a 130 nm thick gold foil is
simulated with MULTI [32], irradiating it with a 500 ps duration laser pulse of 1.1 1014
W/cm2 flux at 0.53 μm. The x–ray source is used as input in the Basko model [30], from
which we obtain that the x–ray flux heating the absorption foil corresponds to 6% of the total
flux emitted at the rear of the gold foil; equivalently the heating flux corresponds to a
Planckian radiation of 55 eV temperature. The simulation of the ZnS hydrodynamics is
performed using the gold foil emission spectrum obtained by MULTI. A 20 μg/cm2 areal
mass ZnS foil coated on each side with 8 μg/cm2 C tampers is heated by 6% of the radiation
calculated in the first simulation. The heating radiation is coupled at the C/vacuum interface
of the right C tamper. The results are summarized in Figures 5.24, and 5.25.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.24 Time evolution of the ZnS plasma hydrodynamic parameters obtained at the right
C/ZnS spatial cell (dotted line), at the center of the ZnS plasma (full line), and at the left C/ZnS
cell (dashed line). (a) Electron temperature, (b) mean ionization number.

Fig. 5.24(a) gives the time evolution of the plasma electron temperature. The three
samples covering the plasma spatial expansion, are obtained at the left C/ZnS cell (dashed
line), at the center of the ZnS plasma (full line), and at the right C/ZnS cell (dotted line). The
temperature rises fast due to the foil heating, giving at the central plasma cell a maximum of
31 eV (absolute maximum of 36 eV at the right C/ZnS cell). Then the plasma gradually cools
to 8 eV as time evolves to 4 ns. During the backlight pulse (grayed region), the temperature
variation of each cell is about 5 eV. In particular, at the beginning of the backlight the
temperature exhibits a spatial distribution of 16 – 20 eV, which becomes at the end of the
pulse 12 – 15 eV. Thus, the gradients appearing on the averaged measured plasma are mainly
due to the time evolution of the temperature during the probing pulse, and not because of its
spatial variation. Fig. 5.24(b) gives the time evolution of the plasma mean ionization number.
Its value at the center of the plasma during the backlight pulse (grayed region) varies between
5.7 – 6.5 in accordance with the experimental rough estimation obtained from the ions
identification.
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The electron temperature and the matter density of the ZnS plasma are given as a function
of the Lagrangian mass in Fig. 5.25(a), (b). The three curves are obtained at the rising half–
maximum, the maximum and the falling half–maximum of the backlight pulse. From Fig.
5.25(a) we see that the temperature of the ZnS plasma is more uniform than in the Al plasma
shown in Fig. 5.17(a); at the three times, it varies in the range of 17 – 20 eV, 14 – 16 eV, and
13 – 14 eV. The relative spatial homogeneity is also seen for its matter density (Fig. 5.25(b)),
which at the three times takes values in the range of 4 – 5 mg/cm3, 3 – 4 mg/cm3, and 2.5 – 3
mg/cm3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.25 Lagrangian representation of the ZnS plasma hydrodynamic parameters obtained
at the rising half–maximum (dotted line), at the maximum (full) line, and at the falling half–
maximum (dashed line) of the backlight. (a) Electron temperature, (b) matter density.

5.6.3 Comparison of the SCO synthetic ZnS spectrum with the measured
absorption
Ab initio calculation of the absorption spectrum
The hydrodynamic parameters of the ZnS plasma obtained with the code MULTI [32] are
post–processed with the code SCO [10,11] to calculate its absorption spectrum. As with the
Al plasma, the temporal and spatial variations of the temperature are taken into account, while
in a first approximation the matter density is fixed. Concerning the temperature, calculations
with SCO showed that its temporal variation during the plasma probing is adequately
approached with the three samples of Fig. 5.25(a). Further, the spatial variation for each of the
time is followed by dividing the plasma in discrete cells of constant temperature, using steps
of 2 eV for the ZnS and 4 eV for the C plasmas. The matter density is fixed at 2.5 mg/cm3 for
ZnS and 1 mg/cm3 for C.
In each cell of constant ρ, Te the absorption of the sulfur and zinc plasmas are calculated
with SCO. The opacity of each component of the mixture accounts for the total electronic
density via the ionic distribution and therefore is sensitive to the presence of the other
component. The transmission of the plasma mixture cell is simply
τ i (t n ) = e

− κi , S σ i , S

where the partial areal mass of Zn and S are :
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σ i ,Zn =

AZn
σ i ,ZnS
AZnS

(5.12.a)

σ i ,S =

AS
σ i ,ZnS
AZnS

(5.12.b)

AZn, AS and AZnS are respectively the atomic weights of the zinc, sulfur and zinc sulfide. Then,
the plasma transmission at each time is calculated as the product of all the i–cells according to
Eq. (5.9), and their time average is calculated by Eq. (5.10). The results for the three times of
the probing pulse and their average are shown in Figure 5.26.
An inspection of the three times synthetic spectra shows that the part of the absorption
associated with the zinc ionic transitions varies strongly with the temperature in comparison
with the corresponding sulfur part. In particular, as the temperature decreases : (1) the mean
absorption level increases especially at high wavelengths, and (2) a deformation is observed
in the absorption feature around 85 Å corresponding to the Zn8+ 3d–4f transitions. This
behavior could be attributed to the relative variation of the absorption continuum
(photoionization) of zinc with regard to its discrete absorption features (bound–bound
absorption transitions) as explained in the Al case (see § 5.5.2).

Figure 5.26 Theoretical absorption profiles calculated with the code SCO [10,11], using the
temperature spatial variation of the three times profiles of Fig. 5.25(a). The figure gives also
their time average according to Eq. (5.10).
Comparison with the experimental absorption
The comparison of the averaged theoretical curve (full line) of Fig. 5.26 with the measured
absorption of the 20 μg/cm2 areal mass ZnS foil (dashed line) is given in Fig. 5.27. The two
absorption structures in the range of 84 – 120 Å, which are identified with the 3d–4f
transitions of the Zn6+–Zn8+ ions, are in a good agreement. The theoretical spectrum
reproduces also the absorption structure around 74 Å corresponding to the 2p–3s transitions of
the S5+–S6+ ions.
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Figure 5.27 Comparison of the theoretical absorption spectrum calculated with SCO code

[10,11] (full line) with the measured absorption of a 20 μg/cm2 areal mass ZnS foil (dashed
line).

In the absorption part corresponding to the sulfur ions a deviation is observed at the 2p–3d
transitions of S5+–S6 in the range of 58 – 70 Å. In the absorption part of the zinc ions a
deviation appears in the range of 76–84 Å. The calculations performed with SCO give that
this structure may be attributed to the 3d–5f transitions of Zn8+ ion, and its interesting
characteristic is the strong variation with respect to the matter density. Also, SCO predicts an
intense and broad absorption structure in the range of 120 – 160 Å (see also Fig. 5.28), which
is in a striking disagreement with the measured spectrum.
To check the accuracy of the super transitions arrays formalism of SCO [10,11] we have
performed some preliminary calculations of the ZnS absorption spectrum with the detailed
atomic code HULLAC [18]. Figure 5.28 compares the experimental spectrum with the results
of the two codes for a 20 μg/cm2 areal mass ZnS plasma of 2.5 mg/cm3 matter density and
16 eV temperature. Except for the difference of the absorption levels, the two codes give
similar shapes for the features in the range of 50–80 Å. Therefore, the observed deviation of
the experimental spectrum in the range of the sulfur 2p–3d transitions around 60 Å should be
attributed to the measurement accuracy at low wavelengths. The remarkable result is the
relative agreement of the experiment with the HULLAC calculations in the range of 120 –
140 Å, and its deviation from the SCO calculations. According to HULLAC this absorption
structure corresponds to the 3d–4f transitions of the Zn5+–Zn6+ ions. However the result of
HULLAC has to be taken with care, due to the difficulty to handle the huge number of the
transitions involved in the calculations of the zinc absorption spectrum, and due to the very
preliminary character of these computation results. This experimental “confirmation” of the
HULLAC calculations and the disagreement between SCO and HULLAC could be viewed as
an interesting point for further theoretical investigation on this XUV spectral range.
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Figure 5.28 Comparison of the SCO [10,11] (dashed line) and HULLAC [18] (thin full line)
calculations with the measured absorption (thick full line); the codes use the plasma
parameters: 20 μg/cm2 areal mass, 2.5 mg/cm3 matter density and 16 eV temperature.

5.7 Conclusions
The time resolved XUV absorption spectra of ZnS and Al foils heated by the thermal
radiation of a gold cavity have been measured. The simulation of the spectra necessitates the
determination of the hydrodynamics parameters, and this was performed with the
hydrodynamic code MULTI and the theoretical calculation of the radiation heating the
absorption foils. The method for determining the cavity radiation is based on the Basko model
giving the radiation temperature of the heated wall, and the view factor approach describing
the energy redistribution in the interior of the cavity. Given the laser flux range heating the
cavity, these calculations gave x–ray fluxes heating the absorption foils which correspond to
equivalent Planckian radiation temperatures in the range of 55–60 eV.
The theoretical approach was verified by the analysis of the Al absorption spectrum. Using
the code HULLAC as post–processor of the Al hydrodynamics, the main absorption features
identified with the 2p–3d transitions of Al5+–Al6+ were reproduced with very good accuracy,
validating the method ability to estimate the plasmas heating for the given experimental
conditions. The deviations between the theoretical predictions with the measured spectrum
were also extensively discussed. An interesting conclusion concerns the limitations of the
XUV absorption spectroscopy as a temperature and matter density diagnostics in the presence
of temperature and density gradients, and in particular, their influence on the photoionization
continuum.
Based on the estimation of the cavity heating conditions, the ZnS plasma hydrodynamic
expansion was simulated with MULTI. The results were post–processed with the code SCO to
calculate its absorption spectrum. Comparison showed the dominance of the 3d–4f transitions
of Zn6+ and Zn7+ ions. Also, spectral features corresponding to the 3d–4f and 3d–5f transitions
of Zn8+ were identified. The deviations of the theoretical transmission in the range
corresponding to Zn8+ 3d–5f transitions suggests a correlation between the matter density and
the occurrence of the transitions, an interesting point which needs further exploration. For
sulfur, the 2p–3s transitions of S5+–S6+ ions have been identified. The observed deviation
between experiment and theory in the range corresponding to the 2p–3d transitions have been
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checked with the detailed atomic code HULLAC. As the HULLAC and SCO calculations are
in accordance for these sulfur transitions, the deviations were attributed to the measurement
accuracy at low wavelengths, in the vicinity of the gold spectrum O–band emission feature
which may extend above 50 Å. The large deviation between the SCO calculations and the
measured absorption in the range of 120 – 160 Å was also analyzed with HULLAC.
Preliminary calculations with the detailed code gave a good agreement with the measured
absorption structure in the range of 120 – 140 Å identified with the 3d–4f transitions of Zn5+–
Zn6+. The confirmation of the HULLAC calculations and their large deviation from the
calculations of SCO is also an interesting point which should be investigated further in the
context of the theoretical models used to simulate the plasmas absorption spectra.
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Conclusions and perspectives
In this work we performed experiments of emission and absorption spectroscopy of laser
produced plasmas, to provide well characterized spectral data which permit to benchmark
atomic physics codes. More precisely, we produced xenon and krypton plasmas in NLTE
conditions and studied their emission spectra. In a second experiment, we characterized the
absorption spectra of zinc sulfide and aluminium plasmas in LTE conditions.

Xenon and krypton emission spectroscopy
In this experiment the time–integrated emission spectra in the keV range, and the time–
resolved XUV emission spectra of laser irradiated NLTE xenon and krypton plasmas were
measured. The states of the plasmas were characterized independently with the Thomson
scattering technique in order to precise their heating conditions (density and temperature). The
spectroscopic data were compared to simulations performed with the code TRANSPEC
/AVERROES using the Thomson plasma parameters.
In the keV spectral range the code reproduces rather well the spectra of the xenon and
krypton plasmas, but with different temperatures than those measured with the Thomson
diagnostics. In the time–resolved measurements in the XUV range, the code reproduces the
low wavelength (around 40 Å) emission structures for both the xenon and krypton plasmas,
but differences appear for longer wavelengths. The study of the experimental measuring
conditions showed that the incompatibilities between the Bragg spectrograph and the
Thomson diagnostics have to be attributed to the inhomogeneity of the produced plasmas.
Here, we should recall that the antithetical experimental constraints that produced the plasma
non homogeneity are : (1) the large heating scale of the gas–jets (1 mm focal spot width) used
to avoid the cold gas absorbing the emitted radiation, and (2) the large ellipticity of the laser
focal spot, obtained with a random phase plate used to improve the Bragg crystal spectrograph
spectral resolution. Concerning the XUV spectrum, the problem seems to be open also from
its theoretical side. However, we have to underline that the intrinsic inability to precise
experimentally the space and time evolution of the plasmas heating conditions restricts the
improvement of the code calculations.
The design of a future experiment should be oriented in avoiding the plasmas non
homogeneities observed here. First the laser focal spot should be more carefully chosen to
exclude any potential introduction of hot spots. Second, the spatial scale of the plasma should
be reduced to improve its homogeneity. Finally, given the plasma scale, the instruments
should ensure a more accurate coincidence between the probed regions of the plasma.
Concerning the potential limitations of the TRANSPEC/AVERROES calculations in the
XUV spectral range, our experimental measurements are a useful database provided that we
can determine the plasma temporal and spatial evolution. This can be done by performing a
simulation of the laser/gas–jet interaction with a 3D hydrodynamic code. Also, for the rather
simple spectra in the keV range, it would be interesting to analyze them using detailed atomic
codes as HULLAC, coupled to a NLTE collisional radiative solver.
Zinc sulfide and aluminium absorption spectroscopy
In this experiment we measured the time resolved XUV spectra of ZnS and Al radiatively
heated foils under LTE conditions. The Al absorption spectrum analyzed with the code
HULLAC provided an independent estimation of the heating conditions achieved with the 1.2
mm diameter gold cavities used in the experiment. It confirmed the validity of the theoretical
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calculations giving radiative temperatures in the range of 55–60 eV. The comparison of the
ZnS measured spectrum with the calculations performed with the code SCO gave in general a
good agreement for different absorption features of both zinc and sulfur ions. However,
disagreements were also noticed at high and low wavelength of the experimental spectral
range, which suggest further experimental and theoretical work.
Concerning the experimental side we should recall the variations of the backlight
conditions from shot to shot, which become particularly important in the vicinity of the
backlight O–band emission around 55 Å. Due to the non linear variation of the backlight
intensity with the laser energy in this spectral range, the normalization procedure followed in
the case of ZnS may introduce some accuracy limitations.
Spatial and temporal variations of the plasma parameters during the probing of the plasma
introduces difficulties in providing the proper parameters to be post–processed by the SCO
code. This is specially important due to the strong variation of the XUV absorption spectrum
with both the temperature and the density. In a future experiment, these effects should be
reduced.
Concerning the theoretical limitations of SCO, we have to notice the large deviation of the
code predictions from the measured spectrum in the range of 120 – 140 Å in which the 3d–4f
transitions of the Zn5+–Zn6+ ions appear. The preliminary calculations performed by the
detailed code HULLAC seems to confirm the validity of our measurements. In this case our
spectroscopic data provide a good experimental reference to check further the SCO
calculations. Further detailed analysis with HULLAC is also desirable here. From a
theoretical point of view, the 55 – 120 Å range at T ~ 15 eV presents an interesting challenge
to detailed codes as it involves the 3d–nl transitions of Zn ions with an almost half–filled 3d
subshell (about 24 bound electrons) giving rise to complicated absorption structures (UTA).
Perspectives
In both experiments the plasmas inhomogeneities, introduced due to the spatial or temporal
probing scale, proved to be an strong limiting factor in analysing the experimental data. This
holds especially for the XUV emission and absorption spectroscopy, due to the additional
theoretical complications that one finds in this spectral range. The inference following from
both experiments is that the lack of the plasma homogeneity restricts the ability to
characterize experimentally its state, regardless of the experimental technique that we apply
(Thomson scattering or XUV spectroscopy). Thus, a common request concerns the realization
of experiments with more homogeneous probed plasmas.
From this point of view, and as concerns the absorption spectroscopy, the new PICO2000
laser facility of LULI laboratory, which provides power laser pulses of picosecond time
duration, gives advanced possibilities. The main advantage of PICO2000 laser facility is the
ability to probe the absorbing plasma evolving the nanosecond scale with backlight pulses of
picosecond scale time duration. In this way the plasma gradients introduced due to its time
evolution are avoided, ensuring its improved homogeneity.
This advanced approach will be applied for the first time in an experiment planned in the
year 2008 concerning the characterization of the absorption spectra in the keV range of
different medium–Z elements foils (Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ge) heated radiatively at similar
temperatures. The results of this work will be very important for the future development of
the absorption spectroscopy of hot and dense plasmas. In the mid–term future, experiments on
great laser facilities, like LIL–PETAL, LMJ, should permit investigations on large volumes of
hot plasmas with consequently a important improvement in the quality of the results.
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A.I Introduction
An electromagnetic wave interacting with a charged particle induces its acceleration and the
emission of electromagnetic radiation. The result of this interaction is the scattering of the
incident radiation. When the frequency of the incident wave is sufficiently low and the
quantum effects can be neglected this process is referred as Thomson scattering [1,2].
Thomson scattering was introduced in the domain of laser produced plasmas as a
diagnostic method which permits to obtain the density and the electronic temperature,
measuring simultaneously the scattered spectra due to the plasma ionic and electronic
fluctuations [3,4]. The underlying theory of the Thomson scattering from plasmas is rather
complicated, involving the microscopic fluctuations induced on the density of the plasma
species, as described by kinetic theory, by its medium–like reaction on the electromagnetic
radiation. The description of the plasma scattered radiation followed in this work, is based on
the formalism of the spectral density function introduced by Salpeter [2,5]. Here we give
some basic elements of the Salpeter theory permitting to correlate the spectral characteristics
of the scattered radiation with the plasma parameters. A more rigorous description can be
found in [2].

A.II Scattered electromagnetic radiation from plasma
A simple description of the Thomson scattering from a plasma is given in Figure A.1. Fig.
A.1(a) shows an electromagnetic wave incident on a plasma scattering volume V, along the
direction defined by the wave number ki. The plasma electrons within V show a uniform
electronic density on the average, but on a microscopic scale there are fluctuations due to their
random thermal motion. The incident electromagnetic wave imposes an additional
perturbation on the thermally fluctuating profile of the electronic density, the net effect of
which is the emission of a scattered electromagnetic wave by the plasma in the direction of ks,
which forms with ki an angle θ. Thus, the collective effect of the plasma Thomson scattering
can be viewed equivalently as the result of the elastic interaction between the incident
electromagnetic wave, the perturbation wave of the electronic density and the scattered
electromagnetic wave (see Fig. A.1(b)).
The three interacting waves obey to the conservation laws of energy and momentum :
ωs = ωi ± ω

(A.1.a)

k s = ki ± k

(A.1.b)

Further, for the incident and the scattered electromagnetic waves we have their usual
dispersion relations [1],
2

2

2

2

2

ωi = ω pe + ki c 2
2

ωs = ω pe + k s c 2

(A.2.a)
(A.2.b)
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where ω pe = ne e 2 / εo me is the electron plasma frequency, e is the electron charge, me the
electron mass, ne the electron density, and εo the vacuum dielectric constant. Of course, when
the medium–like behavior of the plasma is determined by the reaction of its ions, in Eq. (A.2)
we have the ion plasma frequency ω pi = ni e 2 / εo mi , where ni, mi are the ion density and
mass, respectively.

(a)
(b)
Figure A.1 (a) Scheme of the Thomson scattering of electromagnetic radiation from a plasma
of finite volume V. (b) Geometry of Thomson scattering interacting waves.

A few comments are necessary for the wave quantities (k, ω) of the electron density
perturbation inserted in Eq. (A.1). The spatial variation of the electron density, in the
observation direction θ and for constant time, is determined by the differential wavenumber k,
which in fact is the spatial harmonic component of the density perturbation imposed by the
incident electromagnetic field [2]. From Fig. A.2(b) it follows that this two quantities are
related by the formula
2

2

k = ( ki + k s − 2k i k s cos θ )1 / 2

(A.3)

Because the scattered radiation in the direction θ results from the spatial variation of the
electron density in this direction, Eq. (A.3) can be viewed as the dispersion equation of the
medium–like plasma reaction to the incident electromagnetic radiation. In this approach θ is
the dispersion angle along which the radiation scattering occurs, for a given perturbation k of
the electron density. The time evolution of the electron density, at a given spatial point, is
determined by the frequency ω, which is the time harmonic component of the imposed
electron density perturbation. This time evolution reflects the double Doppler effect taking
place due to the electron velocity with respect both to the frame of the incident
electromagnetic wave, as well as to the frame of the observer.
Up to now, the problem of the radiation scattering has been considered in its most general
form, as the interaction of an electromagnetic wave with a plasma showing a medium–like
behavior, without investigating the conditions under which this behavior occurs. It can be
proved that the mode of the plasma reaction on the incident wave is characterized by the
following parameter [2] :

α=
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The range of α is determined by the ratio of the wavelength λ of the electron density
perturbation to the Debye length λD,
λD = ε o k B T / e 2 n e

(A.5)

and depending on its value two regimes of the radiation scattering may be discriminated :
(i).
α << 1 : In this range, the length of the resultant perturbation λ is much less than λD.
This means that the incident electromagnetic wave interacts with randomly distributed
charges in a scale where each charge is not subjected to the shielding of the neighbor
charges, and therefore it is seen as “free”. The scattering in this regime is called
incoherent scattering, and is determined by the sum of the radiations scattered
independently by each single charge. The main characteristic of the incoherent
scattering spectrum is that it reflects the shape of the electron velocity distribution. As
this scattering regime is not used in our experiment we are not analyze it further here.
(ii).
α ≥ 1 : In this range, λ is comparable to, or greater than λD, and the incident
electromagnetic wave interacts with charges which are additionally subjected to their
mutual screening through the long range Coulomb forces. Due to this, the plasma
shows a collective reaction on the perturbation imposed by the incident wave, and
therefore it behaves like a medium. Radiation scattering from the plasma under these
conditions is characterized as coherent scattering, and this is the regimes that holds in
our experiment.
The spectral characteristics of the scattered radiation in the coherent regime are
determined by the disturbances of the plasma particles density (electrons, ions) that are
excited and propagated through the plasma. Assuming a collisionless plasma, with a
Maxwellian velocity distribution of the plasma charges, there are two different mechanisms
for the plasma waves excitation.
A. High perturbation frequencies, ω > ωpi
For high perturbation frequencies ω > ωpi (ωpi, the ion plasma frequency), the scattering is
determined by the electrons behavior, as the much heavier ions can not respond at such high
frequencies and may be viewed as an immobile neutralizing background. In this range,
electron plasma waves are excited which presents a resonance frequency ωoe given by the
Bohm–Gross dispersion relationship [6] :

ω2 oe ≅ ω2 pe + (3k BTe / me )k 2 = ω2 pe (1 +

3
)
α2

(A.6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Te the electron temperature. Due to the resonance of
the longitudinal electrons waves, the scattered power spectrum shows two resonance peaks at
ωs = ωi ± ωoe , which are called electronic satellites. As in the coherent regime α2 >> 1, in a
first approximation we find from Eq. (A.6) that the resonance occurs at ω pe = ne e 2 / εo me .
Thus, the shift of the peaks with respect to the frequency of the incident electromagnetic wave
is proportional to the square root of the electron density. The above are shown in Figure
A.2(a), where the scattered power spectrum of a Maxwellian collisionless plasma is given,
which is obtained numerically with the spectral density function approach [2].
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.2 Scattered power spectra of a xenon plasma at two different ranges of the
perturbation frequency : (a) ω > ωpi where appear the resonance peaks of the electron plasma
waves (“electronic satellites”), and (b) ω ~ ωpi where appear the resonance peaks of the
acoustic waves (“ionic satellites”). The curves were calculated using the spectral density
function of a Maxwellian collisionles plasma (Typical values of the plasma parameters : Te =
200 eV, Ti = 20 eV, Z = 26, ne = 3x1019 cm-3).

B. Low perturbation frequencies, ω ~ ωpi
For low perturbation frequencies, ω ~ ωpi, the excitation of ion acoustic plasma waves
takes place. In the case of a strongly non isothermal plasma, with Te >> Ti, the ion acoustic
waves show a resonance frequency
Z Te 3k B Ti
a2
+
)
)
2
mi
mi
1+ a

(A.7)

ωac ≅ υs k

(A.8)

2

ωac ≅ k 2 ( k B (
or, in a first approximation at

where υs =

Z k BTe / mi is the sound velocity of the ion acoustic waves determined by the

electrons temperature and the ionic mass [7]. Similarly with the electron plasma waves, in this
spectral range the scattered power spectrum shows two peaks at ωs = ωi ± ωac showing a shift
with respect to ωi which is proportional to

Z Te (see Fig A.2(b)).

When the plasma electronic density is such that ωpe << ωi, the dispersion Eq. (A.2.a) and
(A.2.b) give
ωi ≈ k i c

(A.9.a)

ωs ≈ k s c

(A.9.b)

Substituting Eq. (A.9) in the energy conservation law of Eq. (A.1.a) we obtain
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k s = ki ± k

υs
≈ ki
c

(A.10)

due to the low value of the sound velocity (υs/c << 1). With this approximation, Eq. (A.3)
becomes

θ
k ≈ 2ki sin( )
2

(A.11)

The incident wavenumber ki is given in terms of the critical density by the formula [3],
ki =

ωo
n
1− e
c
n cr

(A.12)

where the critical density ncr in practical units is

ncr ( cm −3 ) = 1.110 21 / λi ( μm )

(A.13)

Having determined the reduced value of ki from Eq. (A.12), and thus the scattering
wavenumber k from Eq. (A.11), Eq. (A.8) (or more accurately Eq. (A.7)) permits to
determine the product <Z> Te of the electron temperature with mean ionization number. Thus,
if one of these two parameters is independently known, the ionic scattering spectrum provides
directly the other.
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Appendix B Mach–Zehnder interferometry experiment
In this appendix we describe the Mach–Zehnder interferometer experiment performed in the
gas–jet facility of the LULI laboratory, to characterize the neutral density profile of the gas–
jet targets. The gas–jets are produced by the 1mm diameter output conical copper nozzle used
in the xenon–krypton experiment.
The experimental setup is given in Figure B.1 [8]. A 532.5 nm wavelength He–Ne laser is
expanded and collimated to a 1 cm diameter beam. The beam is splitted and propagates to the
two optical arms of the Mach–Zehnder interferometer, with the gas–jet nozzle placed in one
of them. The output beamsplitter, in conjunction with the f/5 collecting lens, recombine the
two beams in the entrance of an 8–bit CCD camera, where the produced interference fringes
are recorded. The flow of the gas–jet is controlled by a solenoid electro–valve, which opens
for a specific time interval when it is triggered. The duration of its operation has been
measured independently with a Schlieren shadowgraph experiment, and was found ~ 140 ms.
The backing pressure of the gas–jet is adjusted and measured with a pressure transducer, and
the pressure of the vacuum chamber is fixed to be less than 10-2 mbar with the aid of a
baratron sensor. The time evolution of the gas–jet is obtained using a 2 ms optical shutter. As
the time response of the shutter is much less than the electro–valve duration, this is
accomplished by changing the time delay of the shutter trigger to probe different times of the
gas–jet evolution.

Figure B.1 Top view of the experimental setup used to characterize the density profile of the
neutral gas–jet injected by a 1 mm diameter nozzle.

Initially, and when there is no gas flow, the Mach–Zehnder interferometer is regulated
properly to gives the interference fringes shown in Fig. B.2(a). When the nozzle injects the
gas–jet, the refractive index in the one arm, and along the optical path of the beam
propagating through the gas–jet, is changed. This variation causes an additional phase shift to
the beam propagating through the gas–jet, which has as result the displacement of the fringes
pattern, as can be seen in Fig. B.2(b). The intensity of the interference pattern along the axis
of the gas–jet flow (z–axis of Fig. B.2) is then written

I ( z ) = I o [1 + cos(

2πz
+ ϕ ( z ))]
d

(B.1)
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where d is the initial distance of the fringes, and φ(z) is the phase shift introduced by the gas–
jet. Therefore, in a first step, by comparing the two fringes patterns it is possible to deduce
φ(z) at each point along the perpendicular to the propagation direction of the laser beam (x–
axis of Fig. B.2).

(a)
(b)
Figure B.2 (a) Mach–Zehnder fringes pattern without gas–jet flow. (b) Shift of the fringes
pattern due to the flow of 20 bar Ar gas–jet.

In terms of the gas–jet refractive index n(r), the difference of the phase shift between the
two optical arms is given by the formula
s/2

4π
δφ( x ) =
λo

∫ [n( r ) − 1]dy

(B.2)

0

where λo is the wavelength of the laser beam, and the integration is taken along the optical
path s of the beam propagating through the gas–jet (see Fig. B.3). In cylindrical coordinates
the above formula becomes
r

4π 0 [n( r ) − 1]rdr
δφ( x ) =
λo ∫x
r2 − x2

(B.3)

where r0 is the gas–jet radius. Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the gas–jet flow, Eq. (B.3)
can be solved in terms of (n(r) – 1) using the inverse Abel transform
2π [n(r ) − 1]

λo

r

1 o dϕ
=− ∫
π r dx

dx
x2 − r 2

(B.4)

Then the density distribution of the gas–jet can be calculated, as it is proportional to the gas
refractive index, by the simple formula

N ( r ) ( n( r ) − 1)
=
No
( no − 1)
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where no is the refractive index and No the density of atoms at the standard temperature and
pressure (for argon, no = 1.000281, and No = 2.68x1019 cm-3 ).

Figure B.3 Phase difference inserting the gas–jet in a laser ray propagating along a path s
normal to the x–axis.
Fig. B.4 gives the density radial distributions obtained at a distance of 0.5 and 1 mm from
the nozzle, for a 20 bar argon gas–jet. The density decreases with the distance, but it shows a
similar parabolic profile as a function of the jet radius. At 1 mm distance from the nozzle and
for an angular aperture of 1 mm diameter, which is determined by the random phase plate of
the laser beam, the density varies between 9x1018 – 3x1019 cm-3.

Figure B.4 Neutral density profile of 20 bars argon gas–jet at 0.5 (dashed line) and 1 mm (full
line) distance from the nozzle.
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C.I Analysis of the X-ray and time-resolved XUV emission of laser produced
Xe and Kr plasmas
C.II Measurement of XUV-absorption spectra of ZnS radiatively heated foils
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